Bankruptcy
by Robert B. Chapman*
The body of 2001 published opinions from the Eleventh Circuit Court
of Appeals and from district courts, bankruptcy courts, and state courts
within the Eleventh Circuit cover a wide range of issues. Broad
disagreements about fundamental questions remain,1 including issues
regarding subject matter jurisdiction, the relation between federal and
state law judgments, property of the estate, the range of the bankruptcy
courts' equitable powers, and the degree of deference to give Congress's
"plain language," in short, the nature and scope of bankruptcy and
bankruptcy law. These broad differences manifested themselves in
rulings that revealed tensions and conflicts within and among the
various courts that create bankruptcy law.

I.

SUPREME COURT CASES

The Supreme Court decided no bankruptcy cases in 2001. But it
granted certiorari on an important bankruptcy tax case in 2001, which
it decided in 2002, and decided four other cases that may have more or
less effect in bankruptcy. These cases include rulings on subchapter S
corporation discharge of indebtedness, judicial estoppel, the effect of
dismissal "with prejudice," and sovereign immunity.
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A.

Gitlitz v. Commissioner: S CorporationDischarge of Indebtedness
The one Supreme Court case in 2001 that is likely to have a significant short-term effect in bankruptcy, Gitlitz v. Commissioner,2 is a tax
case in which the'Supreme Court held that § 1367(a)(1) of the Internal
Revenue Code permits "S corporation" shareholders to increase bases in
their shares by the amount of the S corporation's discharge of indebtedness, which § 108 excludes from gross income, and that the increase
occurs before the reduction of the corporation's tax attributes.' S
corporations are essentially conduits through which income and loss pass
to their shareholders.4 Shareholders are prohibited, however, from
recognizing corporate losses in excess of their respective bases in their
shares.5 Such excess losses are "suspended" 6 until the shareholders'.
respective bases are later increased by, for example, the pass-through of
corporate income. 7 Discharge of indebtedness income is generally
includible in gross income' but not if the discharge occurs, among other
circumstances, in a bankruptcy case or when a taxpayer is insolvent. 9
In these circumstances, the income is excluded and certain "tax
attributes," such as net operating losses or basis in property, are reduced
by the amount of income excluded.1" In Gitlitz the Supreme Court

2. 531 U.S. 206 (2001). See Suellen M. Wolfe & Jennifer N. Moore, Federal Taxation,
52 MERCER L. REv. 1473, 1476 (2001).
3. 531 U.S. at 209.
4. 26 U.S.C. § 1366 (1994).
5. Id. § 1366(d)(1).
6. Id. § 1366(d)(2).
7. Id. § 1367(a)(1).
8. E.g., United States v. Kirby Lumber Co., 284 U.S. 1 (1931).
9. 26 U.S.C. § 108(a)(1).
10. Id. § 108(b)(2). The operation of § 108 is quite different in partnerships than in S
corporations. A partner receives an increase in the basis for an increase in the partner's
share of partnership liabilities. On discharge of indebtedness of a bankrupt partnership,
the income is excluded by § 108(a) and it passes through to the partners. I.R.C. § 702(a).
Partners increase their respective bases by their distributive share of the excluded income.
Id. § 705(a)(1)(B). At the same time, however, the partners decrease their respective
outside bases by their respective decrease in their respective shares of discharged
partnership liabilities. Id. §§ 705(b)(2), 752(b). Losses suspended by § 704, the subchapter
K equivalent of § 1366(d), cannot be taken as a result of the increase in basis because of
sequencing rules that require both the increase and decrease to be performed before any
suspended losses may be taken. Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(d)(2). The possibility of a "double
windfall," therefore, does not arise, at least when the partner's distributive share of the
COD income is equal to the reduction in the partner's share of partnership liabilities.
In the case of S corporations, the problems are quite different. The shareholders do,
according to Gitlitz, receive a "double windfall" for the reasons specified in the opinionbecause although exempt income passes through and they increase their bases, they do not
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resolved an intercircuit split as to the operation and interrelation of
these rules in a manner virtually everyone concedes results in a
"windfall"11 or, as the Court described it, a "double windfall."12 The
Court held discharge of indebtedness income to be "income" for purposes
of increasing a shareholder's basis, even though it is excluded from gross
income, and the basis adjustment occurs before tax attributes (including
suspended losses) are reduced. 3
Shortly after the Court handed down its decision, commentators began
speculating that Congress would overrule Gitlitz by legislation.1 4 In

receive deemed distributions in the amount of the corporate discharged indebtedness.
There is no equivalent to § 752 and there is, therefore, an asymmetry when a basis is
adjusted upward for the pass-through of COD income but because of the Court's
interpretation of the sequencing rules, the reduction of tax attributes (which, given the
relocation of the suspended § 1366 losses at the corporate level as suspended net operating
losses, is designed to accomplish the same thing as § 752) is ineffective and there may be
nothing left to reduce.
11. Timothy R. Koski, S CorporationShareholders Allowed Tax Windfall: Supreme
Court Resolves Controversy Regardingthe Impact of Cancellation of Indebtedness Income
on S CorporationShareholders, 77 N.D. L. REV. 247 (2001); Elliot Pisem & David E.
Kahen, Gitlitz and Discharge of Debt Income ForS Corporations,N.Y.L.J., Feb. 15, 2001,
at 5; Craig E. Behrenfeld, Entity Selection Revisited: Will Gitlitz Provide Continuing
Vitality for S Corporations?,75 FLA. B.J. 73 (June 2001). See also James F. Loebl, Does
the Excluded COD Income of an Insolvent S Corporation Increase the Basis of the
Shareholders'Stock? 52 FLA. L. REV. 957, 988 (2000).
12. 531 U.S. at 219-20 n.10.
13. Id. at 213. The Supreme Court's, or, if one accepts the Court's characterization,
Congress's definition of § 1366(a)(1) income as being broader than § 61 income raises the
question whether unrecognized gain and loss might also pass through to shareholders
under § 1366 and result in basis adjustment under § 1367. If an S corporation with
suspended losses transferred appreciated property to a corporation in a transaction that
qualified for nonrecognition treatment under § 351(a), or if an S corporation transferred
appreciated property in a like-kind exchange, would the realized but not recognized gain
income be an "item of income" for purposes of basis adjustment? Section 61(a)(3) includes
'gains derived from dealings in property" and § 1001(c) requires the entire realized gain
to be recognized unless another provision would cause the realized gain to "cease" being
income. The logic of Gitlitz would suggest a basis increase on the nonrecognition transfer.
In fact, dicta in Gitlitz even suggests the possibility that unrealized gains and losses-mere

appreciation and depreciation without disposition-could affect S corporation shareholders'
bases in their stock. Justice Thomas rejected the use of Treasury Regulation section 1.6112(b), which states a taxpayer "realizes" no income on a bankruptcy discharge, as support
for the Commissioner's argument that discharge of indebtedness is not "income" for

purposes of § 1366. Justice Thomas observed the regulation "merely states that '[i]ncome
is not realized.' The regulation says nothing about whether discharge of indebtedness is
income." 531 U.S. at 215-16. If unrealized income can be "income" for §§ 1366 and 1367,
S corporation shareholders would increase or decrease their respective bases based on
marking-to-market the property of the S corporation at the end of its taxable year.
14. E.g., Tax Report, A Supreme Court Decision May Spur Congress To Change a Tax
Law, WALL ST. J., Aug. 22, 2001, at Al.
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the Job Creation and Worker Assistance Act of 2002 ("JCWAA"), 15
which President Bush signed on March 9, Congress amended § 108 to
overrule Gitlitz. Section 402(a) of the JCWAA amends § 108(d)(7)(A) to
provide that, in applying § 108 at the corporate level, excluded discharge
of indebtedness income does not pass through to the shareholders under
§ 1366. It follows, therefore, that shareholders' bases are not increased
under § 1367. The losses suspended under § 1366(d) are not available
because they are reduced under § 108(b)(2)(A) by the amount of the
excluded discharge of indebtedness income.
The amendment generally applies to any discharge of indebtedness
after October 11, 2001. It does not apply, however, to a subchapter S
corporation that received a discharge before March 1, 2002, pursuant to
a plan or reorganization filed on or before October 11, 2001. For plans
filed after October 11, 2001, any discharge will be subject to the new
rule.
Gitlitz might have made bankruptcy a more attractive possibility for
S corporations because shareholders could have deducted suspended
losses against passed-through discharge of indebtedness income and
because the net operating loss would be reduced after the basis increase.
Gitlitz would have raised a question, however, about the absolute
priority rule. "Old equity" is frequently motivated by tax concerns to
retain its interest in the debtor entity.16 Corporate tax attributes, such
as net operating losses and various credits, are considered "property" for
purposes of the rule. 7 With an S corporation, tax attributes, although

15. Pub. L. No. 107-147, 116 Stat. 21 (2002).
16. Barry E. Adler, The Emergence of Markets in Chapter11:A Small Step on North
LaSalle Street, 8 S. CT. ECON. REV. 1, 10-14 (2000). See also Bank of Am. Nat'l Trust &
Say. Ass'n v. 203 N. LaSalle St. P'ship, 526 U.S. 434, 434 (1999) (reversing confirmation
of a plan when debtor's equity interest owners contributed $4.1 million to avoid tax liability
of $20 million); In re Haskell Dawes, Inc., 199 B.R. 867, 880-81 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1996)
(considering personal tax benefits to equity interest holder); In re Sherwood Square Assocs.,
107 B.R. 872, 887 (Bankr. D. Md. 1989) (tax benefits "may be a motivation for the partners
to sponsor the Plan, but these personal tax benefits do not constitute receipt or retention
of an interest in property of the Debtor"); In re Pullman Constr. Indus., 107 B.R. 909, 949
(Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1989) (requiring old equity interest holders to pay for potential tax
benefits). See, e.g., David Gray Carlson & Jack F. Williams, The Truth About The New
Value Exception to Bankruptcy'sAbsolute PriorityRule, 21 CARDOZO L. REV. 1303, 1328-29
n.90 (2000) (describing the relation between and among decreases in partners' respective
shares of nonrecourse liability, minimum gain chargeback, decrease in basis, and the
absolute priority rule); Andrew D. Shaffer, CorporateFiduciary-Insolvent:The Fiduciary
Relationship Your Corporate Law Professor (Should Have) Warned You About, 8 AM.
BANKR. INST. L. REV. 479, 554 n.354 (2000) (describing tax-motivated aspects of "new
value" arguments in North LaSalle Street).
17. See, e.g., In re Feiler, 230 B.R. 164 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1999); In re Jartran, Inc., 44
B.R. 331, 380 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1984).
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they exist, 8 are less numerous; the benefit described in Gitlitz inures
only to the shareholders and not to the corporation. If the "old equity"
received an increase in basis and could take suspended losses as a result
of confirmation, would this violate the absolute priority rule if they
receive it "on account of' their junior claims?
In theory, shareholders of a debtor who fails to pay its unsecured
creditors in full may be prevented from receiving or retaining any
property because of their shares; however, in practice, many reorganizations violate the absolute priority rule.'9 If shareholders believed they
could do so, or if the court did not consider the basis jump to be property
received or retained on account of their equity interest, Gitlitz would
have made bankruptcy more attractive for S corporations.
If, however, the basis increase were considered property received on
account of the shares, Gitlitz illustrates an important implication of
North LaSalle Street.2 ° There is no way for creditors, who in theory
should become "new equity," to get the benefit of the increase in basis
and take the losses themselves in the year of discharge. The relevant
treasury regulation provides that disallowed losses are personal to the
shareholder and "cannot in any manner be transferred to another
person;" the regulation further specifies that if the shareholder transfers
all of the stock in the corporation, the suspended loss is permanently
disallowed.2 1 The shares of the debtor S corporation would have more
value, efficient management issues aside, in the hands of the shareholders than in the hands of creditors.
Many bankruptcy experts have focused on various threats the parties
have in bankruptcy. 22

If the creditors had a threat of invoking the

18. See, e.g., In re Bakersfield Westar, Inc., 226 B.R. 227 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1998) (holding
S election is "property of the estate" and shareholders' pre-petition revocation was
avoidable transfer).
19. Lawrence A. Weiss, The Bankruptcy Code and Violations of Absolute Priority,4 J.
APPLIED CoRP. FIN. 71, 73, 75-76 (1991). See generally Lynn M. LoPucki & William C.
Whitford, Bargaining Over Equity's Share in the Bankruptcy of Large, Publicly Held
Companies, 139 U. PA. L. REV. 125 (1990).
20. 526 U.S. 434 (1999).
21. Treas. Reg. § 1.1366-2(a)(5) (2001).
22. See, e.g., Barry E. Adler, Financialand Political Theories of American Corporate
Bankruptcy, 45 STAN. L. REV. 311, 315-16 (1993); Lucian Arye Bebchuk & Howard F.
Chang, Bargainingand the Division of Value in CorporateReorganization,8 J.L. ECON. &
ORG. 253, 255-56 (1992) (discussing delay as a debtor's threat); Yaacov Z. Bergman &
Jeffrey L. Callen, Opportunistic Underinvestment in Debt Renegotiation and Capital
Structure,29 J. FIN. ECON. 137, 138 (1991) (discussing management's threat of making bad
investments); Waltraud S. Scott, Comment, Deferred Cash Payments to Secured Creditors
in Cram Down of Chapter 11 Plans: A Matter of Interest, 63 WASH. L. REV. 1041, 1044-45
(1988) (discussing higher "cramdown" interest rates as creditors' threat); Raymond T.
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absolute priority rule against an S corporation, the shareholders would
have an incentive to pay a premium to retain their shares. 23 The value
of the threat would decrease, of course, according to each shareholder's
marginal tax rate and reach equilibrium at the point at which the tax
benefit from discharged indebtedness equals the amount of debt repaid
to keep the shares. The shareholders and creditors, therefore, each
would have an incentive to reach agreement somewhere in between.
B. Young v.United States (In re Young): Three Year Lookback Rule
for Discharge of Taxes
The Supreme Court accepted an invitation to "fix" another tax-related
"loophole" created by congressional oversight when it granted certiorari
to review the decision of the First Circuit Court of Appeals in Young v.
United States (In re Young). 4 The First Circuit followed the Third,25
Seventh,26 Eighth, 7 Ninth, 28 and Tenth 29 Circuits in holding that
the three-year lookback provision in § 507(a)(8)(A)(i) is automatically
tolled for any period during the three years in which the taxing
authority is stayed by a prior bankruptcy. ° The First Circuit rejected
tests articulated by the Fifth,31 Sixth,32 and
the more amorphous
33
Eleventh Circuits.

Nimmer, Negotiated Bankruptcy Reorganization Plans:Absolute PriorityAnd New Value
Contributions,36 EMoRY L.J. 1009, 1044-45 (1987) (discussing debtor's liquidation threat);
Richard F. Broude, Cramdown and Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code: The Settlement
Imperative, 39 Bus. LAW. 441 (1984) (discussing "cramdown" as threat).
23. Alternatively, a creditor's plan could, even if there is to be a discharge of some debt,
deprive existing shareholders of a tax benefit; if the bankrupt S corporation issues stock
for the cancellation of indebtedness, the stock-for-debt exception may apply and prevent
there being any passed-through discharge of indebtedness income at all. Existing
shareholders, even if their shares were retained, would receive no increase in basis under
Gitlitz. 521 U.S. at 206. See also 26 U.S.C. § 108(e)(8).
24. 233 F.3d 56 (1st Cir. 2000), cert. granted, 533 U.S. 976 (2001).
25. In re Taylor, 81 F.3d 20 (3d Cir. 1996).
26. Montoya v. United States (In re Montoya), 965 F.2d 554, 557-58 (7th Cir. 1992).
27. Waugh v. IRS (In re Waugh), 109 F.3d 489, 491-93 (8th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 533
U.S. 823 (1997).
28. West v. United States (In re West), 5 F.3d 423, 426-27 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied,
511 U.S. 1081 (1994).
29. United States v. Richards (In re Richards), 994 F.2d 763, 765-66 (10th Cir. 1993).
30. In re Taylor, 81 F.3d at 22-24.
31. Quenzer v. United States (In re Quenzer), 19 F.3d 163, 165 (5th Cir. 1993) (holding
trial court must conduct a "full development and examination of the facts").
32. Palmer v. United States (In re Palmer), 219 F.3d 580, 585 (6th Cir. 2000) (requiring
showing of debtor misconduct).
33. Morgan v. United States (In re Morgan), 182 F.3d 775, 779-80 (11th Cir. 1999)
(requiring balancing of the equities, which will usually favor the government).
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The Eleventh Circuit has held that bankruptcy courts may use their
equitable powers under § 105 to toll the lookback period for priority and
discharge for any period of a prior bankruptcy.34 The court stated that
"the equities will generally favor the government"35 but acknowledged
that "[t]here may factual scenarios, however, in which the equities favor
the taxpayer."36 The court specifically declined to "set forth the
equitable considerations regarding § 105(a), but [it] reject[ed] the notion
espoused in In re Gore31 . . .that a finding of dilatory conduct or bad
3
faith is necessary to find the equities in favor of the government." 1
The Supreme Court decided Young in March 2002 and answered the
question simply, without referring to the decision of the Fifth, Sixth, and
Eleventh Circuits, to agree with the First Circuit: "Tolling is in our view
appropriate regardless of petitioners' intentions when filing back-to-back
Chapter 13 and Chapter 7 petitions-whether the Chapter 13 petition
was filed in good faith or solely to run down the lookback period." 9
In 2001 two bankruptcy courts in the Eleventh Circuit held that courts
may not toll the lookback period for the additional six months provided
in 26 U.S.C. § 6503(h).4 ° That statute tolls the ten-year limitation on
federal tax collection 4 for the duration of any bankruptcy case and an
additional six months. The courts held that because § 6502 only tolls
the limitation on collection and does not address liability, it is not
directly applicable to the discharge; further, because it is a tax rather
than a bankruptcy statute, a court's equitable powers under § 105 to
issue any order necessary to carry out the provisions of "this title" do not
apply."

C.

New Hampshire v. Maine: Judicial Estoppel

A string of 2001 decisions by Alabama and Georgia courts addressed
whether debtors who omit causes of actions from their bankruptcy
schedules are judicially estopped from asserting their claims in state
court. The Georgia Supreme Court held that a Chapter 13 debtor who
acquires a personal injury action during a Chapter 13 case and fails to

34.
35.
36.
37.

Id.
Id. at 780.
Id.
182 B.R. 293, 316 (Bankr. S.D. Ala. 1995).

38. 182 F.3d at 780 n.8.
39. Young v. United States, 122 S. Ct. 1036, 1041 (2002).
40. Hamrick v. United States (In re Hamrick), 259 B.R. 224, 231-32 (Bankr. M.D. Ga.
2000); In re Evoli, 258 B.R. 839, 843-44 (Bankr M.D. Fla 2001).
41. 26 U.S.C. § 6502.
42. Hamrick, 259 B.R. at 232; In re Evoli, 258 B.R. at 842.
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amend her schedules is judicially estopped from suing on the claim
because failure to list it is a "denial that such assets exists."4" The
Georgia Court of Appeals held that failure to list a pre-petition medical
malpractice action judicially estopped a Chapter 13 debtor from bringing
the action after her discharge." The same court also held that debtors
who failed to amend their schedules to list a post-petition medical
malpractice claim were not estopped from bringing their state court
actions because they voluntarily dismissed their Chapter 13 cases and
thereby cured any inconsistency.45 Similarly, when a Chapter 11
debtor's case was dismissed prior to confirmation and discharge, the
debtor was not judicially estopped from asserting an unscheduled prepetition claim for fraud against one of its creditors.46
The Alabama Supreme Court also addressed the effect of an unscheduled cause of action, ruling that a Chapter 13 debtor who is unaware of
his breach of contract, fraud, and breach of warranty claims until after
the bankruptcy case had begun is not judicially estopped from bringing
his claims in state court while his bankruptcy case is pending, even47
though he did not amend his bankruptcy schedules after filing suit.
In so holding, the court relied on its prior precedent that "'mere
knowledge or awareness of a potential claim and the debtor's failure to
include the claim as an asset on the bankruptcy schedules. . ., without
more, are not sufficient to invoke the application of the doctrine of
judicial estoppel. '"' 4 The Alabama court, applying a standard less strict
than that of the Georgia courts, found nothing in the record to indicate
the debtor-plaintiff "deliberately manipulated the courts" by failing to
amend his schedules after he filed his state court action.49

43. Wolfork v. Tackett, 273 Ga. 328, 328, 540 S.E.2d 611,612 (2001), affg 241 Ga. App.
633, 526 S.E.2d 436 (1999). But see, e.g., Coconate v. Schwanz, 477 N.W.2d 74, 74 (Wis.
App. 1991) (holding failure of payee to disclose a note in payee's divorce proceeding was not
a denial of the existence or legal validity of the note such as to judicially estop payee from
suing to collect from maker). See also Oneida Motor Freight, Inc. v. United Jersey Bank,
848 F.2d 414, 419 (3d Cir. 1988) (stopping short of holding that failure to disclose asset was
an admission of its nonexistence).
44. Cochran v. Emory Univ., 251 Ga. App. 737, 739, 555 S.E.2d 96, 99 (2001). See also
Spoon v. Johnson, 247 Ga. App. 754, 545 S.E.2d 328 (2001).
45. Weiser v. Wert, 251 Ga. App. 562, 568, 554 S.E.2d 762, 765 (2001).
46. Dillard-Winecoff, LLC v. IBF Participating Income Fund, 250 Ga. App. 602,605-06,
552 S.E.2d 523, 526-27 (2001).
47. Jim Walter Homes, Inc. v. Kendrick, 810 So. 2d 645 (Ala. 2001).
48. Id. at 648-49 (quoting Jinright v. Paulk, 758 So. 2d 553, 559 (Ala. 2000)).
49. Id. at 649.
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Georgia courts have characterized judicial estoppel arising out of
omissions from bankruptcy schedules as governed by federal law.50
And the Eleventh Circuit has indicated that, when federal interests are
involved, as in bankruptcy, the federal law of judicial estoppel should
apply.5 Yet the Georgia courts decided all of their cases without
significant consideration of federal law. Similarly, the Alabama
Supreme Court applied a rule under its own precedent significantly
different from that of the Georgia courts; one federal bankruptcy court
in Alabama has looked to Alabama law to determine whether debtors
were judicially estopped and therefore should be enjoined from pursuing
litigation in state court. 52 To the extent judicial estoppel is governed
by the same principles as other preclusion doctrines, the general rule
would be to give the effect of the first action the effect it would be given
by the first court;5" to the extent there are countervailing policies that

50. See, e.g., Wolfork, 273 Ga. 328, 540 S.E.2d 611; Dillard-Winecoff,250 Ga. App. 602,
552 S.E.2d 523; Southmark Corp. v. Trotter, Smith & Jacobs, 212 Ga. App. 454, 442 S.E.2d
265 (1994).
51. Chrysler Credit Corp. v. Rebhan, 842 F.2d 1257, 1261 (11th Cir. 1988), abrogated
on other grounds by Grogan v. Garner, 498 U.S. 279 (1991). See also In re Coastal Plains,
Inc., 179 F.3d 197, 205 (5th Cir. 1999) (holding that because duty to disclose assets arises
under federal law and in context of federal case, federal law of judicial estoppel applies);
United States for Use of Am. Bank v. C.I.T. Const. Inc. of Tex., 944 F.2d 253, 258 n.7 (5th
Cir. 1991) (holding that when federal issue is presented, federal judicial estoppel rules
apply); In re Norris, 228 B.R. 27, 33 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1998); In re Fineberg, 202 B.R. 206,
227 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1996). But see Rissetto v. Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 343, 94 F.3d
597, 603 (9th Cir. 1996) (holding that the court in which the party takes the second
inconsistent position may apply its own law of judicial estoppel); Patriot Cinemas, Inc. v.
Gen. Cinema Corp., 834 F.2d 208, 215 (1st Cir. 1987) (holding federal court exercising
federal question jurisdiction may apply federal law of judicial estoppel when prior
inconsistent position was taken in state court); Allen v. Zurich Ins. Co., 667 F.2d 1162,
1167 n.4 (4th Cir. 1982) (holding federal diversity court may apply federal law of judicial
estoppel when prior inconsistent position had been taken in state court). Compare Ryan
Operations G.P. v. Santiam-Midwest Lumber Co., 81 F.3d 355, 359 n.2 (3d Cir. 1996)
(discussing importance of clarifying applicability of federal or state law of judicial estoppel
in diversity cases). See generally MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE § 134.34[2] (3d ed. 2001).
52. In re Tippins, 221 B.R. 11, 26-27 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1998). Cf In re Griner, 240 B.R.
432, 439 (Bankr. S.D. Ala. 1999) (recognizing issue as to applicable law but reaching same
conclusion under Alabama and federal law).
53. E.g., Semtek Int'l, Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 531 U.S. 497, 507-08 (2001). See
also Kaiser Aerospace & Elecs. Corp. v. Teledyne Indus., Inc. (In re Piper Aircraft Corp.),
244 F.3d 1289 (11th Cir. 2001), affg in part and rev'g in part, 229 B.R. 860 (S.D. Fla.
1999), cert. denied sub nom. TDY Indus., Inc. v. Kaiser Aerospace & Elecs. Corp., 122 S.
Ct. 66 (2001). But see Original Appalachian Artworks, Inc. v. S. Diamond Assocs., 44 F.3d
925 (11th Cir. 1995) (applying Georgia law of judicial estoppel in diversity case in which
party's prior inconsistent position was taken in federal court in copyright action).
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would counsel for the use of the law of the second court's forum,54 there
is no need to give lip service to judicial estoppel being federal law.
To the extent judicial estoppel arising from an earlier bankruptcy case
may be properly governed by federal law, 5 the Supreme Court's
recently articulated federal standard may be of importance in refining
the various state and lower court pronouncements on this issue. Until
2001 the Supreme Court had not spoken definitively on judicial estoppel,
and the courts of appeal were in disagreement about virtually every
aspect of it. 5 6

In New Hampshire v. Maine,5 7 however, the United

States Supreme Court for the first time "had occasion to discuss the
doctrine elaborately" when New Hampshire took a position in an original
boundary dispute action in the Supreme Court that was at odds with
positions it took in a 1970s' dispute.5 8 In 1973 New Hampshire
commenced an original action in the Supreme Court59 to resolve a
boundary dispute in which it sought control over lobster rights and so
sought a declaration of the "lateral marine boundary separating the
States between the mouth of Portsmouth Harbor and the entrance to
Gosport Harbor in the Isles. of Shoals."' King. George II had once
adjudicated a boundary dispute between the two colonies in which he
decided the dividing line "shall pass up thro the mouth of Piscataqua

54. See, e.g., Rissetto, 94 F.3d at 603 (holding federal law applies when second action
is in federal court but prior inconsistent position was taken in state court); In re Dewberry,
266 B.R. 916 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 2001) (stating that "ifthe principle is invoked to protect the
integrity of the judiciary, then it must be invoked in the Court in which the apparent selfserving contradiction ... was made"). See generally MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE
§ 134.34[2] (3d ed. 2001). In Pegram v. Herdrich, 530 U.S. 211, 228 n.8 (2000), the Court
held a defendant was not judicially estopped from denying in federal court that it was a
fiduciary under ERISA merely because it sought removal and successfully defended against
remand on the ground that it was a fiduciary. The Court cited to Risetto and proceeded
to parse the pleadings for an inconsistent position without specifying which law it was
applying. Id. at 227-28. It would be difficult to interpret this exercise as an acceptance
of the Rissetto holding as to choice of law because both the earlier and later positions,
whether inconsistent or not, were taken in the federal court.
55. See Davis v. Wakelee, 156 U.S. 680 (1895) (applying both state and federal
precedents to hold that former bankrupt who took position in bankruptcy proceeding was
estopped from asserting contrary position in later state court case).

56. See generally MOORE'S

FEDERAL PRACTICE §

134.01 (3d ed. 2001).

57. 532 U.S. 742 (2001).
58. See New Hampshire v. Maine, 426 U.S. 363 (1976); New Hampshire v. Maine, 434
U.S. 1 (1977).
59. New Hampshire v. Maine, 414 U.S. 810 (1973).
60. New Hampshire v. Maine, 426 U.S. 363, 364 (1976).
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[Portsmouth] Harbour and up the Middle of the River."6" The Supreme
Court appointed a special master, who reviewed a proposed consent
decree in which the parties adopted a definition of "Middle of the River"
meaning "the middle of the Piscataqua River's main channel of
navigation."6 2 Although the special master rejected the proposed
decree, opting instead for the geographic middle of the river,6 3 an
interpretation with which New Hampshire agreed,64 the Supreme Court
declined to accept the report and in 1977 ordered entry of the consent
decree.65 In the 2001 case, New Hampshire asserted that the boundary
ran along the low water mark of the Maine shore, which would give New
Hampshire sovereignty over all of the harbor mentioned in George II's
decision and the 1977 decree. Maine asserted that New Hampshire was
barred under claim and issue preclusion and judicial estoppel from
making such a claim.66
Justice Ginsburg, writing for a unanimous Court, accepted the judicial
estoppel argument and dismissed the complaint.6 7 The Court outlined
three factors which "typically inform the decision whether to apply the
doctrine in a particular case," but which are not "inflexible prerequisites
or an exhaustive formula for determining the applicability of judicial
estoppel." 61 "First, a party's later position must be clearly inconsistent
with its earlier position." 69 Second, estoppel is supported when a party
has "succeeded in persuading a court to accept that party's earlier
position, so that judicial acceptance of an inconsistent position in a later
proceeding would create the perception that either the first or the second
court was misled." 7' The "third consideration is whether the party
seeking to assert an inconsistent position would derive an unfair
advantage or impose an unfair detriment on the opposing party if not
estopped." 71 New Hampshire's positions in the 1970s and the 2001
dispute with Maine were clearly inconsistent. In the first suit, New
Hampshire accepted and advanced interpretations of the 1740 decree
that "Middle of the River" meant the geographic or navigational center

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. 742, 746 (2001).
Id. at 745.
Id. at 747.
Id. at 752.
Id. (citing New Hampshire, 434 U.S. at 2).
Id. at 748.

67. Id.
68. Id. at 750-51.
69. Id. at 750 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).
70. Id. (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).
71. Id. at 751.
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and in the second meant the Maine shore." Although New Hampshire
preferred the special master's conclusion that the term meant the
geographical middle, New Hampshire ultimately agreed with Maine that
the term meant the middle of the navigable channel. In accepting the
agreement, the Court relied on the states' representations that the
consent decree was in the best interest of each state. Third, New
Hampshire, having benefitted from its earlier position, would by its
inconsistent position clearly "gain an additional advantage at Maine's
expense."" In addition, the Court rejected New Hampshire's claim that
its earlier position, formed without a 'searching historical inquiry' into
the meaning of the 1740 decree, was based on inadvertence or mistake.74 The Court found as a factual matter that New Hampshire did
conduct a searching inquiry and that, at the time of the earlier
litigation, it had the opportunity and incentive to locate any historical
materials to support its previous position that the proper boundary was
the Maine shore. 5
In New Hampshire v. Maine the Court held that advantage and
disadvantage are appropriate to consider in determining whetherjudicial
estoppel applies in a given case.7'6 The case suggests a court should,
but does not hold that a court must, consider them. The Georgia
decisions do not consider whether the debtor has gained any advantage
from the omissions or whether the defendant has suffered any harm. It
is difficult to specify what harm or unfair disadvantage a defendant
suffers from a debtor's omitting a claim from her schedules. 7 And
although the debtor may in fact gain an advantage through omission,
the trustee, for example, might assert a scheduled claim herself for the
benefit of the estate, which would mean the debtor would not reap the

72. Id.
73. Id. at 755.
74. Id. at 753.
75. Id. at 754.
76. Id. at 756.
77. Compare, e.g., Patriot Cinemas, Inc. v. Gen. Cinema Corp., 834 F.2d 208, 214 (1st
Cir. 1987) (stating when a plaintiff has represented to a court in prior litigation against the
defendant that it will not pursue the claim, "holding a litigant to his stated intention not
to pursue certain claims ... present[s] a stronger argument than do the classic cases for
application of the doctrine"). See also Matek v. Murat, 638 F. Supp. 775 (C.D. Cal. 1986);
Wade v. Woodings-Verona Tool Works, Inc., 469 F. Supp. 465 (W.D. Pa. 1979).
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proceeds.7" However, the Georgia courts simply have not considered
the issue.
Although bankruptcy is one of the areas in which judicial estoppel is
used most frequently, there is reason to question whether there is as
significant need for its use when debtors fail to list assets. Judicial
estoppel exists, in part, because when a party takes inconsistent
positions before two courts, the first one may not be in a position to
"address the fast and loose behavior." 9 Bankruptcy courts, however,
are empowered to do something about a debtor's failure to list assets.
Bankruptcy courts may deny a Chapter 7 or 11 debtor's discharge for
concealing property or making a false oath or account" and may revoke
a debtor's discharge that was obtained through fraud."' Moreover, it
is not entirely clear that a bankruptcy schedule is a document in which
a debtor asserts a position, which may give rise to estoppel, or is merely
a prior inconsistent statement, which may give rise to impeachment. 2
Regardless of whether federal or state law of judicial estoppel applies to
claims omitted from schedules, the Georgia and Alabama decisions leave
open questions as to the scope of judicial estoppel for failure to disclose

78. That the trustee may be the proper party to bring the suit adds another wrinkle
to the judicial estoppel cases. If the claim arose pre-petition (in a Chapter 13 case, post-

petition), the claim is property of the estate unless it is abandoned by the trustee.
Unscheduled and unadministered property remains property of the estate. 11 U.S.C.
§ 554(c), (d). Cf 11 U.S.C. § 1327(b) (stating unless otherwise provided in plan or
confirmation order, plan confirmation vests all property of the estate in the debtor. If the
claim was the property of the estate, the proceeds may also remain property of the estate;
the trustee's claiming them may then negate any unfair advantage the debtor obtained.
Moreover, if the trustee is the proper party to assert the claim, a dismissal under judicial
estoppel would not bind the trustee; rather the proper disposition of the claim by the state
court may be dismissal for failure to be brought by the real party in interest. See, e.g.,
O.C.G.A. § 9-11-17 (1993 & Supp. 2001). Georgia courts recognize that federal bankruptcy
law regarding abandonment and assignment by the trustee preempts state law. Denis v.
Delta Air Lines, Inc., 248 Ga. App. 377, 377-78, 546 S.E.2d 805, 806 (2001).
79. Rissetto, 94 F.3d at 603. Cf Coconate, 477 N.W.2d at 76 (observing judicial estoppel
inappropriate for failure to schedule assets in divorce proceeding because divorce court was
empowered to re-open the divorce and award the unscheduled asset to the spouse of the
party who failed to schedule it).
80. See 11 U.S.C. § 727(a)(2).
81. See id. § 727(d)(1) (allowing revocation of discharge within one year); id. § 1144
(allowing revocation of discharge within 180 days only if procured through fraud); id.
§ 1328(e) (allowing revocation of discharge within 180 days only if procured through fraud
and the requesting party did not know of the fraud until after discharge granted).
Compare id. § 727(d)(2) (also allowing revocation of Chapter 7 discharge if the debtor fails
to report and surrender property of the estate acquired post-petition).
82. See Bryson v. Bryson, 1988 WL 87685 at *3 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1988) (expressing doubt
whether failure to schedule property in a previous bankruptcy "amounts to judicial estoppel
or simply is an evidentiary admission of a party").
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an asset. For example, would failure to disclose a claim against an
adverse claimant to real estate judicially estop the debtor in a subsequent quiet title action?"3 Would scheduling property as belonging to
husband, wife, or both jointly judicially4 estop either spouse from taking
a contrary position in a later divorce?
Judicial estoppel is also complicated by the fact that courts can reopen cases, although bankruptcy courts are reluctant to permit debtors
to re-open cases and amend their schedules solely to avoid judicial
estoppel. 5 Some 2001 cases addressed the amendment of schedules to
add omitted creditors and claims. In In re Garrett,6 for example, a
Georgia bankruptcy court considered whether a debtor may re-open a
Chapter 7 case to add an omitted judgment creditor's claim, avoid the
judgment lien, and file a dischargeability action. 7 Following In re
Baitcher,5 the court held the debtor may re-open the case to add the
omitted creditor only if the debtor establishes that the prior omission
occurred in good faith and was not the result of any intentional
design." Although the debtor testified that he had no knowledge of the
judgment until after filing his petition, the court relied on the debtor's
affidavit, in which he attested that he first became aware of Martinez's
judgment against him in October 1996, two years before he filed his
petition. The fact that the debtor had prior knowledge of the claim, but
still failed to schedule it in his Chapter 7 petition, evidences that its91
9 °
The same judge held in In re Dewberry,
omission was intentional.
however, that when the debtor seeks to re-open a case to schedule an
asset, rather than seek a discharge of an unscheduled claim, good faith
is irrelevant.9 2 A debtor who failed to schedule an age discrimination
claim sought to amend his schedule to add the claim after the defendant
in the suit challenged the debtor's standing and interposed judicial
estoppel as a defense. The defendant opposed on the grounds that the
debtor could not have been unaware of the claim and that re-opening the
case would adversely affect its judicial estoppel argument.9" The court

83. See Keller v. Rogstad, 733 P.2d 705, 709 (Idaho 1987).
84. E.g., Perkins v. Perkins, 641 N.Y.S.2d 396 (1996).
85. E.g., In re Maloy, 195 B.R. 517 (Bankr. M.D. Ga. 1996). See also In re Daniel, 205
B.R. 346 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1997).
86. 266 B.R. 910 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 2001).
87. Id. at 912.
88. 781 F.2d 1529 (11th Cir. 1986) (requiring good faith as a threshold for discharge).
89. 266 B.R. at 913-15. See also In re Tarrer, 273 B.R. 724 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2001).
90. 266 B.R. at 913-15.
91. 266 B.R. at 916.
92. Id. at 921.
93. Id. at 920.
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allowed the debtor to re-open the case and add the omitted asset because
it found no reason to penalize the creditors of the estate94 and because
the judicial estoppel issue was of concern only to the court in which the
age discrimination action was pending.95 Because the amendment did
not affect the debtor's discharge, no finding of good faith by the debtor
was necessary;96 because the trustee, not the debtor, would prosecute
97
the case, the debtor's good faith would not be relevant in any event.
The effect of the debtor's attempt to cure the first inconsistent statement
should be left, according to the decision in Dewberry, to the court in
which the judicial estoppel argument is properly raised.9"
Without addressing the issue of judicial estoppel, Judge Walker in In
re Brown9" allowed a Chapter 13 debtor to amend his schedule to add
a personal injury claim that arose after filing but before confirmation
because Federal Rule of Bankruptcy 1009(a) mandates that a debtor may
amend "as a matter of course" at any time before the case is closed.1 °0
The court declined, however, to permit the debtor to exempt the claim
because, following Telfair v. First Union Mortgage Corp.,'0 1 the claim,
which was not necessary for plan payments, ceased to be property of the
estate on confirmation. For the same reason, Judge Dalis refused in In
re Carter1"2 to allow debtors to amend their schedules to add a postconfirmation claim.' 3 The claim was never property of the estate, and
the debtors never had any obligation to schedule it; Judge Dalis
pretermitted the state court's consideration of judicial estoppel by
finding that the debtors had not made either inconsistent statements or
ones the court accepted and, therefore, judicial estoppel was irrelevant
to the case. 10 4
On May 20, 2002, the Eleventh Circuit decided Burnes v. Pemco
Aeroplex, Inc.,105 and weighed in on the effect on subsequent litigation
of a debtor's omitting a claim from his schedules. In 1997 Billups filed
a Chapter 13 case and did not schedule as property any contingent or
unliquidated claims. He filed a charge with the EEOC six months later

94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

Id. at 919-20.
Id. at 920.
Id. at 919, 921.
Id. at 921.
Id. at 921-22.
260 B.R. 311 (Bankr. M.D. Ga. 2001).
Id. at 312.
216 F.3d 1333 (11th Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 1073 (2001).
258 B.R. 526 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 2001).
Id. at 526-27.
Id. at 528.
2002 WL 1011339 (11th Cir. May 20, 2002).
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against his employer, Pemco. In 1999 the debtor brought a discrimination suit against Pemco in federal district court seeking injunctive relief
and millions of dollars in damages. The debtor converted his case to a
Chapter 7 case in 2000 and again omitted the claim from the schedules
he was required to file on conversion. The case was noticed as a "no
asset" case, and the debtor received a discharge in January 2001. The
bankruptcy court, the trustee, and the creditors were all unaware of the
claim and the litigation. Pemco moved for summary judgment in May
2001 arguing the debtor was judicially estopped from pursuing the claim.
and the court of appeals
The district court granted summary judgment,
10 6
affirmed in part and reversed in part.
The court held that relatively stern Eleventh Circuit precedent on
judicial estoppel comports with New Hampshire v. Maine.' Applying
that precedent, the court held that the debtor made a statement under
oath in the bankruptcy case concerning the existence of the claim and
took an inconsistent position in asserting that claim in the district
That the defendant was not harmed was of no moment
court.'
because the bankruptcy court and the integrity of its processes were.'0 9
Based on the debtor's knowledge of the claim, his failure to amend his
schedules after commencing the suit, and his standing to gain by doing
so, the court affirmed the district court's finding that the debtor intended
to mislead the bankruptcy court."' That intent to mislead, the court
further held, could not be cured by re-opening the bankruptcy case to
schedule the omitted claim; doing so would merely "diminish the
necessary incentive to provide the bankruptcy court with truthful
disclosure.""' The court affirmed the district court's estopping the
debtor on his damages claim; it reversed, however, and chose not to
estop the debtor from pursuing his claims for injunctive relief because
they played no role in the bankruptcy proceeding." 2
As a judicial estoppel decision, the case is relatively ordinary, although
one could take issue with the court's analysis of intent. Two important
objections may be made to federal courts' disposing of unscheduled
lawsuits on the basis of judicial estoppel. First, judicial estoppel may be
unnecessary because the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (and the state
rules based on them) already provide arguably better solutions. Second,

106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

*1.
*2.
*2-3.
*4.
*4-6.
*6.
*7.
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judicial estoppel may be inconsistent with the policy of distributing the
value of the debtor's nonexempt assets to creditors. An argument
against Burnes based on these concerns follows.
As an introductory matter, it is axiomatic that pre-petition claims are
When Billups converted his case
property of the bankruptcy estate.'
from Chapter 13 to Chapter 7, a Chapter 7 estate was created that
included all of the original property of the Chapter 13 estate." 4 The
Chapter 7 trustee's duties included the obligation to reduce the claim to
money."5 The trustee may, of course, have had some difficulty in
determining that the unscheduled action existed (even though the
bankruptcy administrator or Chapter 7 trustee would have scheduled a
new § 341 meeting, 16 and the debtor would have been obligated to
"turn over" the property to the trustee

7

); for this reason, property of

the estate that is neither scheduled nor administered generally remains
property of the estate under § 554(d). If Billups's claim against his
employer was never scheduled nor administered by the Chapter 7
trustee, the claim was never abandoned." 8 The Chapter 7 trustee had
the sole right to administer that asset and could re-open the case to do
so,"' bringing a claim against the employer on behalf of the estate.

113.

11 U.S.C. § 541(a); Miller v. Shallowford Cmty. Hosp., Inc., 767 F.2d 1556, 1561

(11th Cir. 1985); Burkett v. Shell Oil Co., 448 F.2d 59 (5th Cir. 1971).
114. 11 U.S.C. § 348(f)(1)(A). It is not clear whether Billups's claim accrued prepetition or post-petition. If the action accrued post-petition, it would be included in the
Chapter 7 estate only if Billups converted in bad faith. Id. § 348(f)(2). If the conversion
was part of a plan to deprive the estate of the value of the damages, if any, it may in fact
have been in bad faith. The argument here assumes that the action was included in the
Chapter 7 estate.
115. Id. § 704(1).
116. See, e.g., id. § 348(c); FED. R. BANKR. P. 1019; In re Fish, 261 B.R. 754 (Bankr.
M.D. Fla. 2001).
117. 11 U.S.C. § 542(a); In re Lawrence, 279 F.3d 1294, 1297 (11th Cir. 2002) (holding
Chapter 7 debtor is subject to contempt for failing to turn over property of the estate);
Evans v. Robbins, 897 F.2d 966, 969 (8th Cir. 1990). See also In re Crabtree, 39 B.R. 702,
709-10 (Bankr. E.D. Tenn. 1984) (holding debtor may be held in contempt for failure to
comply with § 521 by not turning over property of the estate).
118. See Cusano v. Klein, 264 F.3d 936 (9th Cir. 2001); In re Cundiff, 227 B.R. 476
(B.A.P. 6th Cir. 1998); Hutchins v. I.R.S., 67 F.3d 40 (3d Cir. 1995); Jeffrey v. Desmond,
70 F.3d 183 (1st Cir. 1995); Vreugdenhill v. Navistar Int'l Transp. Corp., 950 F.2d 524 (8th
Cir. 1991); Fazakerly v. E. Kahn's Sons Co., 75 F.2d 110 (5th Cir. 1935); In re Lewis, 273
B.R. 739 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2001); In re Capozzi, 229 B.R. 250 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1999); In
re Kottmeier, 240 B.R. 440 (M.D. Fla. 1999); In re Winburn, 167 B.R. 673 (Bankr. N.D. Fla.
1993); Mindlin v. Drexel Burnham Lambert Group, 160 B.R. 508 (S.D.N.Y. 1993);
Tavormina v. Harris (In re Harris), 32 B.R. 125 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1983).
119. 11 U.S.C. § 350(b). See also, e.g., In re Woods, 173 F.3d 770 (10th Cir. 1999). Cf.,
e.g., In re DeVore, 223 B.R. 193 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1998) (finding error in re-opening case to
administer scheduled claim that was technically abandoned at closing of case).
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The question of whether Billups or the trustee was the proper party
necessarily invokes important procedural rules. Many courts pose the
question of whether the debtor or trustee may bring pre-petition claims
as a matter of standing, 2 ' although the issue has also been characterized as more properly a matter of identifying the real party in interest. 121 Statutory standing rules (just as constitutional ones) may
deprive a federal court of subject matter jurisdiction,'22 although the
question of the real party in interest is nonjurisdictional. 123 If the
debtor lacks standing such that the court hearing an unscheduled action
lacks subject matter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss on jurisdictional
grounds before it addresses the merits of the case.' 24 If the debtor is
not the real party in interest, the court should consider the defendant's
assertion that the suit is an unscheduled asset of a Chapter 7 estate as
a motion to dismiss under Rule 17 or as a request to join a necessary
party under Rule 19.125 If it were treated as a Rule 17 matter, dis-

120. E.g., In re Grossot, 205 B.R. 341 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1997). Perhaps more
significantly, a Chapter 7 debtor's exercise of control over estate property-such as a prepetition lawsuit-is a violation of the automatic stay, 11 U.S.C. § 362(a)(3), which, under
Eleventh Circuit precedent, is "void and without effect." Borg-Warner Acceptance Corp.
v. Hall, 685 F.2d 1306, 1308 (11th Cir.1982). Accord Roberts v. Commissioner, 175 F.3d
889, 892 n.3 (11th Cir. 1999); In re Albany Partners, Ltd., 749 F.2d 670, 675 (11th Cir.
1984). See also Ellison v. Northwest Eng'g Co., 707 F.2d 1310 (11th Cir. 1983). Acts to
exercise control over estate property are apparently within the precedent. In re Paul A.
Nelson, P.A., 203 B.R. 756 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1996); In re A. Dan Chisholm, Inc., 57 B.R.
718 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1986).
121. E.g., Exparte Sterilite Corp. of Ala., 2002 WL 1264010 (Ala. June 7, 2002). See
also, e.g., Gonzalez ex rel. Gonzalez v. Reno, 86 F. Supp. 2d 1167 (S.D. Fla. 2000), affd, 212
F.3d 1338 (11th Cir. 2000), reh'g and reh'g en banc denied, 215 F.3d 1243 (11th Cir. 2000),
cert denied, 530 U.S. 1270 (2000). The court in Sterilite concluded that under the Alabama
law of standing, a Chapter 7 debtor has standing to bring a pre-petition claim but hinted
strongly that a debtor may not be the real party in interest under Alabama law. Sterilite,
at *3. This case raises, therefore, but does not analyze whether federal or state standing
or real party in interest rules should apply when an unscheduled lawsuit is brought in
state court. See, e.g., Dance v. La. State Univ. Med. Ctr., 749 So. 2d 870 (La. Ct. App.
1999) (applying state law).
122. See Hirsch v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 72 F.3d 1085 (2d Cir. 1995); In re Weaver,
632 F.2d 461 (5th Cir. 1980); Feltman v. Prudential Bache Sec., 122 B.R. 466 (S.D. Fla.
1990).
123. Morewitz v. West of England Ship Owners Mut. Prot. & Indem. Ass'n (Luxembourg), 896 F.2d 495, 499-500 (11th Cir. 1990); Sterilite, 2002 WL 1264010, *3.
124. Ruhrgas A.G. v. Marathon Oil Co., 526 U.S. 574, 583 (1999) (citing Citizens for a
Better Env't, 523 U.S. 83 (1998)). See also Smith v. GTE Corp., 236 F.3d 1292 (11th Cir.
2001); Fitzgerald v. Seaboard Sys. R.R., Inc., 760 F,.2d 1249 (11th Cir. 1985).
125. See, e.g., Bickford v. Ponce de Leon Care Ctr., 918 F. Supp. 377 (M.D. Fla. 1996);
Lawrence v. Jackson Mack Sales, Inc., 837 F. Supp. 771 (S.D. Miss. 1992), affd without
published opinion, 42 F.3d 642 (5th Cir. 1994). It is elementary that the court may
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missal would be inappropriate before the trustee had been notified and
given an opportunity for ratification, joinder, or substitution; 2 6 Rule
19 requires dismissal only if the trustee cannot be made a party.'2 7
The analysis may differ substantially depending on whether the case
is brought as a Chapter 13 case or as a Chapter 7 case. The law within
the Eleventh Circuit seems to recognize that both the Chapter 13 trustee
128
and the Chapter 13 debtor have concurrent abilities to bring suit.
Chapter 7 trustees, however, have the exclusive right to bring claims on
behalf of or belonging to the estate.'29 When the debtor commences a
case before filing bankruptcy or (as in Burnes) before conversion of a
Chapter 13 case to Chapter 7 case, Rule 17 may not apply, and Rule 25
may apply instead.'3 ° Like a Rule 17 motion, a motion to substitute
also requires service on the trustee.13 ' Finally, if a chapter 13 debtor
files a pre-petition action, the Chapter 13 trustee may be a necessary
party under Rule 19, either as an absent party whose interest in the
action may be practically impaired or as an absent party who
might
132
subject the defendant to multiple or inconsistent obligations.
A judicial estoppel dismissal may prevent the trustee from later
asserting the claim if the debtor and the defendant succeed in cutting

disregard the label of a motion to enter an appropriate order. See, e.g., Singh v. Prudential
Ins. Co., 2002 WL 857415, at *2 (E.D.N.Y. May 1, 2002) (disregarding invocation of Rule
20 and considering plaintiffs motion to add a party under Rule 15); In re Cook, 205 B.R.
617 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1996). Alternatively, the court may act on its own initiative to make
the trustee a party under Rule 21. Mentor H/S, Inc. v. Med. Device Alliance, Inc., 244 F.3d
1365, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2001); Gentry v. Smith, 487 F.2d 571, 580 (5th Cir. 1973).
126. See, e.g., Olexy v. Interstate Assurance Co., 113 F. Supp. 2d 1045 (S.D. Miss.
2000). Cf. Feist v. Consolidated Freightways Corp., 100 F. Supp. 2d 273, 279-80 (E.D. Pa.
1999) (holding case may be dismissed when debtor did not make honest mistake as to
proper party). Permitting dismissal after the statute of limitations has run because of the
debtor's knowledge that the trustee was the proper party may seem inequitable, however,
to courts that wish to preserve the value of the claim for the benefit of creditors.
127. See, e.g., Crook v. Prudential Ins. Co., 34 F. Supp. 239 (W.D. Ky. 1940).
128. In re Griner, 240 B.R. 432, 436 (Bankr. S.D. Ala. 1999); Ex parte Moore, 793 So.
2d 762, 764 (Ala. 2000). See also Olick v. Parker & Parsley Petroleum Co., 145 F.3d 513
(2d Cir. 1998); Donato v. Metro. Life Ins. Co., 230 B.R. 418 (N.D.Cal. 1999). See generally
In re Bowker, 245 B.R. 192, 194 (Bankr. D.N.J. 2000) (collecting cases holding (1) only
trustee may bring claims, (2) only debtor may bring claims, and (3) either may bring
claims).
129. In re Alvarez, 224 F.3d 1273, 1279-80 (11th Cir. 2000); Scoggins v. Arrow Trucking
Co., 92 F. Supp. 2d 1372, 1375 n.2 (S.D. Ga. 2000). Accord In re Heath, 115 F.3d 521 (7th
Cir. 1997); In re Ozark Rest. Equip. Co., 816 F.2d 1222 (8th Cir. 1987); In re Key, 255 B.R.
217 (Bankr. D. Neb. 2000).
130. See Andrews v. Lakeshore Rehab. Hosp., 140 F.3d 1405, 1407 (11th Cir. 1998).
131. FED. R. Civ. P. 25(c).
132. See, e.g., Davis v. Victor Warren Prop., Inc. (In re Davis), 216 B.R. 898 (Bankr.
N.D. Ga. 1997); In re Dinkins, 79 B.R. 253 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1987).
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the trustee "out of the loop." Although a dismissal against the debtor
may be of no preclusive effect against the trustee, 133 a defendant's
waiting to assert judicial estoppel until after the later of the statute of
limitations period or two years from the order for relief may effectively
prevent the trustee from bringing the claim.13 1 Of course, under Rule
17(a), there is typically no statute of limitations problem because the
action generally cannot be dismissed until after the real party in interest
has been given an opportunity to join the suit, and the joinder "relates
back" to the commencement of the case. Similarly, there is generally no
statute of limitations problem if the case is analyzed under Rules 19 or
25. This may explain why some defendants prefer seeking judicial
estoppel rather than an objection under Rules 17, 19, or 25.
The potential prejudice to the trustee is the second problem-judicial
estoppel may be inconsistent with fundamental bankruptcy policy. If the

133. Va. Elec. & Power Co. v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 485 F.2d 78, 86 (4th Cir. 1973).
See Arabian Am. Oil Co. v, Scarfone, 939 F.2d 1472 (11th Cir. 1991). See also Richards v.
Jefferson County, 517 U.S. 793, 799 (1996) (holding state law of claim preclusion may not
be applied against third parties who neither received notice of nor were adequately
represented in the first suit). Although there may be some circumstances in which the
trustee may be considered in "privity" with the debtor and, therefore, bound by a judgment
against the debtor, e.g., Cmty. Bank v. Torcise, 162 F.3d 1084, 1087 n.7 (11th Cir. 1998),
this will not always be the case. E.g., In re Fordu, 201 F.3d 693, 705-06 (6th Cir. 1999);
Dionne v. Keating (In re XYZ Options, Inc.), 154 F.3d 1262, 1271 (11th Cir. 1998). Perhaps
the debtor's failure to disclose the action to the trustee would assist in clarifying the
quality of the relationship and the question whether the judgment was obtained through
the debtor's attempt to hinder, defraud, or delay creditors. See id.; In re Hope, 231 B.R.
403, 420 (Bankr. D.D.C. 1999); In re Haskell, 1998 WL 809520, *5 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1998).
If a dismissal against the debtor under the doctrine of judicial estoppel would be binding
against the trustee, the trustee would almost certainly be a party to be joined if feasible
under Rule 19(a)(2)(i). See Janney Montgomery Scott, Inc. v. Shepard Niles, Inc., 11 F.3d
399, 409 (3d Cir. 1993); SEC v. Everest Mgmt. Co., 475 F.2d 1236 (2d Cir. 1972); Tom
Lange Co. v. Kornblum & Co. (In re Kornblum & Co.), 177 B.R. 187, 190-91 (Bankr.
S.D.N.Y. 1995), rev'd on other grounds, 81 F.3d 280 (2d Cir. 1996). But cf Smith v. State
Farm Fire and Cas. Co., 633 F.2d 401, 405 (5th Cir. 1980) (holding bankruptcy trustee not
a necessary party when the trustee was aware of the litigation and had obtained an order
from the bankruptcy court requiring the debtor-plaintiff to pay the proceeds over to the
estate). If the trustee would not be bound by a judgment, the trustee may be a necessary
party under Rule 19(a)(2)(ii). In re Dinkins, 79 B.R. 253, 258 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1987). See
Haas v. Jefferson Nat'l Bank, 442 F.2d 394, 398 (5th Cir. 1971). The court "may and
should" raise sua sponte an issue about a necessary absent party. Consumer Union, Inc.
v. Consumer Prod. Safety Comm'n, 590 F.2d 1209, 1220 n.56 (D.C. Cir. 1978), rev'd on other
grounds sub nor. GTE Sylvania, Inc. v. Conumer Union, Inc., 445 U.S. 375 (1980). Accord
United States Cellular Inv. Co. v. Southwestern Bell Mobile Sys., Inc., 124 F.3d 180, 182
(10th Cir. 1997); Baumann v. Dabrota, 1992 WL 63019 (M.D. Fla. 1992).
134. See 11 U.S.C. § 108(a). Conversion does not affect this two-year period.
Huennekens v. Nicoll (In re Southern Intern. Co.), 159 B.R. 192, 193 (Bankr. E.D. Va.
1993).
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trustee is barred, either by the preclusive effect of a judicial estoppel
dismissal or the combined effect of the dismissal and the statute of
limitations, a serious question arises whether the widespread use of
judicial estoppel serves or impairs the bankruptcy policy of ensuring
equal distribution to creditors of all of the debtor's nonexempt assets.
The dismissal may merely enrich a defendant at the expense of
creditors."' 5 If the courts are truly concerned about the "success of our
bankruptcy laws,"'36 a better approach may be notifying the trustee of
the unscheduled action and facilitating substitution or joinder. The
debtor would be deprived of a "head start," the estate would retain the
value of its assets, and everyone-except a culpable defendant-would
be happy.
D. Semtek InternationalInc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp.: Effect of
Dismissal "With Prejudice"
Another case that may have an indirect effect in bankruptcy is
Semtek, in which the Supreme Court held that "federal common law
governs the claim-preclusive effect of a dismissal by a federal court
sitting in diversity"' 37 and the uniform federal rule for the preclusive
effect of diversity judgments is that which would be given a state court
judgment in the state in which the issuing federal court sits. Because
bankruptcy courts do not sit in diversity, Semtek's holding is perhaps of
no special interest in the bankruptcy context. However, part of Semtek's
rationale for reaching its first conclusion-that federal common law
governs the preclusive effect of federal diversity judgments-is that
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(b) does not.'38 This part of the case
may well cause some difficulty in bankruptcy. According to the
unanimous Court, the Rule 41(b) reference to dismissal "with prejudice"

135. See, e.g., In re Lewis, 273 B.R. 739 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2001); In re Daniel, 205 B.R.
346 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1997). If a Chapter 13 debtor brings an unscheduled claim, and the
trustee is neither the real party in interest nor a necessary party, the Chapter 13 debtor
may have an incentive to try to "sneak" the case past the trustee and bankruptcy
court-success may mean a windfall and failure the loss of what was not the debtor's
anyway-and the defendant may have an incentive to posit that Rules 17, 19, and 25 do
not apply and that judicial estoppel is the only way to ensure the integrity of the
bankruptcy process, thus retaining the value of damages that should be available to
creditors. Judicial estoppel and the attendant loss to the estate may be the necessary
corollary of a Chapter 13 debtor's ability to bring pre-petition claims. These incentives may
suggest, however, that the "Chapter 13 standing" rules should be designed to remove
control over the lawsuit from parties with interests contrary to those of the estate.
136. Burnes, 2002 WL 1011339, at *6.
137. 531 U.S. at 508.
138. Id. at 505-06.
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does not mean "with preclusive effect" because a dismissal "with
prejudice" does not operate as a bar on refiling generally but only as a
bar on refiling the same suit in the same court. 1 9 Given bankruptcy
courts' increasing concern regarding abuse of the bankruptcy process
through dismissal "with prejudice,"14 § 109(g) orders,"' § 105 injunctions, 42 and in rem stay relief,' it may behoove creditors, United States trustees, bankruptcy administrators, and bankruptcy judges
to consider carefully their respective uses of the words "with prejudice"
to mean something broader than what the Supreme Court said in
Semtek that it means. It may even be efficient to discard the use of the
term in bankruptcy entirely.
E. Board of Trustees of the University of Alabama v. Garrett:
Sovereign Immunity
Finally, the Supreme Court decided in Board of Trustees of the
University of Alabama v. Garrett'4 that Congress could not waive
state sovereign immunity under the Americans with Disabilities Act
because the Act had not been passed pursuant to the section 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment. 45 Garrett is one in a string of cases since
Seminole146 in which the Supreme Court has reinvigorated the Eleventh Amendment. Since Seminole, the Court has also held that the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act, 147 the Fair Labor Standards
Act, 48 and the Patent and Plant Variety Protection Remedy Clarifica139. Id. Query whether a subsequent bankruptcy case would be the same suit. See,
e.g., In re Toy King Distribs., Inc., 256 B.R. 1, 103-04 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000); In re
Jamesway Corp., 202 B.R. 697, 701 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1996).
140. See, e.g., In re Albany Partners, Ltd., 749 F.2d 670 (11th Cir. 1984); In re Graffy,
216 B.R. 888 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1998); In re Armwood, 175 B.R. 779 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1994).
Compare, e.g., In re Frieouf, 938 F.2d 1099 (10th Cir. 1991); In re Jones, 192 B.R. 289, 293
(Bankr. M.D. Ga. 1996) (holding § 349 does not permit dismissal "with prejudice"); In re
Conley, 105 B.R. 116, 118 (S.D. Fla. 1989) (holding § 349 does not permit dismissal "with
prejudice" absent showing of cause).
141. See, e.g., In re Dent, 275 B.R. 625, 632-33 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. 2002); In re
Yanfossen, 258 B.R. 814, 823 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2001); In re Cobb, 216 B.R. 676, 680
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1998); In re Robinson, 198 B.R. 1017, 1022-23 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1996).
142. Graffy, 216 B.R. at 888; Armwood, 175 B.R. at 779.
143. See, e.g., In re Yimam, 214 B.R. 463,466-67 (Bankr. D. Md. 1997); In re Snow, 201
B.R. 968 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1996).
144. 531 U.S. 356 (2001).
145. Id. at 360.
146. Seminole Tribe of Fla. v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 47 (1996) (holding Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act did not waive state sovereign immunity).
147. Kimel v. Fla. Bd. of Regents, 528 U.S. 62 (2000). See Peter Reed Corbin & John
E. Duvall, Employment Discrimination,52 MERCER L. REV. 1367, 1391 (2001).

148. Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706 (1999).
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tion Act.4 9 did not waive state sovereign immunity."' Expressed or
implied in each opinion is the proposition that none of the acts was
enacted pursuant to Congress's authority to enforce the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Garrettis important because the fallout from Seminole continues to be
debated in bankruptcy courts. Courts within the Eleventh Circuit have
found ways of minimizing the Eleventh Amendment's effect on bankruptcy.'5 In 2001 one bankruptcy judge in Georgia reiterated and expanded on a relatively creative but ultimately incorrect way around sovereign
immunity. 152 In In re Wilson,"5 3 a Georgia bankruptcy court held
that Congress successfully waived state sovereign immunity in § 106
because it did so acting pursuant to section 5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment in enforcing a privilege and immunity of national citizenship, namely bankruptcy.'54 This argument has floated before in the
5
' although the court of appeals has so far declined
Eleventh Circuit,
56
it.
address
to
The holding in Wilson elevates bankruptcy to one of the "basic and
essential activities, interference with which would frustrate the purposes
of the formation of the Union."' 57 It also invests the Bankruptcy Code
with a Fourteenth Amendment trait-waiver of sovereign immunity-that the Civil Rights Acts passed under the Fourteenth Amendment
do not have.'

149. Fla. Prepaid Postsecondary Educ. Expense Bd. v. College Sav. Bank, 527 U.S. 627
(1999).
150. See also Fed. Maritime Comm'n v. S.C. State Ports Auth., 122 S. Ct. 1864 (2002)
(holding Shipping Act of 1984 could not subject state to a reparation order by the Federal
Maritime Commission at the request of a private complainant).
151. In re Psychiatric Hosps. of Fla., Inc., 216 B.R. 660, 661 (M.D. Fla. 1998) (holding
motion to determine tax liability is not a "suit" for Eleventh Amendment purposes); In re
Richmond Health Care, Inc., 243 B.R. 899, 899 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2000) (holding waiver in
one bankruptcy case could be waiver in subsequent case).
152. Several ways have been advanced. One is that bankruptcy involves in rem
jurisdiction and therefore is not a suit in the Eleventh Amendment sense. See, e.g.,
Virginia v. Collins (In re Collins), 173 F.3d 924 (4th Cir. 1999).
153. 258 B.R. 303 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 2001).
154. Id. at 306.
155. See In re Headrick, 203 B.R. 805, 809 (Bankr. S.D..Ga. 1996) (Dalis, J.), affirmed
and remanded sub nom. In re Burke, 1997 WL 33125720 (S.D. Ga. July 23, 1997), affirmed
146 F.3d 1313 (11th Cir. 1998), cert. denied sub nom. Ga. Dep't of Revenue v. Burke, 527
U.S. 1043 (1999).
156. In re Burke, 146 F.3d 1313 (11th Cir. 1998).
157. Baldwin v. Fish & Game Comm'n of Mont., 436 U.S. 371, 387 (1978).
158. E.g., Will v. Mich. Dep't of State Police, 491 U.S. 58 (1989); Kentucky v. Graham,
473 U.S. 159 (1985); Alabama v. Pugh, 438 U.S. 781 (1978).
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It is unquestioned that Congress can waive state sovereign immunity
under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.'5 9 The questions,
however, are whether it has expressly waived sovereign immunity and
whether it has done so pursuant to appropriate authority. The decision
in Wilson answered both questions "yes." There is little doubt that § 106
is a specific attempt to abrogate sovereign immunity. 60 The court in
Wilson stumbled, however, on the second question. The Slaughterhouse
Cases' and subsequent cases have left the Privileges and Immunities
Clause "essentially moribund." 162 Virtually all of the Supreme Court's
decisions since the Slaughterhouse Cases have followed the early
restrictive interpretation of "privileges and immunities." Generally, the
"privileges and immunities" of U.S. citizenship include the right
to
habeus corpus; 6 the right to pass freely from state to state;' 6 ' the
right to petition Congress for redress of grievances;' 65 the right to vote
for national officers; 166 the right to enter public lands; 167 the right to
be protected against violence while in the lawful custody of a United
States marshal; 16 and the right to inform United States authorities of
violation of federal laws.6 9 At various times, the Court has denied
privileges and immunities status to the privilege against self-incrimination'7' and the purported rights against double jeopardy,'7 ' being

159. E.g., Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445, 456 (1976).
160. Cf United States v. Nordic Village, Inc., 503 U.S. 30, 34-35 (1992) (holding earlier
version of § 106 not unmistakably clear as to Congress's intent to waive United States's
sovereign immunity for monetary claims); Hoffman v. Conn. Dep't of Income Maint., 492
U.S. 96, 101 (1989).
161. Butchers' Benevolent Ass'n of New Orleans v. Crescent City Live-stock Landing
& Slaughter-House Co., 83 U.S. 36 (1872).
162. Lutz v. City of York, 899 F.2d 255, 264 (3d Cir. 1990). See also Saenz v. Roe, 526
U.S. 489, 511 (1999) (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting) (opposing the Court's decision to "breathe
new life into the previously dormant" clause); In re Lesniewski, 246 B.R. 202, 215 (Bankr.
E.D. Pa. 2000) (holding violation of discharge injunction by state actor proceeding under
color of state law will not support civil rights action under § 1983 for deprivation of rights,
privileges, or immunities secured by Constitution and laws of the United States).
163. Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 U.S. at 79.
164. Crandall v. Nevada, 73 U.S. 35 (1867).
165. United States v. Cruikshank, 467 F. Supp. 539 (1979).
166. Wiley v. Sinkler, 179 U.S. 58 (1899); Ex parte Yarbrough, 110 U.S. 651 (1884).
167. United States v. Waddell, 112 U.S. 76 (1884). And let us not forget the right to
access to seaports, subtreasuries, and land offices. Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 U.S. at 79.
168. Logan v. United States, 144 U.S. 263 (1892).
169. In re Quarles, 158 U.S. 532 (1894).
170. Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. 46, 53 (1947); Twining v. New Jersey, 211 U.S.
78, 99 (1908).
171. Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319 (1937).
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tried by a jury,172 running for state office, 17' holding a paramilitary
parade,'174 practicing law,1 75 selling intoxicating liquors,1 7' and hunting elk.17 7 Some rights that most would consider fundamental, such
as the right to vote for national offices, 7 8 to assemble peaceably,'7 9
and acquire property,' are at best equivocal.
In its history, the Court has rarely used the Privileges and Immunities
Clause to strike down state legislation infringing upon a privilege or
immunity but did so once in order to strike down a state tax that
classified in- and out-of-state taxpayers and income 8 1 (a decision that
was shortly thereafter overruled), and once recently to protect the right
to travel (which the Court held was always an integral aspect of the
Fourteenth Amendment's protection of newly freed slaves). 8 2 The
Court has relied on the clause, however, in several cases to defend acts

172. Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U.S. 90 (1875).
173. Snowden v. Hughes, 321 U.S. 1 (1944).
174. Presser v. Illinois, 116 U.S. 252 (1886).
175. Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. 130 (1872).
176. Bartemyer v. Iowa, 85 U.S. 129, 133 (1873) (in which was held the right to sell
such liquors was not a privilege or immunity which, by the Fourteenth Amendment, the
states were forbidden to abridge).
177. Baldwin v. Fish & Game Comm'n of Mont., 436 U.S. 371, 387 (1978).
178. Compare, e.g., Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104 (2000) (stating "[tihe individual
citizen has no federal constitutional right to vote for electors for the President of the United
States" except as granted by states), and U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v. Thornton, 514 U.S. 779,
859 (1995) (Thomas, J., dissenting) (stating the right to vote for members of Congress is
a privilege of state rather than national citizenship), with Wiley v. Sinkler, 179 U.S. 58
(1900) (declaring constitutional basis for voting for members of Congress).
179. Hague v. Comm. for Indus. Org., 307 U.S. 496, 512-18 (1939) (Roberts & Black,
JJ., plurality); Id. at 532 (Hughes, C.J., concurring). See generally UNITED STATES, THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

1472

(Johnny H. Killian ed. 1987).
180. Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633, 640 (1948) (referring to right to hold property
as statutory and as one of petitioner's "privileges as an American citizen").
181. E.g., Lunding v. N.Y. Tax Appeals Tribunal, 522 U.S. 287, 315 (1998) (holding
unconstitutional New York's denial to nonresidents only a state income tax deduction for
alimony paid); Nat'l Private Truck Council, Inc. v. Okla. Tax Comm'n, 515 U.S. 582, 585
(1995) (holding one of the privileges and immunities of national citizenship is the right to
be free of acts that violate the dormant Commerce Clause); Dennis v. Higgins, 498 U.S.
439, 447 (1991) (same); Austin v. New Hampshire, 420 U.S. 656, 665 (1975) (holding
unconstitutional New Hampshire Commuters Income Tax); Colgate v. Harvey, 296 U.S.
404, 424 (1935) (holding unconstitutional a state tax exempting income from loans made
at less than five percent interest), overruled in Madden v. Kentucky, 309 U.S. 83 (1940).
182. Saenz, 526 U.S. at 501-02.
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of Congress designed to protect privileges and immunities, 8 ' including
freedom from dormant Commerce Clause violations.' 84
However, in City of Bourne v. Flores,8' the Court declared "Congress
does not enforce a constitutional right by changing what the right
is. " "' Acts of Congress, therefore, passed pursuant to the Commerce
Clause, for example, are not able to waive state sovereign immunity. 7
On the other hand, Congress may create nonconstitutional rights, which
it may define and then enforce.' 88 The court in Wilson simply confused
congressionally created privileges with the privileges and immunities of
89
national citizenship which Congress may enforce but not define.1
Congress may define certain substantive federal rights, privileges, and
immunities that may be enforced under § 1983 or other laws; 90 but
Congress may waive state sovereign immunity only to enforce privileges
and immunities that exist even in the absence of statute.

183. United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299 (1941).
184. Dennis v. Higgins, 498 U.S. 439, 444-45 (1991).
185. 521 U.S. 507 (1997).
186. Id. at 519.
187. Seminole Tribe of Fla. v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 66 (1996), overruling Pennsylvania
v. Union Gas Co., 491 U.S. 1 (1989).
188. E.g., United States v. Waddell, 112 U.S. 76 (1884).
189. 258 B.R. at 308.
190. E.g., Maine v. Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1, 5-7 (1980) (holding rights under Social
Security Act may be enforced through § 1983); Rural Water Dist. No. 1, Ellsworth County,
Kansas v. City of Wilson, 243 F.3d 1263, 1275 (10th Cir. 2001) (holding Consolidated Farm
and Rural Development Act, which provides rural water districts receiving government
loans with exclusive right to provide service within their boundaries, gives rise to § 1983
action); Alexander v. Polk, 750 F.2d 250, 259 (3d Cir. 1984) (holding federal regulation
under Child Nutrition Act requiring notice to recipients in cases of suspension or
termination of benefits under supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
creates right that is enforceable under § 1983); Cedarhurst Air Charter, Inc. v. Waukesha
County, 110 F. Supp. 2d 891, 898-99 (E.D. Wis. 2000) (holding Airport and Airway
Improvement Act (AAIA) section and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulation,
requiring airport operator to allow aircraft owners to fuel their own aircraft, were
enforceable under § 1983); Bateman v. Gardner, 730 F. Supp. 1570, 1571 (S.D. Fla. 1990)
(holding federally protected fishery rights under Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act may be enforced under § 1983), affd, 922 F.2d 848 (11th Cir. 1990), cert.
denied, 500 U.S. 932 (1991); Mo. Knights ofthe Ku Klux Klan v. Kansas City, 723 F. Supp.
1347, 1354 (W.D. Mo. 1989) (holding Cable Communications Policy Act, which provides that
cable operators shall not exercise any editorial control over cable channels dedicated to
public access, creates a substantive right cognizable under § 1983). But cf Middlesex
County Sewerage Auth. v. Nat'l Sea Clammers Ass'n, 453 U.S. 1, 19 (1981) (limiting reach

of§ 1983 when Congress has provided alternative enforcement remedies); Pennhurst State
Sch. & Hosp. v. Halderman, 451 U.S. 1, 28 (1981) (requiring substantive federal right to
invoke § 1983).
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Never-before Seminole had any court ever somuch as suggested that
bankruptcy might be a privilege or immunity; however, after Seminole,
such a view became needful to retain jurisdiction to deal with all of a
debtor's financial affairs and thus the idea was born. Most courts that
have since considered whether bankruptcy might be a privilege or
immunity of national citizenship have rejected the idea.1 91 A few,
however, have accepted the premise.'92 Nonetheless, it is difficult to
imagine bankruptcy as a privilege or immunity of national citizenship
in light of the fact that, for most of the period before the Fourteenth
Amendment, there was not a national bankruptcy law, and states were
free to legislate the only bankruptcy laws;193 or in light of the fact that
even to this day there is no independent federal right not to be
imprisoned for debt.'94 Similarly, it seems odd that Congress could
and did enact bankruptcy legislation even before the concept of national
privileges and immunities was written into the constitution but that
after Seminole, such enactments spring from the Fourteenth Amend-

191. In re Straight, 248 B.R. 403 (B.A.P. 10th Cir. 2000); In re Sacred Heart Hosp. of
Norristown, 133 F.3d 237 (3d Cir. 1998); In re Elias, 218 B.R. 80 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1998);
Dep't of Transp. & Dev. v. PNL Asset Mgmt. Co. LLC (In re Fernandez), 123 F.3d 241 (5th
Cir. 1997); Schlossberg v. Maryland (In re Creative Goldsmiths of Washington D.C., Inc.),
119 F.3d 1140 (4th Cir. 1997); In re DeAngelis, 239 B.R. 426 (Bankr. D. Mass. 1999); In re
Ross, 234 B.R. 199 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1999); In re Scarborough, 229 B.R. 145 (Bankr. W.D.
Mich. 1999); In re Doiel, 228 B.R. 439 (D.S.D. 1998); In re Snyder, 228 B.R. 712 (Bankr. D.
Neb. 1998); In re Kish, 212 B.R. 808 (D.N.J. 1997).
192. In re Arnold, 255 B.R. 845 (Bankr. W.D. Tenn. 2000); Lees v. Tenn. Student
Assistance Corp. (In re Lees), 252 B.R. 441, 449 (Bankr. W.D. Tenn. 2000); In re O'Brien,
216 B.R. 731 (Bankr. D. Vt. 1998); In re York-Hannover Devs., Inc., 181 B.R. 271 (Bankr.
E.D.N.C. 1995); Mather v. Okla. Employment Sec. Comm'n (In re Southern Star Foods),
190 B.R. 419, 426 (Bankr. E.D. Okla. 1995) (finding numerous "privileges and immunities"
in the Bankruptcy Code). See also In re Rainwater, 233 B.R. 126, 149 (Bankr. N.D. Ala.
1999) (issuing habeas corpus writ for debtor). See generally Laura B. Bartell, Getting to
Waiver-A Legislative Solution to State Sovereign Immunity in Bankruptcy After Seminole
Tribe, 17 BANKR. DEV. J. 17, 27-28 (2000).
193. See, e.g., Ogden v. Saunders, 25 U.S. 213 (1827); Sturges v. Crowninshield, 17 U.S.
122, 201-02 (1819).
194. See 28 U.S.C. § 2007 (2002) (prohibiting federal courts from imprisoning
individuals for debt in any state in which imprisonment for debt has been abolished and
permitting federal courts to imprison for debt subject to state law "modifications,
conditions, and restrictions"). In the early days of the republic, imprisonment for debt was
specifically authorized by Congress. E.g., 2 Stat. 4 (1800); 1 Stat. 264 (1792). In addition,
the courts seem to have had no qualms about issuing writs of capias ad satisfaciendum on
behalf of the United States or other plaintiffs. See, e.g., United States v. Giles, 13 U.S.
212, 231 (1815); United States v. Noah, 27 F. Cas. 176, 178 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1825); Knox v.
Summers, 14 F. Cas. 831 (C.C.D.C. 1810). See also Sturges v. Crowninshield, 17 U.S. 122
(1819). The only federal right implicated by imprisonment for debt appears to be freedom
from cruel and unusual punishments. See Bearden v. Georgia, 461 U.S. 660 (1983).
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ment. 95 Finally, it is commonplace, as the Supreme Court observed
in Kras, that there is no right to bankruptcy relief.196 As important as
some might consider bankruptcy to be, it seems apparent that there is
simply no congressional authority to waive state sovereign immunity
under 97the Bankruptcy Code pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment. 1
II.
A.

DECISIONS IN THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT

Property of the Estate and the Automatic Stay

In Dzikowski v. NASD Regulation, Inc. (In re Scanlon),95 the
Eleventh Circuit addressed whether escrow funds were property of the
estate. The debtor entered into an agreement with the National
Association of Securities Dealers ("NASD") in settlement of disciplinary
proceedings for violation of its rules. The agreement required the debtor
to forward funds to his attorney to be held in escrow pending the
creation of an independent escrow account for the benefit of customers
harmed by the debtor's violations.' 99
The debtor's mother-in-law
advanced the funds at her daughter's request. Her daughter, according
to the bankruptcy court, repaid her mother from a line of credit on the

195. See In re Creative Goldsmiths of Wash., D.C., Inc., 119 F.3d 1140 (1997); In re
Dodson, 259 B.R. 635 (Bankr. E.D. Tenn. 2001); Pitts v. Ohio Dep't of Taxation (In re Pitts),
241 B.R. 862 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 1999).
196. United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434, 446-47 (1973). See also In re Allen, 186 B.R.
769 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1995); In re Fitzgerald, 167 B.R. 689 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1994).
Whether there is or is not a right to bankruptcy relief that would affect a debtor's
obligation to pay state taxes, it is virtually undisputed that Congress has nearly plenary
authority power under its Article I powers to displace state taxes. Aloha Airlines, Inc. v.
Dir. of Taxation of Haw., 464 U.S. 7, 14, 14 n.10 (1983); Ariz. Pub. Serv. Co. v. Snead, 441
U.S. 141, 150-51 (1979); State Bd. of Ins. v. Todd Shipyards Corp., 370 U.S. 451, 456
(1962); Deer Park Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Harris County Appraisal Dist., 132 F.3d 1095, 1099
(5th Cir.), cert. denied, 524 U.S. 938 (1998). Whether the Supreme Court will revisit this
rule in light of its recent infatuation with the Tenth Amendment is an open question. See
generally Tracy A. Kaye, Show Me the Money: Congressional Limitations on State Tax
Sovereignty, 35 HARV.J. ON LEGIS. 149, 173-74 (1998).
197. See Bartell, supra note 192, at 31-32 (stating such a position is "completely
untenable as a matter of constitutional doctrine"); Kenneth N. Klee, James 0. Johnston &
Eric Winston, State Defiance of Bankruptcy Law, 52 VAND. L. REV. 1527, 1580 (1999)
(arguing that because bankruptcy does not relate to the protection of the rights of
individuals in suspect classes, reenactment of 11 U.S.C. § 106 "likely would fail as an
unconstitutional abrogation of the Eleventh Amendment").
198. 239 F.3d 1195 (11th Cir. 2001), affirming 247 B.R. 867 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2000),
affirming 242 B.R. 533 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1999).
199. Id. at 1196.
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debtor's and -her residence, which was titled in her name. °° The
bankruptcy and district courts differed in their versions of the facts. The
bankruptcy court found the debtor's wife to have repaid the loan from
her mother; the district court stated the debtor repaid the loan.2"' The
debtor filed a voluntary Chapter 7 petition before the funds could be
transferred to the independent escrow agent. NASD and the debtor both
took the position that the funds escrowed with the debtor's attorney were
trustee disagreed and sought to distribute
not property of the estate; 20the
2
the $650,000 to creditors.
The bankruptcy court concluded the funds belonged to the mother-inlaw before she transferred them to into escrow, that they were never
property of the debtor, that the debtor did not plan the escrow, and that
the debtor had no control or authority over the disbursement of the
funds.20 ' The bankruptcy court granted summary judgment in favor
of NASD and against the trustee.0 4 The trustee appealed to the
district court, which affirmed, holding that the escrowed funds were not
part of the debtor's estate because the debtor never had control over
them and could not direct who would receive them. 2 5 The trustee
again appealed, and the Eleventh Circuit affirmed. 0 '
The Eleventh Circuit approved the lower courts' focus on ownership
and control. The court addressed itself to Florida law, 2 7 under which
a grantor retains title to escrowed funds "until occurrence of the
condition specified in the escrow agreement." 2 ' The court found some
"ambiguity" in who held title to the funds based on whether the loan was
repaid by the debtor or his wife. 2 9 This ambiguity alone, however,
was not enough to require remand.210 Instead, the appellate court
affirmed the lower courts, focusing on benefit and control. The escrow

Id. at 1199 n.5 (citing In re Scanlon, 242 B.R. at 538).
Id. at 1196.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 1196-97.
Id. at 1199.
The court acknowledged that Florida law may or may not have been applicable
the escrow account was located in New York. Id. at 1197 n.4. See generally
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS §§ 6, 145, 187, 188.
208. 239 F.3d at 1198 (quoting Dickerson v. Cent. Fla. Radiation Oncology Group, 225
B.R. 241, 244 (M.D. Fla. 1998)).
209. Apparently, husbands and wives are more separate to the panel in Scanlon than
to other courts which have held husbands and wives not to be separate entities. E.g., In
re Greco, 246 B.R. 226, 232 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 2000). But see In re Reider, 31 F.3d 1102
(11th Cir. 1994).
210. 239 F.3d at 1198.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
because
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was created not to benefit the debtor but rather his victims; the motherin-law placed the funds in the temporary escrow with the "implicit
instructions" that they were to be used for the independent escrow in
satisfaction of the settlement agreement; and neither the debtor nor his
counsel had any control over disbursement.2 '
Thus, even if the Debtor could be deemed the legal owner of the funds

by virtue of his repayment of the mother-in-law's loan, the fact that
those funds experienced a temporary layover in an account maintained
by his counsel while en route to compensating others without any
oversight by the Debtor hardly converts them into property of the
bankruptcy estate.212
Even though, therefore, there may have been a genuine issue of fact as
to what circumstances would give rise to legal ownership of the funds in
the debtor or his mother-in-law, the court did not consider summary
judgment inappropriate and saw no reason to remand the case.
Although the court did not specifically rely on § 541(d), it is perhaps
the provision that best explains the Eleventh Circuit's holding. Other
courts that have faced similar questions have found the answer in the
debtor's ownership of bare title and others' ownership of equitable title
to the fund. 21' These courts, and others, find the answer in the
proposition: "To the extent that an interest is limited in the hands of the
debtor, it is, therefore, equally limited in the hands of the estate."2 14
The view that the debtor would have no meaningful rights in the funds
even if he had held legal title and that, therefore, the estate would be
limited to that meaningless legal title, is in accord with the Eleventh

211. See also In re Impact Distrib., Inc., 260 B.R. 48 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001) (holding
debtors assignment of trademark did not exclude it from the estate when debtor used the
trademark without paying royalties as under an assignment-license back); In re Section 20
Land Group, Ltd., 261 B.R. 721 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001) (holding funds deposited with title
insurance company to protect depositor from liability were not excluded from being
property of the estate when no escrow agreement was executed and when title insurance
company that exercised' control over the funds asserted an interest in them).
212. 239 F.3d at 1199 (emphasis added).
213. In re N.S. Garrott & Sons, 772 F.2d 462, 467 (8th Cir. 1985) (holding escrow funds
deposited by debtor were technically property of the estate but held pursuant to
constructive trust); In re TTS, Inc., 158 B.R. 583, 585-86 (D. Del. 1993) (holding debtor who
placed funds in escrow as deferred compensation for debtor's president had bare legal title
to funds under New York law and funds were therefore not property of the estate); In re
Palm Beach Heights Dev. & Sales Corp., 52 B.R. 181, 183-84 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1985)
(holding funds deposited many years prior to bankruptcy petition by debtor with state to
assure completion of road and drainage facilities were not property of estate).
214. In re TTS, Inc., 158 B.R. at 585 (quoting 4 COLLIER ON BANKRuPTcY § 541.01 (15th
ed. 1983)). See also, e.g., In re Thomas, 883 F.2d 991 (11th Cir. 1989).
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Circuit's recent emphasis on the -estate's not acceding to rights the
debtor did not have at the time the case was commenced. With respect
to any thing, nondebtors may hold an equitable interest in the thing and
"the bankruptcy court is bound to recognize those equitable interests. 215
One significant recent attempt to apply that principle in the Eleventh
Circuit, Charles Hall Motors v. Lewis (In re Lewis),216 continued in
2001 to generate conflict and resistance. The court's 1998 decision has
been characterized as "wrong"217 and "irreconcilable with any reasonable interpretation" of Whiting Pools;21 it may in fact conflict with
Whiting Pools, 21 9 although Whiting Pools has itself been criticized as
"dead wrong" under the Bankruptcy Code, which "provides absolutely no
support for its conclusion." 220 Further, after Citizens Bank of Maryland v. Strumpf,221 it has been argued Whiting Pools "should no longer
be considered good law."222 The problem with Whiting Pools, as has
frequently been observed, is that it seems to have held that "the estate
includes not only the debtor's interest in a thing, but the whole thing,
including the IRS's rights in the thing."223 Some courts, therefore,

215. Garrott, 772 F.2d at 467.
216. 137 F.3d 1280 (11th Cir. 1998). See W.H. Drake, Jr. & Christopher S. Strickland,
Bankruptcy, 50 MERCER L. REV. 891, 920 (1999). In Lewis a secured creditor repossessed
a car pre-petition on June 2, 1993, two days before the debtors filed their joint Chapter 13
petition. 137 F.3d at 1282. The bankruptcy court found that refusal to turn the car over
was a willful stay violation. Id. The district court reversed holding that pre-U.C.C.
Alabama law was apparently still good and that title passed to the secured creditor on
repossession. With a great deal of assistance from the bankruptcy judge's law clerks, the
debtor appealed. In the meantime, the same bankruptcy judge wrote another opinion
defending the opinion in Lewis. In re Turner, 209 B.R. 558 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1997)
(Sledge, J.). Another bankruptcy judge in Alabama joined the fray and followed Turner.
Mattheiss v. Title Loan Express (In re Mattheiss), 214 B.R. 20, 31-32 (Bankr. N.D. Ala.
1997) (Stilson, J.). The Eleventh Circuit, however, disagreed with both Turner and
Mattheiss and affirmed the district court in Lewis. 137 F.3d at 1285.
217. In re Greene, 248 B.R. 583, 585 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2000).
218. Kenneth C. Kettering, Repledge Deconstructed, 61 U. PiTr. L. REV. 45, 228 n.410
(1999).
219. But see In re Barringer, 244 B.R. 402, 407 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 1999).
220. Thomas E. Plank, The Creditorin Possessionunder the Bankruptcy Code: History,
Text, and Policy, 59 MD. L. REV. 253, 256 (2000) [hereinafter History, Text, and Policy].
See also Thomas E. Plank, The OuterBoundaries of the Bankruptcy Estate, 47 EMORY L.J.
1193, 1196 (1998) [hereinafter The Outer Boundaries].
221. 516 U.S. 16 (1995).
222. Plank, History, Text, and Policy, supra note 220, at 258.
223. David Gray Carlson, Bankruptcy's Organizing Principle,26 FLA. ST. U. L. REV.
549, 567 (1999). See also Alvin C. Harrell & Fred H. Miller, Selected Update-UCCArticle
9, 53 CONSUMER FIN. L.Q. REP. 248, 340 (1999) (discussing Lewis as a "more detailed
analysis" of property interests than Whiting Pools); Plank, The Outer Boundaries,supra
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include property/thing within the estate even if the property interest the
debtor owns has only the most attenuated relation with the property/thing. 2 4 Some courts have effectively rejected the broad reading of
Whiting Pools under which a debtor does not own the right of lawful
possession immediately before but does immediately after filing a
bankruptcy petition.225 When the court of appeals attempted to do so
in Lewis,2 26 it set off a controversy that continued within the Eleventh
Circuit's lower courts in 2001. In Lewis the Eleventh Circuit held, under
Alabama law, that automobile repossession deprives the debtor of title,
possession, and "any other functionally equivalent ownership interest in

note 220, at 1196 (arguing "the Court confused the property thing-the goods owned by the
debtor but in the rightful possession of the IRS-and the property of the estate"); David
Gray Carlson, The Rotten Foundations of Securitization, 39 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1055,
1075 (1998) (describing the logic of Whiting Pools as "fantastic"). The problem is perhaps
best illustrated by the problem of a lienholder's bankruptcy; certainly, if a lienholder has
repossessed collateral before filing, possession would be property of the lienholder's estate
and, Whiting Pools notwithstanding, not property of the lienholder's debtor's estate if he
or she subsequently filed. Similarly, a lienholder's estate would include nonpossessory
interests also. See, e.g., First Fed. Bank of Calif. v. Cogar (In re Cogar), 210 B.R. 803
(Bankr. 9th Cir. 1997); Monumental Life Ins. Co. v. Bibo, Inc. (In re Bibo, Inc.), 200 B.R.
348 (Bankr. 9th Cir. 1996), vacated as moot, 139 F.3d 659 (9th Cir. 1997); Farmers Bank
v. March (In re March), 140 B.R. 387 (E.D. Va. 1992), affd, 988 F.2d 498 (4th Cir. 1993),
cert. denied, 510 U.S. 864 (1993). See generally Kettering, supra note 218, at 66 n.32;
David Gray Carlson, JuniorSecured Creditorsand the Automatic Stay, 6 AM. BANKR. INST.
L. REV. 249 (1998). It is beyond the scope of this Article to determine whether the
decisions in Lewis or Whiting Pools (or both) are wrong but, in the interest of academic
integrity, the Author offers the disclaimer that the Author inclines toward Professor
Plank's arguments that Whiting Pools was incorrectly decided. As a further disclaimer, the
Author served as law clerk to the bankruptcy judge who decided Lewis but did so after the
order was entered and before the district court reversed and therefore the Author had no
involvement in writing the Lewis opinions.
224. E.g., In re Butler, 271 B.R. 867, 870 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 2002) (holding debtor's
unlawful possession of apartment was an equitable interest in the apartment which was
property of the estate and protected by the automatic stay); Lifshutz v. Trang (In re Trang),
58 B.R. 183 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 1985) (holding, after state court determined pre-petition that
debtor had "no right, title or interest" in previously leased premises, that debtor's mere
possession of property was equitable interest such that premises were property of the
estate).
225. E.g., In re Alberto, 271 B.R. 223, 227 (N.D.N.Y. 2001) (holding estate includes
right to redeem but not right to possess car repossessed pre-petition); In re Barringer, 244
B.R. 402, 407 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 1999); In re Fitch, 217 B.R. 286, 291 (Bankr. S.D. Cal.
1998) (holding estate includes right to redeem but not right to possess car repossessed prepetition).
226. The court in Lewis, however, employed the same unitary view that has generated
criticism of Whiting Pools;it merely placed unitary "ownership" in the creditor rather than
in the debtor.
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After Lewis, some lower courts
the repossessed automobile. "227
2
8
declined to follow
because it was
holding
but
others
followed the
230
22 9
decided under Alabama's,

rather than Florida's

or Georgia's

Uniform Commercial Code or automobile title statute, or because the
decision was wrong and therefore outside of the principle of stare
decisis.23 '
The controversy over Lewis continued in 2001 within Florida's
bankruptcy courts and followed the same pattern. Judge Proctor held
in In re Shunnarah23 2 and Judge Funk held in Baker v. Health
Services Credit Union (In re Baker)2 31 that a debtor retains an interest
in a car repossessed pre-petition and that the car, therefore, is property
of the estate. 3 4 In Baker, because a new certificate of title had not yet
been issued, the court held the debtor still held title to the car and,
applying the unitary theory of ownership, 235 redistributed the sticks in
the bundle and transferred possession back to the debtor. Similarly, in
Shunnarah,the bankruptcy court held that the certificate of title was

227. 137 F.3d at 1284.
228. Bell-Tell Fed. Credit Union v. Kalter (In re Kalter), 257 B.R. 93, 96-97 (M.D. Fla.
2000); Warren v. Southtrust Bank (In re Warren), 221 B.R. 843, 845 (Bankr. N.D. Ala.

1998). See also In re Burnsed, 224 B.R. 496, 498 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1998) (holding debtor
has no right of redemption under title loan contract because title loans under Florida law
are secured by possession of title not by security interest in vehicle).
229. In re Chiodo, 250 B.R. 407, 412 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000); In re Ratliff, 260 B.R.
526, 529-30 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000); In re Iferd, 225 B.R. 501, 502-03 (Bankr. N.D. Fla.
1998).
230. Lamar v. Mitsubishi Motors Credit of Am., Inc. (In re Lamar), 249 B.R. 822, 827
(Bankr. S.D. Ga. 2000); Am. Honda Fin. v. Littleton (In re Littleton), 220 B.R. 710, 714-15
(Bankr. M.D. Ga. 1998).
231. Greene v. The Assocs. (In re Greene), 248 B.R. 583, 585 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2000).
See also In re Clelland, 268 B.R. 539 (Bankr. E.D. Ark. 2001). The court in Greene refused
to follow Lewis because it misinterpreted Alabama law, 248 B.R. at 585, although federal
trial courts are bound by decisions of the United States Courts of Appeals for their circuits
as to state law unless there is subsequent precedent from the state's highest court
indicating the court of appeals was clearly wrong. Batts v. Tow-Motor Forklift Co., 66 F.3d
743, 747 (5th Cir. 1995); Roboserve, Ltd. v. Tom's Foods, Inc., 940 F.2d 1441, 1451 (11th
Cir. 1991); Medalie v. FSC Sec. Corp., 87 F. Supp. 2d 1295, 1302 (S.D. Fla. 2000); City of
Clayton v. Grumman Emergency Prods., Inc., 576 F. Supp. 1122, 1125 (E.D. Mo. 1983).
One federal court in Alabama has given Lewis considerably more weight than Judge
Bennett did in Greene, imposing Rule 9011 sanctions on a Chapter 13 debtor who filed a
motion for return of property repossessed pre-petition. In re Dent, 275 B.R. 625, 633
(Bankr. M.D. Ala. 2002).
232. 268 B.R. 657 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001), vacated 2001 WL 1769933 (M.D. Fla. 2001).
233. 264 B.R. 759 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
234. 268 B.R. at 662, 264 B.R. at 764.
235. See also United States v. Challenge Air Int'l (In re Challenge Air Int'l), 952 F.2d
384 (11th Cir. 1992).
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determinative of the right to possession; because the repossessing
creditor had not obtained a new certificate, the car was property of the
estate, and the creditor's willful failure to turn the car over violated the
automatic stay and warranted damages.
Both judges distinguished
Lewis as inapplicable to Florida's motor vehicle registration law. Judge
Friedman, however, followed Lewis in In re Ragan,237 holding that a
debtor's bare right of redemption in a car repossessed post-petition was
not sufficient to include the car within the estate; to gain lawful
possession of the car, the debtor would have to exercise the right to
redeem.238
Countless bankruptcy cases hold, as did Shunnarah and Baker, that
some relatively minor property interest in a thing is enough to "propel"
the entire thing "into the estate" 239 or "render it" property of the
estate. 24" However, what has been called an "air of arrogance and
lawlessness" 24' entered the Eleventh Circuit as the Shunnarah and
Baker courts decided they were not bound by precedent in the Middle
District of Florida and rejected In re Kalter,242 in which the district
court followed Lewis and held to the contrary. 243 Prior to 1991,
bankruptcy judges assumed they were bound by district court decisions. "4 This assumption was questioned and rejected in 1991 in First

236. 268 B.R. at 663. Accord In re Garcia, 276 B.R. 699 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2002).
237. 264 B.R. 776 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001).
238. Id. at 779. Accord In re Fox, 274 B.R. 909 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2002).
239. Turner v. DeKalb Bank (In re Turner), 209 B.R. 558, 570 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1997)
(citing authorities for the sufficiency of a right to redeem to vest additional ownership
rights in the estate). Accord, e.g., In re Littleton, 220 B.R. at 715; Brown v. Addison, Inc.
(In re Brown), 210 B.R. 878 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 1997); Brooks v. World Omni (In re Brooks),
207 B.R. 738 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 1997); Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Ryan, 183 B.R. 288
(M.D. Fla. 1995).
240. In re Iferd, 225 B.R. 501, 503 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 1998). Cf Potter v. Drewes (In
re Potter), 228 B.R. 422, 423-24 (B.A.P. 8th Cir. 1999) (including contingent interest in the
estate but not the property in which the debtor held the contingent interest); In re Lawton,
261 B.R. 774, 777 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001) (including stock options but not stock itself
within the estate); Everchanged, Inc. v. First Nationwide Mortgage (In re Everchanged,
Inc.), 230 B.R. 891, 895 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 1999) (holding an option to repurchase land is
property of the estate but the land is not).
241. Daniel J. Bussel, Essay, Power, Authority, And Precedent in Interpreting The
Bankruptcy Code, 41 UCLA L. REV. 1063, 1075 (1994).
242. 257 B.R. 93 (M.D. Fla. 2000), affd In re Kalter, 2002 WL 1270182 (11th Cir. June
7, 2002). See infra text accompanying notes 251-59 for a discussion of the recent Eleventh
Circuit decision in Kalter.
243. The court in Baker also rejected In re Chiodo, Case No. 6:00-CV-396-3A06-JGG
(M.D. Fla. May 30, 2001), rev'g In re Chiodo, 250 B.R. 407 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000).
244. Steven W. Rhodes, Eight Statutory Causes of Delay And Expense in Chapter 11
Bankruptcy Cases, 67 AM. BANKR. L.J. 287, 297 n.73 (1993).
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of America Bank v. Gaylor (In re Gaylor).245 Most courts seem to
agree24 although there are now conflicting decisions on the issue
within the Eleventh Circuit. 24 7 Given that the court of appeals is
unlikely to resolve the issue because the question will rarely if ever
affect the outcome of a case at that level,248 the question of the precedential weight of district court authority will likely remain an open one.
According to Judge Stephen Rhodes:
Substantial delay and expense result from [bankruptcy's] awkward and
unique appellate structure because several parties in different
bankruptcy cases may litigate a given legal issue many times before
different bankruptcy and district judges until one litigant has the time,
resources, and motivation to obtain an authoritative decision
from a
249
court of appeals that would be binding in future cases.

Professor Bussel has observed that most of the reported cases in which
bankruptcy courts refuse to follow district court or bankruptcy appellate
panel decisions are those in which "confusion and uncertainty are
particularly disfavored: rights in property, repetitive small dollar
matters affecting individuals often unrepresented by counsel, and
procedural matters affecting substantive rights (like the appropriate
Certainly, the decisions in Kalter and
statute of limitations)."2 0

245. 123 B.R. 236, 241-43 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 1991).
246. In re Raphael, 230 B.R. 657, 664-65 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1999) (collecting cases). But
see, e.g., F.C.C. Nat'l Bank v. Reid (In re Reid), 237 B.R. 577, 588 (Bankr. W.D.N.Y. 1999);
Wright v. Trans Am. Fin. Servs. (In re Wright), 144 B.R. 943 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 1992). See
also Erwin Chemerinsky, Decision-makers:In Defense of Courts, 71 Am. BANKR. L.J. 109,
129 (1997) (advocating functional rather then definitional analysis and arguing appellate
district court decisions have appellate precedential effect). See generally David A. Levin,
Comment, Precedent and the Assertion of Bankruptcy Court Autonomy: Efficient or
Arrogant?, 12 BANKR. DEV. J. 185 (1995). It is ironic that district court decisions may be
accorded more weight in circuits with bankruptcy appellate panels. Decisions of a
bankruptcy appellate panel ("BAP") are considered binding precedent, not only in the
district from which an appeal arose, but throughout the entire circuit, unless there is
conflicting district court authority. Philadelphia Life Ins. Co. v. Proudfoot (In re
Proudfoot), 144 B.R. 876, 879 (Bankr. 9th Cir. 1992). Of course, even those who disagree
with the circuit-wide binding authority of BAPs consider it important for bankruptcy judges
to follow BAP decisions unless there is contrary authority from the district court in which
the bankruptcy court sits. Muskin, Inc. v. Indus. Steel Co. (In re Muskin, Inc.), 151 B.R.
252, 254-55 (Bankr. N.D. Cal. 1993) (which again suggests district court authority is
binding).
247. Compare In re Shunnarah, 268 B.R. at 657, with In re Wright, 144 B.R. at 943.
248. See, e.g., Stroock & Stroock & Lavan v. Hillsborough Holdings Corp. (In re
Hillsborough Holdings Corp.), 127 F.3d 1398, 1402 n.3 (11th Cir. 1997).
249. Rhodes, supra note 211, at 297. See also Chemerinsky, supra note 213, at 129.
250. Bussel, supra note 241, at 1076.
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Shunnarah affect and define rights in property and confusion, and
uncertainty should be disfavored on the issue of turnover. The problem
is as much with Lewis and Whiting Pools and the very definition of
property as it is, however, with the politics of the judiciary in Orlando
and Jacksonville.
On June 7, 2002, the Eleventh Circuit decided Kalter251 and reached
the same result under Florida law that it did under Alabama law in
Lewis. 252 A debtor may not compel turnover of an automobile repossessed pre-petition because ownership of the car is not included within
the estate. The court reached its conclusion by very different reasoning,
however, than it did in Lewis. In holding that cars repossessed prepetition were not included within property of the estate, the court held
that Florida's Article 9 does not determine whether the debtor or secured
creditor has "ownership" of collateral repossessed pre-petition but that
Florida's Certificate of Title statute "lead[s] to the conclusion that
ownership in fact passes to the Creditors upon repossession." According
to this holding, therefore, the district court's decision in Kalter was
correct 2 3 and bankruptcy courts' decisions in Shunnarah and Baker
were wrong. Although this case may be good news for lenders with
security interests in vehicles (and bad news for debtors) and even though
it provides a bright-line test applicable to automobiles, the holding may
not survive the enactment of Revised Article 9 and, if it does, it is
nothing less than a commercial law disaster for both borrowers and
lenders where collateral is anything other than a vehicle subject to the
certificate of title statute.
The court of appeals began its analysis of state law, which under
Butner v. United States254 is the applicable law defining the respective
property interests of the debtor and creditor, with the recognition that
Article 9 is generally not concerned with ownership or title. The debtors
argued that the duties imposed on a secured creditor after repossession
show that the debtor owns the collateral, that the rights of the debtor
pass to a purchaser only on disposition, and that the debtor's right to
redeem was sufficient to "pull the vehicle itself into the estate." 5 The
court rejected each of these arguments. It reasoned that a creditor's
duties with respect to repossessed collateral are consistent with

251. In re Kalter, 2002 WL 1270182 (11th Cir. June 7, 2002).
252. Lewis v. Charles Hall Motors, Inc. (In re Lewis), 137 F.3d 1280 (11th Cir. 1998).
253. The court did not address, however, whether the bankruptcy courts in the Middle
District of Florida were obligated to follow the district court's decision in Kalter as binding
precedent.
254. 440 U.S. 48, 55 (1979).
255. In re Kalter, at *4.
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protecting the debtor's non-ownership rights; that the definition of
"debtor" may include the secured creditor in possession, from whom the
"debtor's" rights may pass; and that merely because the debtor owned
the right to redeem (a general intangible related to the car) did not
mean the debtor owned the car.256 Old Article 9, therefore, simply did
not answer the question of who owns the car after repossession.
Concluding that Article 9, which itself authorizes repossession, "does
not establish who owns the repossessed vehicle," the court looked to the
Florida Certificate of Title statute. Although this law does not itself
confer or affect ownership,257 it "recognizes" the rule that ownership is
transferred to a secured creditor on repossession. Because a secured
creditor may obtain a certificate of title by presenting an affidavit of
repossession as proof of ownership, the court reasoned, a debtor loses
ownership of a vehicle on repossession.
One might be tempted to think this rule has its source elsewhere and
the Eleventh Circuit's law clerks could not find it; however, the court
makes very clear that "there is no other substantive law that establishes
when ownership transfers."25 s "The only two sources of Florida law
relating to the rights and duties of a secured creditor repossessing a
vehicle are these: (1) the Florida Uniform Commercial Code - Secured
Transactions [and] (2) the Florida Certificate of Title statute."25 9 If, as
the Eleventh Circuit insists, the UCC provides "no guidance" as to the
ownership of repossessed collateral26 ° and "the Florida UCC does not
establish who owns the repossessed vehicles,"26 ' consider: if ownership
is central to determining whether repossessed property is included
within the estate, would inventory or equipment (to which no certificate
of title system applies) repossessed pre-petition be property of the estate?
The Eleventh Circuit's opinion in Kalter clearly states -several
times-that there is no answer. This absence of an answer should be of
considerable concern to any commercial lawyer in Florida. 62
The first problem with Kalter, then, is this legal vacuum in which
most repossessed goods are sucked. And just as nature abhors a
vacuum, the Eleventh Circuit would find guidance and authority to

256. Id. at *4-5.
257. The court recognized, for example, that no certificate of title is merely evidence
of ownership, id. at *8, and is not necessary for ownership. Id. at *7.
258. Id. at *8.
259. Id. at *3.
260. Id. at *4.
261. Id. at *5.
262. Cases in which such matters have been decided must be open to question. See,
e.g., Capital Factors, Inc. v. Empire for Him, Inc. (In re Empire for Him, Inc.), 1 F.3d 1156
(11th Cir. 1993) (requiring turnover of accounts receivable).
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answer the question if necessary. And fortunately, in doing so, the
Eleventh Circuit might be able to confront Kalter's second problem: its
conclusion about ownership, whether defensible or not under the 1972
version of Article 9, probably does not survive the enactment of Revised
Article 9.263 Unless the court were inclined to conclude that the
Florida certificate of title law's recognition that repossession of cars vests
ownership in the creditor recognizes a general rule, applicable to
collateral beyond motor vehicles, the court would be required to look to
the only other source of authority, Revised Article 9.
The official comments address quite specifically the issue of ownership
of goods after repossession.2 6 4 Official Comment 10(a)(2) to 9-330
discusses the priority in repossessed inventory between a secured party
(SP-1) with a perfected security interest in a dealer's inventory (and in
its proceeds, including chattel paper) and another (SP-2) with a perfect
security interest in chattel paper (a conditional sales contract under
which Dealer sold inventory to a buyer in the ordinary course of
business, "BIOCOB")-and in the proceeds of the chattel paper, the
repossessed goods. In explaining that the owner of the chattel paper is
the only party with a security interest in the repossessed goods, the
Official Comment states: "The location of goods and the party who
possesses them does not affect the fact that Dealer's interest is in chattel
paper, not goods. The goods continue to be owned by BIOCOB. SP-1's
security interest does not attach until such time as Dealerreacquiresan
interest (other than a bare possessory interest) in the goods."26
By
invoking the language of attachment, the comment suggests that
repossession has given Dealer no "rights in the collateral"6 6 (the

263. Revised Article 9 applies to all transactions and liens within its scope, even
transactions entered into and liens created before the effective date. U.C.C. § 9-702(a).
Consequently, part 6, which governs default and foreclosure, will apply to all repossessions
of Article 9 collateral that occur after the decision in Kalter, other than when an action or
proceeding has already commenced. U.C.C. § 9-702(a). See In re Ala. Land & Mineral
Corp., 2002 WL 1204786 (11th Cir. June 5, 2002) (applying former version of Kentucky's
Article 9 when bankruptcy was commenced in 1998 and automatic stay litigation on
security interest commenced in 2000, before effective date of July 1, 2002 for Revised
Article 9). Georgia adopted Revised Article 9 effective July 1, 2001, and Alabama and
Florida both have nonuniform January 1, 2002, effective dates.
264. The courts in all three states within the Eleventh Circuit follow the official
comments to the UCC. E.g., S.E.L. Maduro (Fla.), Inc. v. Strachan Shipping Co., 800 F.2d
1572, 1576 (11th Cir. 1986); In re Warren, 221 B.R. 843, 846 n.2 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1998);
Cone Constructors, Inc. v. Drummond Cmty. Bank, 754 So. 2d 779 (Fla. Ct. App. 2000);
Davis v. Concord Commercial Corp., 209 Ga. App. 595, 434 S.E.2d 571, 576 (1993).
265. U.C.C. § 9-330, cmt. 10(a)(2) (emphasis added).
266. U.C.C. § 9-203(b)(2).
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267
goods) and therefore that SP-1's security interest cannot re-attach.
The comment further suggests that BIOCOB would "own" the goods
until, for example, Dealer bought the goods "at a foreclosure sale from
SP-2 (whose security interest in the chattel paper is senior to that of SP26 s
1); that disposition would cut off BIOCOB's rights in the goods.
This comment strongly suggests the authors of Revised Article 9 would
take a different view of the "ownership" question as answered in
Kalter.269
There is reason in the text of the statute itself to question Kalter's
conclusion under Revised Article 9. The Eleventh Circuit rejected the
debtor's argument that because old 9-504 refers to the transfer of the
debtor's rights at the foreclosure sale, the Chapter 13 debtor necessarily
still owned the car. The court observed, correctly, that "debtor" in old
Article 9 included one who possesses the collateral (although it seems a
bit odd that the secured creditor could be considered the owner of the
collateral and thus a debtor considering, for example, that under old 9112, if the collateral was not owned by the person who owed payment or
performance, the owner of the collateral-the secured creditor, according
to Kalter-would be entitled to any surplus). The new definition in 9102(a)(28) excludes the secured creditor from this definition, casting
considerable doubt on the court's conclusion. Further, the court did not
consider the transfer of the debtor's rights in strict foreclosure. New 9622(a)(2) specifies the debtor's rights in the collateral are transferred to
the secured party not on repossession but rather on the secured party's
acceptance of the collateral in strict foreclosure, which occurs only after
notice and consent. These provisions strongly suggest Kalter's conclusion
about ownership does not survive the enactment of Revised Article 9.

267. SP-1's security interest in items of inventory would have been cut off when they
were sold to BIOCOB. U.C.C. § 9-320(a). SP-1 would be limited to a security interest in
chattel paper as proceeds of the inventory until the inventory was returned, when they
would become proceeds of the chattel paper, subject to both security interests as proceeds,
and the subject of the priority contest described in the comment. Repossession, however,
functions differently because SP-1's security interest is contingent on Dealer's taking more
than a mere possessory interest; if Dealer did own collateral on repossession, repossession
would give rise to the priority contest but it does not.
268. U.C.C. § 9-330, cmt. 10(a)(2). See also U.C.C. § 9-607, cmt. 6 (stating that secured
party may collect and enforce collateral obligations, e.g., accounts and that "[iut is not
necessary for the secured party first to become the owner of the collateral pursuant to a
disposition or acceptance")(emphasis added).
269. This result is probably not different from the result under prior Article 9. The
strict foreclosure rules, under which the secured creditor must dispose of consumer goods
if the debtor paid at least sixty per cent of the purchase price under a purchase money
security interest, provides the debtor with the right to sue a repossessing secured creditor
in conversion if the secured creditor fails to do so. U.C.C. § 9-505(1).
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The most fundamental problem with Kalter, however, is its inconsistent posture on the unitary or fragmented view of ownership. It rejects
the argument that either of the debtors still owned their respective cars
largely because Article 9 does not address-and is not concerned with a
concept as blunt as--ownership of the entire car. Because Article 9
fragments the parties' respective rights with respect to the car, the court
remained unpersuaded that the debtor still owns the car. When the
debtor pointed to specific rights it had with respect to the car, such as
the right of redemption, the right to notice of sale or strict foreclosure,
and the right to a surplus, the court concluded these rights were not the
entire car. The court characterized the right to redemption as a general
intangible-and it is this general intangible, rather than the car, that
the debtor owns. The court did not consider that while each debtor may
have owned a general intangible rather than the Galant or Civic in
question, each secured creditor "owned" only chattel paper and not the
car.
There may be a good reason Article 9 does not focus on unitary
ownership of the physical thing but the Eleventh Circuit has not yet
figured it out. The unitary approach is doomed to result in cases like
either Kalter or Whiting Pools, faulted by debtors and creditors,
respectively, for transferring their rights to the other to preserve the
unity of ownership. The fragmented approach, however, is not particularly friendly toward reorganization. Under 9-601 and 9-609, the
debtor's right to lawful possession, as against the secured creditor, ends
upon default. Rather, after default, the secured creditor has a right of
possession and the only way the debtor can remain in anything
approaching lawful possession is by threatening a breach of the
peace." ° Recognizing the fragmented nature of ownership and providing the debtor and secured creditor with their respective rights under
Article 9 leads directly to pre-Code reclamation.
B.

Chapter 7-Dismissal and Conversion
In In re May, 1 the Chapter 7 debtor filed an original budget
showing a monthly surplus of income over expenses of $907.16. After
the United States Trustee moved to dismiss under § 707(b), the debtor
revised his budget to reflect a deficit of $11.06. Just before the hearing
on the motion, the debtor further revised his budget to reflect a deficit
of $184.56.272 Applying the "totality of the circumstances" test, the

270. See, e.g., Sammons v. Broward Bank, 599 So. 2d 1018, 1020 (Fla. Ct. App. 1992).
271. 261 B.R. 770 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
272. Id. at 772.
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court focused on the debtor's apparent lack of good faith, finding the
multiple revisions of the budget cast some serious doubt on the debtor's
good faith.2 3 The most recent amendment just before trial clearly
indicates that it was done for the purpose of increasing the deficit to
establish and to show that the debtor had no surplus from which he
could fund a meaningful Chapter 13 case. The court found the debtor's
ability to fund a Chapter 13 plan, coupled with his lack of good faith,
justified granting the trustee's motion and dismissing the case.274
In In re Degross 5 the court also adopted the "totality of the
circumstances" approach. In Degross the court refused to dismiss a
Chapter 7 case filed by a debtor whose expenses included relatively high
housing and insurance costs because
1) A discharge of Debtor's debts will not substantially improve her
standard of living, 2) Debtor has a chronic heart condition, 3) Debtor's
creditors would not receive a meaningful distribution in a Chapter 13
case, 4) Debtor's debts were incurred between five and ten years ago,
5) Debtor made substantial payments on the debt, 6) Debtor's
schedules and statement of income and expenses were accurate, and 7)
Debtor filed her petition in good faith.276
Although the totality of the circumstances approach includes a consideration of whether the debtor can afford to pay creditors, Judge Funk
refused to adopt, as some courts have,277 the IRS guidelines for
accepting offers in compromise.2
The court also refused to attribute
one-half of the cost of accommodation to the debtor's nonpaying and
disabled roommate because (although the court did not explain it this
way) the debtor's residence was a "public good," that is, a "fixed cost
with little or no marginal cost of provision," the consumption of which
by one household member does not affect the consumption by the other
and the cost of which does not increase when consumed by two rather
than one. 7 9 In the court's words, the "expenses are the same whether
she has a roommate or not."2"' This reasoning, although certainly not

273.

Id. at 773.

274. Id.
275. 272 B.R. 309 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
276. Id. at 316-17.
277. E.g., In re Beckel, 268 B.R. 179, 184 (Bankr. N.D. Iowa 2001) (holding Chapter 7
debtors' payment of $1207 in mortgage payments and $510 in utility payments were
unreasonable in light of IRS standards providing $834 for housing and utilities).
278. In re Degross, 272 B.R. at 314.
279, Id. at 313-14. EDWARD P. LAZEAR & ROBERT T. MICHAEL, ALLOCATION OF INCOME
WITHIN THE HOUSEHOLD 20 (1988).

280.

272 B.R. at 313-14.
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unreasonable, runs counter to a number of cases prohibiting debtors
from supporting, at the expense of their creditors, those whom they have
of the
no legal obligation to support 281 and requiring apportionment
282
cost of public goods between adult household members.
The court in In re Riney2 8' addressed the relationship between
dismissal under paragraphs (a) and (b) of § 707. In 1991 the debtor and
Advanced Estimating System ("Advanced") were in litigation; Advanced
obtained a final judgment against the debtor in 1994. In 1992 the
debtor and his wife filed a Chapter 13 petition, which was dismissed in
1995. In 2000 the debtor filed a Chapter 7 case; Advanced moved to
dismiss the Chapter 7 case for cause.284 The court held there is no
"cause" for dismissal under § 707(a) when "honest debtors" are not
"seeking to use or manipulate the process for some purpose which is
really not legitimate."2 88 In this case, the court observed that the
debtor had no significant assets available for distribution and inferred
that the only reason the debtor filed the case was to obtain a "fresh
start" through a discharge of the judgment debt. The court found the
debtor's $60,000 income, $300,000 homestead, or lease of a 1999 Lincoln,
did not constitute "cause" for dismissal under § 707(a), although these
a
facts may be pertinent in a given case to an inquiry as to whether
286
debtor's filing constitutes a substantial abuse under § 707(b).
In In re Kelly,287 the court held that a debtor has an "absolute" right
to convert from Chapter 7 to Chapter 13 unless the conversion "amounts
to an abuse of the system or ... would result in great prejudice to
creditors." 288 After the debtors moved for and received an order of
conversion from Chapter 7 to Chapter 13, the Chapter 7 trustee moved
for reconsideration on the theory that debtors' motion was filed in bad
faith. The court denied the motion to reconsider and while the denial
was on appeal, the trustee filed both a motion to reconvert from Chapter

281. E.g., In re Davidoff, 185 B.R. 631 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1995); In re Richmond, 144
B.R. 539 (Bankr. W.D. Okla. 1992).
282. E.g., In re Bottorff, 232 B.R. 171 (Bankr. W.D. Mo. 1999). See also Robert B.
Chapman, Coverture and Cooperation: The Firm, the Market, and the Substantive
Consolidationof MarriedDebtors, 17 BANKR. DEV. J. 105, 116-17, 116-17 nn.46-52 (2000)
(collecting cases). Judge Funk's reasoning is generally not well-received when advanced
by a married debtor who argues his or her expenses would be the same whether or not
married to an income-earning spouse.
283. 259 B.R. 217 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
284. Id. at 220.
285. Id. at 221.
286. Id. at 224.
287. 261 B.R. 785 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
288. Id. at 788.
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13 case to Chapter 7 case and an objection to the Chapter 13 plan; after
the appeal was dismissed as untimely, the bankruptcy court again
considered the trustee's bad faith argument. The trustee had already
commenced administration. Further, the trustee and a secured creditor
who joined the motion argued the debtors had only two debts-one
secured in the amount of $145,000 and one unsecured in the amount of
$1000. Finally, the trustee asserted the debtors' sole motivation for
converting was to retain nonexempt assets, which they had already been
ordered to surrender to the trustee; they had not done so and had
already lost their rights to Chapter 7 discharges.2"9
The court held that § 706 gives a debtor the "absolute" right to convert
because a debtor should be given an opportunity to repay its debt.29 °
Acknowledging precedent that holds "absoute" means "absolute, 291 and
precedent that limits the absoluteness of that right to avoid prejudice or
injustice,29 2 the court stated it "[was] inclined to modify the absolute
right to convert rule only if faced with a fact pattern which amounts to
an abuse of the system or which would result in great prejudice to
creditors."2 9 The court found the facts asserted by the trustee not
"egregious" enough to justify a denial of the debtors' "absolute" right to
convert and found that the possible benefit to the debtors of completing
a Chapter 13 case outweighed the benefit to the creditors of a nodischarge, no-asset Chapter 7 case and, therefore, denied the motion to
reconvert. 294
C.

Chapter 13: Anti-modification Rule

In In re Johnson,295 the court held the anti-modification rule of
§ 1322(b)(2), which prevents modification of a "security interest in real
property that is the debtor's principal residence," does not apply to a
mortgage covering the real estate on which the debtors' mobile home sat
but not covering the nonfixture mobile home itself.296 The debtors'
plan proposed to "strip down" the secured creditor's claim into a secured
claim in the amount of $2960, the value of the land, and an unsecured

289. Id.
290. Id.
291. Id. (citing In re Little, 245 B.R. 351 (Bankr. E.D. Mo. 2000); In re Porras, 188 B.R.
375 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 1995)).
292. Id. (citing Martin v. Cox, 213 B.R. 571 (E.D. Ark. 1996); In re Spencer, 137 B.R.
506 (Bankr. N.D. Okla. 1992)).
293. Id.
294. Id. at 788-89.
295. 269 B.R. 246 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. 2001).
296. Id.at 248.
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29 7
claim in the amount of $6771.28, which would not be paid in full.

The secured creditor objected to confirmation; the court overruled the
objection and confirmed the plan. The secured creditor provided no
evidence it held a perfected security interest in the mobile home, which
was not affixed to the real property. Under Alabama law, personal
property becomes real property only as a fixture. Because the debtors
had taken no steps to affix the mobile home or cancel the certificate of
title on the mobile home, it remained personal property.29 In short,
the court stated: "the Debtors live in the mobile home which is personal
property, unaffixed to the land. The land upon which the mobile home
sits is separate from the mobile home and does not constitute the
Debtors' residence."299 The court held, therefore, that the antimodification rule did not apply to the mortgage on the real property. °°
D. Disposable Income
Several decisions in 2001 addressed the scope of "disposable income"
and its relation to exemptions. The majority of courts hold that a
debtor's obligation under § 1325(b) to use all disposable income to fund
the plan includes the obligation to use exempt income and proceeds of
exempt property.30 ' Indeed, many courts include within the § 1325(b)
calculation income that falls outside the estate not because it is exempt
but is rather outside the estate because it is not property of the
debtor.0 2 The 1999 Eleventh Circuit decision in Gamble v. Brown (In
297. Id. at 246-47.
298. Id. at 248.
299. Id. at 249.
300. Id. at 249-50, following Green Tree Credit Corp. v. Thompson (In re Thompson),
217 B.R. 375 (B.A.P. 2d Cir. 1998), and In re Smith, 176 B.R. 298 (Bankr. D.N.H. 1994).
301. E.g., In re Stephens, 265 B.R. 335, 338 n.1 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001); In re Abner,
234 B.R. 825, 826 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. 1999); In re Minor, 177 B.R. 576, 581 (Bankr. E.D.
Tenn. 1995); In re Morse, 164 B.R. 651, 653-56 (Bankr. E.D. Wash. 1994); In re Rogers, 168
B.R. 806, 810 (Bankr. M.D. Ga. 1993); In re Schnabel, 153 B.R. 809, 817-18 (Bankr. N.D.
Ill. 1993). See also United States v. Devall, 704 F.2d 1513, 1515-16 (11th Cir. 1983)
(holding debtor with only exempt income eligible for Chapter 13). See generally Robert G.
Drummond, Disposable Income Requirements Under Chapter 13 of the Bankruptcy Code,
57 MONT. L. REv. 423, 440-41 (1996). But see, e.g.,In re Tomasso, 98 B.R. 513, 516 (Bankr.
S.D. Cal. 1989) (holding post-petition receipt of personal injury damages were not
disposable income because they were exempt under California law). Cf., e.g., In re Walker,
153 B.R. 565, 570 (Bankr. D. Or. 1993) (holding that post-petition appreciation realized on
sale of residence had to be included in applying liquidation test as of date of plan as
modified and that post-petition appreciation inures to the benefit of the debtor limited only
by the amount of equity a debtor can claim as exempt under state law).
302. E.g., In re McNichols, 249 B.R. 160, 171 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2000) (including within
debtor-wife's income property of nondebtor-husband used for children's visits to hair
salons); In re Carter, 205 B.R. 733, 749-50 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1996) (stating the nondebtor-
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re Gamble)," 3 however, has created some question about whether
courts in the Eleventh Circuit may continue to follow the majority rule.
In Gamble the Eleventh Circuit reversed a bankruptcy court order
requiring net proceeds from the sale of the debtors' residence held by the
trustee to be "safeguarded and preserved in the event of a dismissal, in
order to permit those claims to attach."3 °4 The court of appeals held
that once the property is determined exempt, it ceases to be property of
the estate and a debtor "'may use it as his own."' 305 The court did not
consider, however, any objection to confirmation or motion to modify the
plan, which had apparently already been confirmed.3"6 The court had
no occasion, therefore, to discuss whether the debtors' use would be
subject to the requirement that disposable income be used to fund the
plan.
Two bankruptcy courts, however, have interpreted Gamble as
excluding exempt income from the operation of the disposable income
test. The court in In re Hunton °7 acknowledged that the court in
Gamble did not rule on whether exempt income is disposable income but
felt "compelled to give Gamble a literal interpretation.""' The court
held, therefore, that the statement in Gamble that "[o]nce the property
is removed from the estate..., the debtor may use it as his own" means
exempt income is not part of disposable income.0 9
In In re Graham,1 ° the court followed the Hunton interpretation of
Gamble. In Graham the debtors scheduled a personal injury claim as
exempt and no one objected. When the debtors recovered on the claim,
the trustee sought to modify the plan, which stated that "[t]he future
income of the debtors is submitted to the supervision and control of the
trustee," to increase the amounts paid by the debtor to the trustee and
by the trustee to unsecured creditors.3 1' The court held the debtors
were under no obligation to fund their plan with income that had been

spouse's income must be included in calculation of disposable income even though it is not
property of the estate).
303. 168 F.3d 442 (11th Cir. 1999).
304. Id. at 444.
305. Id. at 445 (quoting In re Hall, 752 F.2d 582, 584 (11th Cir. 1985)).
306. In re Gamble, 208 B.R. 598, 599 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 1997).
307. 253 B.R. 580 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2000).
308. Id. at 582.
309. Id. (alteration in original).
310. 258 B.R. 286 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
311. Id. at 288 (alteration in original).
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conclusively determined
to be exempt and denied the trustee's motion for
3 12
modification.
Two opinions by Judge Proctor limit, and one suggests disagreement
with, the Hunton and Graham reading of Gamble. In In re Florida,3
the debtors claimed, with no objection, an exemption in the amount of
$8000 in a life insurance policy (with a face amount of $100,000 and a
cash surrender value of $7,003.55) on the debtor-husband's life. When
the debtor-husband died, the insurer paid the debtor-wife $101,222.30.
The trustee sought a modification of the confirmed plan under which a
portion of the insurance proceeds would be used to pay unsecured
creditors in full.31 4 The court held that, although the exemption in the
life insurance policy had been conclusively established as exempt, the
same was not true for the proceeds. Because the amount of the proceeds
exceeded the amount claimed as exempt, "the proceeds can be exempt
only if the value of the property claimed to be exempt can not be
reasonably determined."3 5 Because the value of the proceeds was
reasonably determinable, the court held, the proceeds were not exempt
and were to be included in disposable income.31 6 And because the
insurance proceeds were not reasonably necessary for the debtor's
maintenance and support, her expenses being already deducted on her
Schedule J, the court ordered the plan amended to allow distribution in
full to unsecured creditors.1
Judge Proctor backhandedly rejected Graham and Hunton in In re
Stephens,3 1 s in which the court held that a worker's compensation
settlement was disposable income.31 9 The debtors filed their Chapter
13 petition in May 2000 and did not schedule the debtor-wife's prepetition workers compensation claim. Although the debtors were
instructed to amend their schedules, they did not do so. The trustee
objected to confirmation on the basis that the $10,000 the debtor-wife

312. There is a split of authority about whether property received in a "lump sum," as
opposed to in installments, is income at all. Compare, e.g., McDonald v. Burgie (In re
Burgie), 239 B.R. 406 (Bankr. 9th Cir. 1999) (sale proceeds are not income because not a
stream of payments); In re Profit, 269 B.R. 51, 58-59 (Bankr. D. Nev. 2001) (same); In re
Baker, 194 B.R. 881, 885 (Bankr. S.D. Cal. 1996) (holding that life insurance proceeds are
not § 1325(b) income because not an "anticipated stream of payments"), with In re Euerle,
70 B.R. 72, 73 (Bankr. D.N.H. 1987) (including gift in disposable income). The court did
not address this rather tenuous distinction.
313. 268 B.R. 875 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
314. Id. at 878-79.
315. Id. at 881 (citing In re Ferretti, 203 B.R. 796, 797 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1996)).
316. Id. at 882.
317. Id.
318. 265 B.R. 335 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
319. Id. at 338-39.
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received, some time between the meeting of creditors and the confirmation hearing, was disposable income that must be devoted to the
composition plan. About two weeks after the confirmation hearing but
before the court ruled on the objection to confirmation, the debtors
claimed the settlement as exempt; the trustee timely objected to the
exemption, and a hearing on the objection was scheduled a few months
after the confirmation hearing. Judge ,Proctor ruled that because the
timely objection prevented the settlement proceeds from having been
conclusively established to be exempt, the decisions in Graham and
Hunton did not apply.32 ° And because the proceeds had not been
determined to be exempt, the court held they were disposable income. 321 Judge Proctor acknowledged that the "proceeds may be
exempt pursuant to Florida Statutes"322 but held "that a timely
objection to a claim of exemption preserves the objecting party's right to
object to confirmation on the basis that the income claimed as exempt
is subject to the disposable income test."3 23 Even if he were ultimately
to rule the proceeds were exempt, he would already have held the
exempt income to be disposable income. Stephens is, therefore, a
rejection of Graham and Hunton and stands for the proposition that
income, whether exempt or not, must be included in the disposable
income calculation unless at the time of the confirmation hearing the
court has conclusively established the income as exempt.
E. Respect for Federal Judgments: Third-PartyInjunctions, Claim
Preclusion, and Subject Matter Jurisdiction
In KaiserAerospace & Electronics Corp. v. Teledyne Industries,Inc. (In
re Piper Aircraft Corp.), 24 the Eleventh Circuit addressed the binding
effect of confirmation on third parties who are not creditors. The
decision also has significant implications for the subject matter
jurisdiction of the bankruptcy court. As part of Piper's reorganization,
Teledyne, the largest creditor, sought to acquire substantially all of
Piper's assets. In November 1994 Teledyne agreed with Kaiser, a party
otherwise unrelated to the bankruptcy case, to cooperate in acquiring the
assets. Their cooperation agreement provided they would form a
subsidiary, PIC, to receive the Piper assets; Teledyne would own thirty-

320. Id. at 338.
321. Id.
322. Id. at 337-38.
323. Id. at 338 n.1.
324. 244 F.3d 1289 (11th Cir. 2001), affg in part and rev'g in part 229 B.R. 860 (S.D.
Fla. 1999), cert. denied sub nom. TDY Indus., Inc. v. Kaiser Aerospace & Elecs. Corp., 122
S. Ct. 66 (2001).
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five percent of PIC's shares, and Kaiser would own sixty-five percent.
Teledyne and Kaiser proposed a plan of reorganization under which
Piper would transfer its assets to PIC in exchange for $32 million in
cash, a $20 million note, and assumption of certain of Piper's liabilities.3 5 6 This. agreement was eventually rejected by the bankruptcy
32

court.

By this time, however, Teledyne's relationship with Kaiser had soured
for reasons each attributed to the other. Teledyne allied with another
party, DS&P, to propose another plan in March 1995 under which
Piper's assets would be transferred to New Piper in exchange for
consideration including Teledyne's waiving its $5.8 million claim against
Piper. Teledyne, DS&P, and a trust for creditors would own twenty-four,
forty-eight, and twenty-four percent, respectively, of New Piper's shares.
This plan was confirmed in July 1995.327
In June, however, Kaiser had initiated a lawsuit in Florida state court
against Teledyne alleging Teledyne breached both the cooperation
agreement and its fiduciary duty to Kaiser. Kaiser sought money
damages equal to the value of the shares in PIC, had PIC received
Piper's assets. It also sought damages from DS&P for tortious interference with an advantageous business relationship and for participating
in Teledyne's fiduciary breach. Teledyne did not inform the bankruptcy
court of this case at the confirmation hearing in July, nor did Kaiser,
who also attended the two-day hearing. Neither did Teledyne assert
claim preclusion in the state court action once the plan was confirmed.325 In December 1996 Kaiser amended its state claim to assert
a constructive trust over the shares of New Piper to the extent necessary
for Kaiser to receive what it would have received under the first rejected
plan. 29
In April 1997 Teledyne challenged Kaiser's action in bankruptcy court,
based on claim preclusion, and in July 1997, at the bankruptcy judge's
urging, commenced an adversary proceeding seeking declaratory relief
respecting its rights in the New Piper shares and injunctive relief
prohibiting Teledyne from proceeding in state court. Both Teledyne and
Kaiser moved for summary judgment.3 0
Judge Mark expressed concern over Teledyne's two-year delay in
asserting claim preclusion and in its failure to assert claim preclusion

325. In re PiperAircraft, 244 F.3d at 1292.
326. Id. at 1292-93.
327. 229 B.R. at 868.
328. Id. at 860, 868 n.4.
329. Id. at 867.
330. Id. at 865.
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in state court immediately following plan confirmation. He also observed
Teledyne should have sought to have the damages claim resolved by the
bankruptcy court before proposing the second plan. On the other hand,
he was also troubled by Kaiser's delay in waiting eighteen months after
confirmation before asserting a right to the shares of New Piper.
Ultimately, the court held Kaiser's claim for a constructive trust was
barred by claim preclusion but its claim for damages was not. The court
therefore enjoined Kaiser from proceeding in state court to seek a
constructive trust.33 1 Specifically, Judge Mark stated the constructive
trust claim "attack[ed] a material provision in the [confirmed] plan,
namely ownership and control of New Piper."332 The contract damages
claim, however, predated confirmation of the plan and, therefore, was
not barred by confirmation.
Both Teledyne and Kaiser appealed from this "split the baby"
approach. Kaiser asserted neither claim was barred, and Teledyne
claimed that both were barred. Kaiser argued to the district court that
the bankruptcy court could not enjoin its right to a choice of remedy and
access to state court. Teledyne argued that because the counts of
Kaiser's complaint arose out of a common nucleus of operative facts, the
damages claim should be barred as was the constructive trust claim.
The district court affirmed.3 33
On appeal to the Eleventh Circuit, the parties agreed with the lower
courts that the bankruptcy court had jurisdiction to enter the confirmation order and that the order was a final judgment on the merits. They
disagreed, however, as to whether Kaiser was a "party" to the Chapter
11 proceeding and whether the state court action represented the same
"cause of action" as the plan confirmation. 334 The Eleventh Circuit did
not address the first question because it decided that the state court
action was not the same "cause of action" as the Chapter 11 proceeding.335
The Eleventh Circuit rejected the lower courts' analysis of claim
336
preclusion, which was based on the theory of and demand for relief.
The lower courts had held the damages claim was not barred but that
The
the constructive trust claim was barred by res judicata.337
Eleventh Circuit stated, however, that "[i]t is well settled that res

331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.

Id. at 868.
Id.
Id. at 869-70.
244 F.3d at 1296.
Id.
229 B.R. at 875-76.
Id. at 868.
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judicata turns primarily on the commonality of the facts of the prior and
subsequent actions, not on the nature of the remedies sought[,]" and "the
applicability of res judicata does not turn on the nature of a party's
alternative legal theories." 3 ' In determining whether the prior and
subsequent suits are the same cause of action, the court must determine
whether "'a case arises out of the same nucleus of operative fact, or is
' 339
based upon the same factual predicate, as a former action.'
Teledyne argued, according to the court, that but for the Chapter 11
filing, there would have been neither a cooperation agreement nor state
court litigation and the two cases arose therefore "out of a common
nucleus of fact even though the relevant facts [underlying Kaiser's claim]
were never actually raised."340
The court rejected this "'but for'
analysis" as "too sweeping a standard for res judicata purposes" and "at
odds with [the Eleventh] Circuit's frequent pronouncement that res
judicata does not apply [when] the facts giving rise to the second case
only 'arise after the original pleading is filed in the earlier litigation."'341
After discussing cases representing that proposition,3 42
however, the court acknowledged "that different res judicata considerations may come into play when the first case is a bankruptcy proceeding; the evolving scope of a bankruptcy proceeding means that in some
limited instances the bankruptcy process itself will generate and then
squarely resolve the identical facts that underlie the later-filed
case." 343 The court, however, stated flatly: "This is plainly not what we
have here."3 "

338. 244 F.3d at 1295.
339. Id. at 1297 (quoting Ragsdale v. Rubbermaid, Inc., 193 F.3d 1235, 1239 (11th Cir.
1999)).
340. Id.
341. Id. at 1298 (quoting Manning v. City of Auburn, 953 F.2d 1355, 1360 (11th Cir.
1992)). One commentator has observed that the Eleventh Circuit's rejection of the

Teledyne's "but for" argument is inconsistent with a recent precedent broadly interpreting
"transaction or occurrence," in which the court held the state of Georgia, by filing a proof
of claim, waived its sovereign immunity not merely for purposes of the claim but also for
"determination of actions to enjoin purportedly unlawful actions outside the bankruptcy
court that had no possible impact on whether the claim was allowed or disallowed, or on
the amount or priority of that claim." Karen Cordry, Logic, Waiver and Claims: What's
Happening with the 11th Amendment?, 10 AM. BANKR. INST. J. 8, 25 (June 2001)
(discussing In re Burke, 146 F.3d 1313 (1998)). Cordry asserts the court in Piper "rejected
the kind of 'but-for' reasoning that was at the heart of Burke-i.e., but for the desire to
collect the claim there wouldn't have been a violation of the stay." Id.
342. 244 F.3d at 1298-99 (discussing Pleming v. Universal-Rundle Corp., 142 F.3d 1354
(11th Cir. 1998); Ragsdale v. Rubbermaid, Inc., 193 F.3d 1235 (11th Cir. 1999)).

343. Id. at 1299.
344.

Id.
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According to the court, the bankruptcy court did not squarely address
the identical facts in confirming the plan. The Eleventh Circuit
reasoned that the facts of Kaiser's and Teledyne's agreement and its
alleged breach were not required by § 1129 to be considered at the
confirmation hearing.
The court specifically rejected Teledyne's
argument that the bankruptcy court implicitly ruled that Teledyne had
proposed the plan in good faith, which necessarily precluded Kaiser from
challenging its bona fides.34" Likewise, the court also rejected Teledyne's argument that the bankruptcy court necessarily ruled on
feasability; the appeals court refused to attach any weight to Judge
Mark's "post hoc 'finding"' that he considered the "capital structure,
ownership, and viability of New Piper" and "the skills and business
acumen" of New Piper's owners and that the facts underlying the state
court litigation were necessarily "bound up with determining whether
the plan had a reasonable hope of success."346 The Eleventh Circuit
noted that existing management was to continue in place under either
plan and that the bankruptcy court imposed no restriction on Teledyne's
ability to transfer its interest in New Piper. Therefore, the court
rejected the contention that the bankruptcy court "actually made" any
inquiry into the business acumen of New Piper's owners or considered
ownership of New Piper so important as to affect its decision on
confirmation; 347 nor was the dispute of sufficient potential effect on
confirmation, the court observed, for Teledyne to call it to Judge Mark's
attention until long after the plan was confirmed.348
The court did concede that there may have been some relation between
the two claims but concluded that "[u]ltimately the most one can say is
that the Kaiser/Teledyne dispute, and the attendant possibility that
Teledyne's loss of that dispute might impact New Piper . . . could be
viewed as material to confirmation of the plan."349 Whether two claims
"may materially impact one another" is, according to the court, however,
a much lower relational standard than the "common nucleus of operative
fact" test. 350 The conceivable effect of the state law claim on the
confirmation process or confirmed plan was simply not enough to satisfy
the higher standard.

345. Id. at 1300-01.
346. Id.
347. Id. at 1301. Had the bankruptcy court decided it was important for Teledyne and
DS&P to hold shares, how long would that determination necessarily have remained
immune from subsequent litigation? See Wesch v. Folsom, 6 F.3d 1465 (11th Cir. 1993).
348. 244 F.3d at 1301-02.
349. Id. at 1301.
350. Id.
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[T]he connection between the core facts of the state court suit-relating
to the contractual and fiduciary terms governing the Kaiser/Teledyne
relationship and the breakdown of that relationship-and the core facts
of the confirmation process-relating to the discharge of Piper's debts,
the disposition of its assets, and the distribution of proceeds to its
creditors-is simply too attenuated to justify res judicata. 1
Having determined the bankruptcy court did not actually decide the
state court litigation, the court of appeals turned to whether it could
have done so. The court determined that none of the procedural devices
available to Kaiser would have enabled it to obtain the kind of relief it
was seeking in state court. 52 Ironically, after rejecting the bankruptcy
court's definition of claims based on kinds of relief sought, the court of
appeals held that because the relief in the bankruptcy court was
significantly different from the relief available in the state court, the
state court action was a different cause of action from any that could
have been litigated in bankruptcy court. 53
The court declined to decide one of Kaiser's arguments, that the
bankruptcy court would have lacked subject matter jurisdiction over its
claims, "given the other grounds for rejecting res judicata here."354
The court's rationale has significant potential, however, to affect subject
matter jurisdiction in bankruptcy cases within the Eleventh Circuit.
The court's statement that the state court suit might impact New Piper
'
and "could be viewed as material to confirmation" 55
but falls outside
the nucleus of operative facts of the bankruptcy case could be seen as an
indirect rejection of the definition of "related to" jurisdiction offered by
Pacor, Inc, v. Higgins.56
Piperillustrates that Pacor'sdefinition of "related to" jurisdiction may
extend beyond the constitutional limits of Article III. Congress intended
to confer the widest possible subject matter jurisdiction on federal courts
under § 1334. The district court, therefore, has jurisdiction over the
bankruptcy petition, matters arising in and under title 11, and matters
related to a bankruptcy case. The first two categories are somewhat
redundant reiterations of federal question jurisdiction because a matter
arising under title 11 or a matter in which the bankruptcy estate is a

351.
352.
353.
354.
355.
356.

Id. at 1302.
Id. at 1301.
Id.
Id. at 1303 n.9.
Id. at 1301.
743 F.2d 984, 994 (3d cir. 1984).
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party is necessarily a federal question. 3 7 The third category, "related
to" jurisdiction, is generally understood to confer subject matter
jurisdiction over any matter which could "conceivably affect" the
bankruptcy estate, an interpretation that extends far beyond cases which
share a "common nucleus of operative fact" with and are therefore part
of the same "case or controversy" as one over which Article III authorizes
Congress to extend the judicial power of the United States."'
Under the "common nucleus of operative fact" analysis, claim
preclusion and supplemental jurisdiction are interrelated. The Supreme
Court in United Mine Workers v. Gibbs359 drew on res judicata cases
and principles and defined a "case," for purposes of subject matter
jurisdiction, as all of the claims arising out of a "common nucleus of
operative fact." Since Gibbs was decided in 1966, the phrase "common
nucleus of operative fact" has come to define whether "two cases are
really the same 'claim' or 'cause of action' for purposes of res judicata."3 s ° Similarly, claim preclusion has drawn on pendent and supplemental jurisdiction to determine whether two suits are the same claim
or cause of action.3 61 If there was no common nucleus such that
Kaiser's state law claim would be precluded by the bankruptcy
proceeding, there would be no common nucleus to bring Kaiser's claim
within the permissible scope of the "judicial power of the United States,"
even if the claim may have been "related to" the bankruptcy case under
the Pacor standard. Although the Eleventh Circuit declined to address
whether Kaiser's claim was beyond the subject matter jurisdiction of the
bankruptcy court, its statements about claim preclusion suggest that its
relation to the bankruptcy proceeding was too attenuated to support
federal subject matter jurisdiction based on that relation.362

357. Ralph Brubaker, On the Nature of Federal Bankruptcy Jurisdiction:A General
Statutory and Constitutional Theory, 41 WM. & MARY L. REV. 743, 853, 860-61 (2000).
358. See id. at 872-75, 926-33. See also generally Susan Block-Lieb, The Case Against
SupplementalBankruptcy Jurisdiction:A ConstitutionalStatutory and PolicyAnalysis, 62
FORDHAM L. REV. 721, 784-90 (1994).
359. 383 U.S. 715 (1966).
360. 244 F.3d at 1297 (quoting Ragsdale v. Rubbermaid, Inc., 193 F.3d 1235, 1239 (11th
Cir. 1999)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
361. E.g., Blazer Corp. v. N.J. Sports & Exposition Auth., 488 A.2d 1025, 1027-28 (N.J.
1985) (holding federal court dismissal of § 1983 action has res judicata effect over state law
claims arising out of same transaction and occurrence if the federal court has pendent
jurisdiction over state law claims). See also RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF JUDGMENTS § 24
cmt. a (1980).
362. Of course, if Kaiser and Teledyne were of diverse citizenship and the amount in
controversy exceeded $75,000, the district court could have heard the case. See 28 U.S.C.
§ 1332.
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If, however, the Eleventh Circuit unintentionally rejected the logic of
Pacor, a case it has accepted before, s3 without meaning to repudiate
it, an even trickier question arises. If only the district court had been
able to entertain Kaiser's state law claim as a "related" and "noncore"
matter, could the bankruptcy court's confirmation order have preclusive
effect? Answering that question would require determining whether the
bankruptcy court is a separate court or is a unit of the district court, a
question to which the Eleventh Circuit has suggested the former
answer.364 If the bankruptcy court is a separate court, it would lack
subject matter jurisdiction over "noncore" claims and, therefore, its
judgments could not be preclusive over claims it could not hear. 65 In
Katchen v. Landy,366 however, the Court held that anything tried in
bankruptcy court has res judicata effect even on later actions which
require jury trials.3 6 7 Reconciling Piper with Pacor would necessarily
open questions as to the nature and status of bankruptcy courts.
One of the most remarkable aspects of Piper is that neither appellate
court even mentioned the Anti-Injunction Act, 68 which generally
prohibits federal courts from enjoining litigation in state court. 6 9
There is a question whether the Anti-Injunction Act applies to bankruptcy courts, which are not "court[s] of the United States." 7 ° Judges
disagree whether bankruptcy courts may, for example, award fees under
28 U.S.C. § 1927;3 1' and, indeed, "a myriad of other federal procedural

363. Cont'l Nat'l Bank of Miami v. Sanchez (In re Toledo), 170 F.3d 1340, 1345 (11th
Cir. 1999); Munford v. Munford, Inc. (In re Munford), 97 F.3d 449, 453 (11th Cir. 1996);
Miller v. Kemira, Inc. (In re Lemco Gypsum, Inc.), 910 F.2d 784, 788 (11th Cir. 1990).
364. See IRS v. Brickell Inv. Corp. (In re Brickell Inv. Corp.), 922 F.2d 696, 701 (11th
Cir. 1991) (holding the bankruptcy court is not a "court of the United States" in applying
26 U.S.C. § 7430); Gower v. Farmers Home Admin. (In re Davis), 899 F.2d 1136, 1137 (11th
Cir. 1990) (same, applying 28 U.S.C. § 2412). The district court for the Southern District
of Florida operates, per 28 U.S.C. § 158, with an order of reference dated July 11, 1984,
and codified in Local Rule 87.2.
365. In re Brickell, 922 F.2d at 701.
366. 382 U.S. 323 (1966).
367. Id. at 339.
368. 28 U.S.C. § 2283.
369. Another related issue is whether Younger abstention might prevent the
bankruptcy court from enjoining pending state court proceedings. See Younger v. Harris,
401 U.S. 37, 53 (1971). See also Middlesex County Ethics Comm. v. Garden State Bar
Ass'n, 457 U.S. 423 (1982). One court has held it does not when "not only had the
bankruptcy proceedings been initiated, but the bankruptcy court had also confirmed the
Chapter 11 plan" when the state court proceedings commenced. Value Am., Inc. v.
Kamena, 265 B.R. 717, 721 (W.D. Va. 2001).
370. Volpert v. Ellis (In re Volpert), 177 B.R. 81, 85 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1995).
371. See, e.g., id. at 85 n.5 (collecting conflicting district court cases within Northern
District of Illinois).
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issues turn on a determination of whether bankruptcy courts can serve
in limited capacities as courts of the United States."3 72 The Eleventh
Circuit, however, has twice held in other contexts that bankruptcy courts
are not "court[s] of the United States."373 If the bankruptcy court is a
"court" at all, the Eleventh Circuit precedent would support a holding
that the bankruptcy court is not bound by the Anti-Injunction Act at all;
if the "bankruptcy court" is merely a unit of the district court, the AntiInjunction Act would prevent it from enjoining state court litigation
unless one of the three exceptions were met. Some courts hold that
§ 105 is a specific authorization for injunctions and falls within the first
exception to the Anti-Injunction Act.374 Piper also presents the issue
whether the relitigation exception would have applied and suggests the
answer is no. 5
If the Anti-Injunction Act does not apply, and even if the confirmation
order did not preclude the state court litigation, Piper does not address
other grounds on which the bankruptcy court may have entered an antisuit injunction. Anti-suit injunctions have a long and venerable history
in bankruptcy and insolvency proceedings. 76 And, given the difference
between the standards for issuing an anti-suit injunction when both
cases are in rem or quasi in rem, on the one hand, or in personam, on
the bankruptcy and district courts' distinction between
the other,'

372. Id. at 85 n.7 (collecting cases).
373. In re Brickell, 922 F.2d at 701 (applying 26 U.S.C. § 7430); In re Davis, 899 F.2d
at 1137 (applying 28 U.S.C. § 2412). But see Huff v. Brooks (In re Brooks), 175 B.R. 409,
412 (Bankr. S.D. Ala. 1994) (holding bankruptcy court, as unit of district court, is a "court
of the United States").
374. E.g., Bryan v. Rainwater, 254 B.R. 273 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2000) vacated on other
grounds sub nom. Rainwater v. Alabama (In re Rainwater), 233 B.R. 126, 151-52 (Bankr.
N.D. Ala. 1999).
375. 244 F.3d at 1301-04.
376. Isaacs v. Hobbs Tie & Timber Co., 282 U.S. 734 (1931); Straton v. New, 283 U.S.
318 (1931); Murphy v. John Hofman Co., 211 U.S. 562 (1908); Diners Club, Inc. v. Bumb,
421 F.2d 396 (9th Cir. 1970); Davis v. Anderson, 7 F. Cas. 103 (E.D. Mo. 1872). Although
the opinions in Piper do not provide any indication whether New Piper's assets continued
to be property of the estate or whether an estate existed post-confirmation at all, New
Piper could be analogized to a settlement fund for Piper's creditors, over which it would
have been inappropriate for the state court to exercise jurisdiction. See Chesley v. Union
Carbide Corp., 927 F.2d 60, 66-67 (2d Cir. 1991).
377. Compare,e.g., Princess Lida of Thurn & Taxis v. Thompson, 305 U.S. 456,466-67
(1939) (permitting state court to enjoin prosecution of litigation in federal court when
necessary to preserve its control over a res), with Kline v. Burke Constr. Co., 260 U.S. 226
(1922) (holding federal court may not enjoin concurrent prosecution of in personam action
in state court). The earliest statement by the United States Supreme Court of the principle
of custodia legis appears in Hagan v. Lucas, 35 U.S. 400, 403 (1836).
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Kaiser's damages claim and constructive trust claim may indeed have
had more significance than the Eleventh Circuit was willing to grant.
F

Respect for State Judgments
In Dimmitt & Owens Financial, Inc. v. Green (In re Green),"8 the
court held that a state court default judgment on a five-count complaint,
one of which counts was fraudulent misrepresentation, was not
preclusive as to the issue of fraud in a subsequent dischargeability case
because the default judgment made no reference to any of the specific
claims asserted in the complaint. 37 9 The court did not consider,
however, whether, under Florida law, the failure to answer the
allegations in the fraudulent misrepresentation claim were deemed
admissions... nor whether, under Florida law, default judgments can
give rise to issue preclusion.381 Similarly, the court in In re Gregg 82
held that a prior consent judgment entered in a state court breach of
contract and fraud suit did not have issue preclusive estoppel effect on
the nondischargeability of the judgment debt, even though the state
court judgment specified the judgment was not dischargeable, because
the dischargeability determination was not essential to the judgment.
In addition, the judgment did not have claim preclusive effect because
the state court was without subject matter jurisdiction over dischargeability.383 In so holding, the court permitted collateral attack on the

378. 262 B.R. 557 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
379. Id. at 571; cf.Fowler v. Jenkins (In re Jenkins), 258 B.R. 251,271-72 (Bankr. N.D.
Ala. 2001) (holding state court judgment against debtor under Alabama law that imposed
liability on co-employee for removing safety guard on meat saw was not preclusive as to
issue of nondischargeability under § 523(a)(6) because Alabama law imposes a different
standard from "willful" in exception to discharge).
380. FLA. R. CIv. P. 1.110(e). Query whether failure to deny an allegation or offer a
defense could, under the increasingly fashionable theory ofjudicial estoppel and under logic
similar to that employed by cases such as Wolfork v. Tackett, 273 Ga. 328, 540 S.E.2d 611
(2001), be considered a statement that no denial or defense exists.
381. See, e.g., Baum v. Pines Realty, Inc., 164 So. 2d 517 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1964).
382. In re Gregg, 268 B.R. at 295.
383. Accord Hayhoe v. Cole (In re Cole), 226 B.R. 647, 652-53 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1998);
Nelson v. Nelson (In re Nelson), 255 B.R. 398, 401 n.3 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 2000). But see In
re Jenkins, 258 B.R. at 264 (stating in dicta that if state court has litigated issue of
dischargeability, relitigation by the bankruptcy court is barred by the Rooker-Feldman
doctrine); In re Scott, 244 B.R. 885 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 1999) (holding under Michigan law
debtor was precluded from asserting creditor violated discharge in post-petition action
because debtor could have litigated the discharge issue in state court and did not). Cf.
Grogan v. Garner, 498 U.S. 279, 285 n.11 (1991) (stating issue preclusion applies in
dischargeability actions); Marrese v. Am. Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 470 U.S. 373,
386 (1985) (stating there may be an exception to the Full Faith and Credit Act when
Congress has intended a federal court to possess exclusive jurisdiction and has intended
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state court's subject matter jurisdiction, which is generally impermissible.3"
G. Chapter 11--Case Administration
In Walton v.Jamko, Inc. (In re Jamko, Inc.), 35 the Eleventh Circuit
held that under a 1996 amendment to 28 U.S.C. § 1930(a)(6), 5 8 United
States Trustee ("UST") quarterly fees are payable on all post-confirmation disbursements, even ordinary business operating expenses. s7
Prior to 1996, quarterly UST fees, calculated on "disbursements," were
due "until a plan is confirmed or the case is converted or dismissed."3 88
In 1996 Congress deleted the words "until a plan is confirmed."38 9 Left
apparently unsettled was the question whether post-confirmation
"disbursements" meant payments made as provided under the plan or
all payments including ordinary business expenses. The Eleventh
Circuit addressed what it considered to be a case of first impression in
the circuit and held that "Congress intended the UST fee to apply to all
disbursements made during the entire process, including ordinary
operating expenses, before or after confirmation, as a type of user tax on
those who benefit the most from the program."3 9°
In Jamko the court overruled several precedents within the Eleventh
Circuit that held UST fees to be payable on something less than all post-

for state court judgments rendered on such subject matter are not to be given preclusive
effect); Angus v. Wald (In re Wald), 208 B.R. 516 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1997) (finding such an
exception in 11 U.S.C. § 523); In re Daniels, 91 B.R. 981 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1988). See
generally St. Laurent v. Ambrose (In re St. Laurent), 991 F.2d 672, 675-76 (11th Cir. 1993)
(holding preclusive effect of state judgment is determined by the law of that state); In re
Jenkins, 258 B.R. at 251; In re Rubin, 2000 WL 387657 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2000).
384. Willy v. Coastal Corp., 503 U.S. 131, 137 (1992) (rejecting collateral attack on Rule
11 sanctions even though the district court lacked subject matter jurisdiction); Ins. Corp.
of Ireland v. Compagnie des Bauxites, 456 U.S. 694, 702 n.9 (1982); Chicot County
Drainage Dist. v. Baxter State Bank, 308 U.S. 371, 376 (1940) (holding that a party who
has an opportunity to litigate subject matter jurisdiction may not later attack preclusive
effect ofjudgment on grounds of subject matter jurisdiction); Corbett v. MacDonald Moving
Servs., 124 F.3d 82, 88 (2d Cir. 1997) (holding bankruptcy court's conclusion that it had
power to discharge third parties was not subject to collateral attack on subject matter
jurisdiction); Jaffe v. Grant, 793 F.2d 1182, 1187 (11th Cir. 1986) (stating determination
of subject matter jurisdiction may be challenged only by direct appeal).
385. 240 F.3d 1312 (11th Cir. 2001).
386. Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1997, Pub. L. No. 104208, §§ 109(d), 110 Stat. 3009, 3009-19 (1996); Balanced Budget Downpayment Act I, Pub.
L. No. 104-99, § 211, 110 Stat. 26, 37-38 (1996).
387. In re Jamko, 240 F.3d at 1313.
388. Id. at 1314.
389. Id.
390. Id. at 1316.
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confirmation payments to third parties.39 The Sixth Circuit also ruled
in the same manner in 2001.392 Jamko is in accord with the consensus

that UST fees are payable on all post-confirmation payments.393
H.

Discharge

94
1. Taxes-§ 523(a)(1). In United States v.Fretz (In re Fretz),
the Eleventh Circuit held that failure both to file tax returns and pay
tax for a decade, without more, may constitute a willful attempt to
defeat or evade tax and render the taxes nondischargeable. 395 According to the bankruptcy court's findings of fact, which the Eleventh Circuit
declared "not clearly erroneous,"3 96 Dr. Fretz worked as an independent contractor for several hospitals in Alabama and, although the
hospitals filed annual 1099 forms, failed to file tax returns, make
estimated payments, or pay his taxes for tax years 1982 to 1992. During
that time, and until April 15, 1993, the debtor was an alcoholic, and his
life was in a "severe downward spiral., 397 He testified he eventually
knew he would be called to account for failing to file his returns and
failing to pay his taxes; 38 he once hired an accountant to prepare his

1986 return but did not file it. 399

He also testified that he "really

didn't care" whether his taxes or other debts were paid. 400 During that
time, he failed to pay other bills, including mortgages resulting in two
home foreclosures;4 ' he ignored his personal life, resulting in three
divorces;4 2 and he accumulated no property or wealth.41 3 He did
391. E.g., In re Betwell Oil & Gas Co., 204 B.R. 817 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1997); In re
SeaEscape Cruises, Ltd., 201 B.R. 321 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1996).
392. Robiner v. Danny's Mkts., Inc. (In re Danny's Mkts., Inc.), 266 F.3d 523 (6th Cir.
2001).
393. E.g., Tighe v. Celebrity Homes Entm't, Inc. (In re Celebrity Home Entm't, Inc.),
210 F.3d 995 (9th Cir. 2000); United States v. Pettibone Corp., 251 B.R. 335 (N.D. Ill.
2000); In re Quality Truck & Diesel Injection Serv., 251 B.R. 682 (Bankr. S.D. W. Va.
2000); In re N. Hess' Sons, Inc., 218 B.R. 354 (Bankr. D. Md. 1998).
394. 244 F.3d 1323 (11th Cir. 2001), rev'g In re Fretz, 248 B.R. 183 (N.D. Ala. 2000),
aff'g In re Fretz, 239 B.R. 605 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1999).
395. 244 F.3d at 1329.
396. Id. at 1325 n.1.
397. Id. at 1325.
398. Id. at 1325 n.2; In re Fretz, 239 B.R. at 607.
399. 244 F.3d at 1325.
400. 239 B.R. at 607. See also United States v. Fretz, 248 B.R. at 186 (quoting trial
transcript of bankruptcy judge's oral findings of fact in which judge characterized the
debtor's attitude as "to hell with everything").
401. 239 B.R. at 606.
402. 248 B.R. at 186 (citing trial transcript of bankruptcy judge's oral findings of fact);
239 B.R. at 607.
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not, however, destroy records, conceal assets or move them offshore, or
maintain an extravagant lifestyle.4"4
In 1994 the debtor pleaded guilty to one charge of willful failure to file
a tax return for 1988. He also signed returns prepared by the IRS for
years 1982 through 1992 and consented to civil penalties. In 1997 he
filed a Chapter 7 petition and filed a complaint seeking a determination
that his tax liability for 1982 through 1987 and from 1989 to 1992 was
dischargeable. The government answered and filed a counterclaim
seeking a determination that the tax liability from 1988 and 1993 was
nondischargeable. The debtor eventually conceded the nondischargeability of the 1993 tax.40 5
The bankruptcy court held, on the findings it made, that the tax
liabilities were dischargeable because the debtor's "failure to pay his
taxes was a result of poor financial management, but not dishonest or
fraudulent intent."40 6 The court held as a matter of law that "failure
to file without more is not a willful attempt to evade or defeat federal
income taxes."40 7 Because the debtor failed to pay other bills and
attend to other matters, did not accumulate assets, did not conceal
assets or destroy records, the court found there were no "aggravating
circumstances to raise the late filing of returns and failure to pay taxes
to the level of wilfulness that would make the debts at issue nondischargeable."40 8 On appeal the district court affirmed.40 9
The Eleventh Circuit took a different view of the law and evidence.
Judge Carnes, writing for the panel, began the court's legal analysis by
observing the plain meaning of "willfully attempted in any manner to
evade or defeat [such] tax" is not limited in the methods by which it
might be accomplished.410 The court then synthesized In re Haas,41'
on which the bankruptcy court relied, and In re Griffith,1 2 which was
decided after the bankruptcy court's decision, to announce the law in the
Eleventh Circuit on § 523(a)(1)(C). In Haas the court held that a simple
failure to pay taxes after having filed accurate returns is not an attempt

403. 239 B.R. at 610.
404. 244 F.3d at 1325; 239 B.R. at 607, 610.
405. 244 F.3d at 1325-26, 1326 nn.3-4.
406. 239 B.R. at 610.
407. Id. at 609 (citing In re Miller, 176 B.R. 266, 267 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1994)).
408. Id. at 610.
409. 248 B.R. at 198.
410. 244 F.3d at 1327.
411. 48 F.3d 1153 (11th Cir. 1995), abrogated in part, In re Griffith, 206 F.3d 1389,
1395-96 (11th Cir. 2000) (en banc).
412. Griffith v. United States (In re Griffith), 206 F.3d 1389, 1395-96 (11th Cir.) (en
banc), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 826 (2000).
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to evade or defeat tax.413 The court also held, however, that § 523(a)(1)(C) does not extend to attempts to defeat payment of tax.414 This
holding was abrogated in Griffith, in which the debtor did not wilfully
attempt to defeat assessment but, following an adverse ruling by the Tax
Court, transferred his property to himself and his wife as tenants by the
entirety in an attempt to insulate the property from levy.4 5 Because
the debtor in Griffith had wilfully attempted to defeat collection, his tax
liability was nondischargeable. 416 The court summarized the two cases
as holding "the conduct requirement of § 523(a)(1)(C) is not satisfied
where a debtor has filed accurate tax returns and has simply failed to
pay taxes ....
The conduct requirement is satisfied, however, where a
debtor engages in affirmative acts to avoid payment or collection of
taxes."417 The court clarified, however, that although affirmative acts
are sufficient, they are not necessary to finding the conduct requirement
satisfied.4"'
The court in Fretz held, therefore, that the conduct
requirement of § 523(a)(1)(C) is met when a debtor attempts to evade or
defeat tax through failure to file returns.419
Turning to the "mental state" requirement that the debtor act
"wilfully," the court reiterated that acts or omissions that meet the
conduct prong of § 523(a)(1)(C) will render a tax debt dischargeable if
they are "done voluntarily, consciously or knowingly, and intentionally."420 In order to prove willfulness, the court held, the government
must prove the debtor had a duty to file returns and pay taxes, knew 42
of1
that duty, and "voluntarily and intentionally violated that duty."
The only issue, according to the court, was whether the government had
proven the debtor voluntarily or intentionally violated his duty to file
returns and pay taxes.422
The court reviewed the undisputed evidence and concluded that the
debtor had a duty to pay and was aware of that duty.423 As to the real
issue, the court recited the debtor's testimony that he suffered mentally
and emotionally during the time he failed to file his returns and he "was

413.
414.
415.
416.
417.
418.
Toti, 24
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.

48 F.3d at 1157.
Id. at 1159.
206 F.3d at 1391.
Id. at 1396-97.
244 F.3d at 1328-29.
Id. at 1329, following In re Fegeley, 118 F.3d 979, 984 (3d Cir. 1997), and In re
F.3d 806, 809 (6th Cir. 1994).
244 F.3d at 1329.
Id. at 1330.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 1331.
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always mindful of his duty to pay taxes." He managed his alcoholism
"enough to perform medical procedures" but not enough to file returns
and pay taxes; he, therefore, "chose to ignore them, just as he chose not
to ignore his emergency room responsibilities."4 24 The court, therefore,
reversed the bankruptcy court's finding of a lack of willfulness as clearly
erroneous 425
The Eleventh Circuit rejected the debtor's argument that the standard
it announced would effectively eliminate a portion of § 523(a)(1)(B)(ii),
which provides for nondischargeability of late tax returns filed less than
two years before the petition date. 426 The debtor argued that if failure
to file could be nondischargeable under the standard the government
urged and the court accepted, late-filed returns filed more than two
years earlier and outside the nondischargeability rule for late tax
returns could always be brought within the willful attempt exception to
discharge. 42 7 The court responded that returns filed more than two
years before bankruptcy and filed late because of "mistake, inadvertence,
or an honest misunderstanding of the tax laws" would fall under neither
nondischargeability provision.428
Two courts in the Eleventh Circuit examined whether returns filed
after the IRS has assessed tax liability constitute "returns" for purposes
of § 523(a)(1)(B), which excepts from discharge tax debts with respect to
which the debtor either filed no return or filed a late return within two
years before filing bankruptcy. In United States v. Ralph,429 the
district court in Tampa held that the debtor's filing of the 1040EZ forms
in 1995, four years after the IRS prepared substitute returns and
assessed tax, served no purpose 430 and did not, therefore, constitute
"'an honest and reasonable attempt to satisfy the requirements of the
tax law.' ' 4 1 Because the debtor's filing was not such an attempt, the
forms were not "returns" and the liabilities were excepted from
discharge. In so holding, the court followed the Ninth Circuit, which has
recently held that filing forms only after the IRS assessed a deficiency

424. Id.
425. Although the court stated it was reversing a finding of fact, it is not entirely clear
that the court was not instead accepting the bankruptcy court's findings of fact and
applying the law to them.
426. Id. at 1330.
427. Id.
428. Id. at 1330-31.
429. 266 B.R. 217 (M.D. Fla. 2001), rev'g 258 B.R. 504 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000).
430. Tax returns serve the primary function of assessment. See I.R.C. § 6203; Treas.
Reg. § 301.6203-1.
431. 266 B.R. at 219 (quoting Germantown Trust Co. v. Comm'r, 309 U.S. 304, 308
(1940)).
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and began collection did not meet the "honest and reasonable attempt"
standard and that the forms, therefore, were not returns;432 similarly,
the Sixth Circuit has also recently held that "a Form 1040 is not a
return if it no longer serves any legal purpose" and that "[oince the
government shows that a Form 1040 submitted after an assessment can
serve no purpose under the tax law, the government has met its burden"
4 33
in an action to except the debt from discharge.
Judge Paskay followed the same reasoning in Olson v. United States
43 5
(In re Olson)434 and Sgarlat v. United States (In re Sgarlat),
in
which the debtor filed returns after the IRS prepared substitute returns
and assessed tax. In both cases, the court followed the Sixth Circuit's
statement that a form filed after assessment serves no purpose and does
not constitute a "return."436 The debtor in Olson argued that because
a return prepared by the IRS does not constitute a "return" for purposes
of § 523, his return filed after assessment should; otherwise, without a
"return" having been filed by anyone, there would be no basis for tax
liability. Judge Paskay rejected the argument, and held that the debtor
had an opportunity to contest the liability in the Tax Court on receipt of
the ninety-day letter; he did not point out, however, that the law is
settled that the IRS may assess tax without the taxpayer's filing a
return or the IRS's preparing a substitute return.43 7 Similarly, in
Sgarlat, the court held that returns filed after assessment did not
constitute an honest and reasonable attempt to comply with the tax
laws. 438 In Sgarlat the court bolstered its conclusion with the observation that the debtor failed to file timely returns for over a decade. As a
finding of fact, Judge Paskay determined that the debtor knew he had
an obligation to file and did not; Sgarlat, therefore, is likely the sort of
case that could fall under either § 523(a)(1)(B) or under the interpretation of § 523(a)(1)(C) adopted by the Eleventh Circuit in Fretz.

432. United States v. Hatton (In re Hatton), 220 F.3d 1057, 1060-61 (9th Cir. 2000).
433. United States v. Hindenlang (In re Hindenlang), 164 F.3d 1029, 1034 (6th Cir.
1999).
434. 261 B.R. 752 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
435. 271 B.R. 688 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
436. In re Olson, 261 B.R. at 753; In re Sgarlat, 271 B.R. at 696.
437. E.g., Geiselman v. United States, 961 F.2d 1 (1st Cir. 1992); Schiff v. United
States, 919 F.2d 830 (2d Cir. 1990); Hovind v. United States, 81 A.F.T.R.2d 98-1911, 98-1
USTC $ 50,409, 1998 WL 422895 (N.D. Fla. 1998).
438. In re Sgarlat, 271 B.R. at 696.
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2. Fraud-§ 523(a)(2). In Hoffend v. Villa (In re Villa),439 the
Eleventh Circuit addressed what acts by someone other than the debtor
(i.e. debtor's employees) constitute conduct that renders a debt nondischargeable. 44° In Villa a creditor sought to have his claim against the
debtor, an owner of a securities brokerage firm, declared nondischargeable based on the fraud of the debtor's employees. The creditor did not
allege that the debtor made a fraudulent statement but rather that the
employees' fraud should be imputed to the debtor, a "control person"
under section 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which makes
those with control liable for securities violations "to the same extent as
such controlled person.""
The court declined to do so, citing the
442
maxim that exceptions to discharge are to be narrowly construed
and refusing to extend the imputation of fraud beyond the context of an
agency relationship when the Supreme Court set it under the Bankruptcy Act of 1867. 443 The court did not question whether liability could
be imputed under section 20(a) but declined to read into section 20(a) an
imputation of fraud, for dischargeability purposes, without a clearer
expression from Congress of its intent that both liability and fraud be
imputed.4 "
The Eleventh Circuit is also notoriously resistant to implied fraud in
credit card dischargeability. In First National Bank of Mobile v.
Roddenberry,445 the Eleventh Circuit adopted its famous (or infamous)
"assumption of the risk" approach to credit cards, holding that until a
credit card issuer revoked a credit card, it assumed the risk of unpaid
44 7
charges." . In Schweig v. Hunter,
the Eleventh Circuit held that
fraud under § 523(a)(2) means "positive fraud, or fraud in fact, involving
moral turpitude or intentional wrong, and not implied fraud, or fraud in

439. 261 F.3d 1148 (11th Cir. 2001), cert. denied, 2002 WL 524253, 70 U.S.L.W. 3625
(June 3, 2002).
440. Id. at 1150.441. Id. at 1150 n.3; 15 U.S.C. § 78t(a). The one case on which the creditors relied in
their argument that § 20(a) liability for fraud may result in imputing fraud to the "control
person" for dischargeability puroposes has since been overturned. Owens v. Miller (In re
Miller), 276 F.3d 424 (8th Cir. 2002), rev'g 240 B.R. 566 (Bankr. W.D. Mo. 1999).
442. 261 F.3d at 1152 (citing In re Walker, 48 F.3d 1161 (11th Cir. 1995)).
443. Strang v. Bradner, 114 U.S. 555 (1885).
444. 261 F.3d at 1153-54.
445. 701 F.2d 927 (11th Cir. 1983). For an excellent analysis of Roddenberry and the
problems it raises, see Margaret Howard, Shifting Risk and Fixing Blame: The Vexing
Problem of Credit Card Obligationsin Bankruptcy, 75 AM. BANKR. L.J. 63, 111-40 (2001).
446. 701 F.2d at 932.
447. 780 F.2d 1577 (11th Cir. 1986).
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law, which may exist without the imputation of bad faith or immorality.,,448
Some courts have taken this guidance to heart, holding that a debtor's
intent to repay credit card debt when incurred is simply not relevant to
whether credit card debt is dischargeable.449 Critics of Roddenberry
point out that its holding "that any and all charges, incurred after the
fact of revocation of a card by the issuer is communicated to the debtor,
are nondischargeable... is repeatedly cited for the converse, i.e., 'that
all charges incurred before communication of revocation are discharge-

able.'

"450

Most courts in the Eleventh Circuit, however, have not read Roddenberry to eliminate the relevance of fraudulent intent not to repay from
the incurring of credit card charges. 45 1 Another decision in 2001 adds
to the law in the Eleventh Circuit that credit card debt is nondischargeable if, when incurred, the debtor intended not to repay the debt. A
judge visiting a Florida bankruptcy court in American Express Travel
Related Services Co. v. Prieto (In re Prieto)4 2 addressed whether
charges incurred before a revocation of cardholder privileges may be
nondischargeable. The debtor filed a Chapter 7 case on March 27, 2000.
Between December 18, 1999 and February 17, 2000, he used his
American Express ("AmEx") credit card forty-five or forty-seven
times,453 incurring charges in the amount of $3,751.93. He made no
payment on the debt. AmEx sought a determination that his debt was
nondischargeable on the grounds that the debtor committed actual fraud
in incurring the obligation.454
Turning to the issue whether the debtor had fraudulent intent not to
repay the charges, the court noted the close proximity in time (thirtynine days) between petition date and the last charge and that half the
charges were made during a seventeen day period; that the debtor

448. Id. at 1579.
449. FCC Nat'l Bank v. Gilmore (In re Gilmore), 221 B.R. 864, 875 (Bankr. N.D. Ala.
1998). See also Signet Bank v. Gelagay (In re Gelagay), 187 B.R. 15 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.
1993).
450. FCC Nat'l Bank v. Branch (In re Branch), 158 B.R. 475, 478 (Bankr. W.D. Mo.
1993).
451. E.g., AT&T Universal Card Servs. Corp. v. Chinchilla (In re Chinchilla), 202 B.R.
1010, 1014 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1996); Chase Manhattan Bank v. Ford (In re Ford), 186 B.R.
312, 320 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1995); Am. Express Travel Related Servs. v. Diaz (In re Diaz),
185 B.R. 867, 870 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1994); Citibank F.S.B. v. Cox (In re Cox), 150 B.R. 807,
811 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 1992).
452. 258 B.R. 518 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001).
453. Id. at 521, 525.
454. Id. at 521-25.
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consulted a bankruptcy attorney on March 20; that the debtor incurred
excessive charges on nonessential items, such as "meals in restaurants"
and "Clothing and accessories"; that the debtor made charges on large
purchases, including $700 on lawn equipment and numerous clothing
charges in excess of $200 each;455 that the debtor was unable to repay
the AmEx debts at the time of incurring them, as evidenced by the
debtor's already manifest financial problems (his expenses exceeded his
income by over fifty percent), his owing $89,000 on nineteen other credit
card debts, and his using cash advances from one card to pay another;
that he incurred multiple charges on a single day, "characteristic of
individuals who 'load up' their credit cards in anticipation of bankruptcy;" that the debtor, a pizza deliverer, had grim prospects for improved
employment or increased income; that the debtor's buying habits
suddenly changed, as evidenced by a five-fold increase in average
monthly charges during the two months in question;456 and that the
debtor made luxury purchases, including $1,823.62 in clothing and
eighteen visits to restaurants where his dining cost $450.38."' 7 Only
the facts that the debtor was employed and lacked financial sophistication weighed in favor of an intent to repay, and only slightly.458
Turning to whether the creditor justifiably relied upon the false
representation and sustained loss as a result, the court held that AmEx
relied upon the debtor's misrepresentations by paying the various
merchants for each of the debtor's charges.459 AmEx conducted an
investigation of the debtor's creditworthiness when it issued the card
sixteen years earlier, and the debtor maintained the card in good
standing during that sixteen years until the month before he filed
bankruptcy. By the time he failed to pay his February 2000 bill, he had
already used the card forty-seven times without the intent to pay.
Other decisions addressed other aspects of § 523(a)(2). The court in
In re Guthrie held that the debtor, the president and majority owner of
a corporate borrower, did not make a false statement by failing to
include a creditor as an officer in the corporation, despite an agreement
that the loan be conditioned on the creditor's being made a vice
president.4 60 Because the creditor failed to establish a false statement,

455.
456.
457.
458.
459.
460.

Id. at 523.
Id. at 524.
Id. at 525.
Id. at 524.
Id. at 525.
265 B.R. 253, 258 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. 2001).
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he necessarily failed to satisfy the other elements of intent, reliance, or
proximate harm. 6 1
In Conseco v. Howard (In re Howard),462 the court discussed the
difference between fraudulently obtaining an "extension of credit" and
fraudulently obtaining "money or property." Conseco entered into a
secured inventory financing arrangement under which it lent money for
inventory, and the vendor was obligated to remit the wholesale price if
it sold an inventory item but had to pay only an amount for depreciation
and interest if it rented inventory.4 3 The vendor sold certain inventory, and the debtor, who as the vendor's president and principal had
personally guaranteed the vendor's debt, presented fabricated documentation indicating the inventory had been rented. The debtor caused the
vendor to use the proceeds as reinvestment capital and to "pay he [sic]
The lender argued the debtor obtained an
and his wife a salary."4
involuntary extension of credit by false representation,465 an argument
made but not addressed in Field v. Mans.4" The court rejected the
argument, reasoning that treating forbearance from the lender's
exercising its rights as an extension of credit could "go too far" and

461. Id.
462. 261 B.R. 513 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
463. The court is not entirely clear on which obligations fell to the borrower, Sundance
Motor Home Rentals, Inc., and which fell to the debtor, its president and owner. It is,
therefore, not clear whether Howard committed fraud on his own behalf or as agent for the
corporation. Conseco (formerly known as Green Tree) lent money to Sundance. "Sundance
was allowed to keep a motor home in inventory . . . ." Id. at 515. If Sundance sold the
motor home inventory, the agreement "required Howard to remit the full wholesale price"
but "Howard was permitted to retain the retail profit margin for Sundance's business
operations." Id. (emphasis added). Elsewhere, however, the court states that "if Howard
produced a sales contract to explain the absence of a motor home, Sundance immediately
was required to pay Green Tree the full wholesale price." Id. at 516 (emphasis added). If
Sundance leased inventory, the court writes in one place that "Howard had to pay Green
Tree a monthly curtailment fee" but in the next paragraph that "Sundance only had to pay
Green Tree the monthly interest and curtailment fee." Id. at 515 (emphasis added).
Although Howard personally guaranteed Sundance's debt, it is not at all clear why he
would have to do so if he were already a party to the financing agreement that imposed
these duties directly on him. Ultimately, the distinction does not matter because, under
the court's holding that the debt was nondischargeable under § 523(a)(6), Howard's fraud
would be treated the same, as the tortfeasor, whether he made the representations for
himself or as an agent.
464. Id. at 516.
465. See, e.g., In re Campbell, 159 F.3d 963 (6th Cir. 1998); In re Robinson, 192 B.R.
569, 575-76 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1996); In re Marx, 138 B.R. 633, 636 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1992);
In re Cerar, 97 B.R. 447, 451 (C.D. Ill. 1989); First Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Mancini (In
re Mancini), 77 B.R. 913, 915'(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1987); In re Field, 44 B.R. 322, 329 (Bankr.
S.D. Fla. 1984).
466. Field v. Mans, 516 U.S. 59, 63 n.2 (1996).
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"transmogrify dischargeable breach of contract claims in to undischargeable § 523(a)(2)(A) claims. The theory is sufficiently elastic to reach the
in
claims of unsecured creditors who delayed collection action ...
467

reliance on the debtor's statement that 'the check is in the mail.'
Instead, the court held the debtor fraudulently obtained money by
failing to remit the sale proceeds as required. The court found that
"Howard benefited [sic] by keeping monies rightfully belonging to
Conseco or that Howard obtained these monies by fraudulent
means."4" There are two related problems with this analysis. First,
Howard did not obtain money or property through fraud; rather, he
obtained the creditor's forbearance. Second, the "monies" simply did not
belong to Conseco, even if Conseco had a security interest in the
proceeds.469 Bankruptcy courts are quite emphatic that a security
interest in personal property does not give secured creditors ownership
of collateral.47 ° Howard's fraud consisted of saying, in essence, "The
debt that I owe you (which, incidentally, I incurred free from fraud), and
which I will pay you from money that is mine but in which you have a
security interest, is not yet due and payable because [insert lie here]."
Whatever problems inhere in considering forbearance an extension of

467. 261 B.R. at 518 (quoting In re Braetti, 189 B.R. 549, 557 (Bankr. D. Me. 1995)).
468. Id. at 519. The court cites In re Bilzerian, 100 F.3d 886, 890, 890 n.4 for the
proposition that a debtor has obtained property if the debtor benefits from keeping it.
Bilzerian, however, applies when the debtor has not actually received the money obtained
by another through the debtor's fraud but did receive the benefit of the money. Thus
Bilzerian's debt for fraud was nondischargeable even though the money obtained in that
case was actually obtained by a partnership in which the debtor fraudulently induced the
creditor to invest. In Howard the court's finding that the debtor actually obtained the
money renders Bilzerian largely unnecessary to its conclusion.
469. See U.C.C. § 9-315(a)(2) (providing that perfected security interest attaches to
identifiable proceeds of collateral), (d)(2) (providing that perfection continues in identifiable
cash proceeds), (a)(1) (providing that security interest continues in collateral notwithstanding disposition), and § 102(a)(12) (defining collateral to include proceeds). Accord, U.C.C.
§ 9-306 (2000). See also, e.g., In re Envtl. Elec. Sys., Inc., 2 B.R. 583 (Bankr. N.D. Ga.
1980).
470. In re Greene, 248 B.R. 583, 594 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2000); In re Shelby, 127 B.R.
682, 694 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1991) (lessor whose lease was recharacterized as a security
agreement did not have an ownership interest in collateral). See also In re Shunnarah, 268
B.R. 657, 662 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001) (holding debtor is owner of collateral after
repossession); In re Iferd, 225 B.R. 501, 503 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 1998) (same); Joyner v.
Ettlinger, 382 So. 2d 27, 29-30 (Fla. 1st Dist. Ct. App. 1979); In re Coker, 216 B.R. 843
(Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1997) (secured creditor was not owner of proceeds of insurance policy on
collateral). In re Kalter, 2002 WL 1270182, presumably does not apply to nonpossessory
security interests. Imagine the bankruptcy court's reaction if, for example, as security for
the debt, Conseco had insisted on the proceeds being kept in a lockbox and, on the
borrower's bankruptcy, Conseco had simply taken the money "rightfully belonging" to it.
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credit are compounded in considering forbearance money or property471

In In re Barratta the court held that a creditor's reliance on a false
financial statement (six and eighteen months old, respectively, when it
twice extended credit) was not reasonable when the creditor failed to
search title records which would have shown the debtor held no interest
in property included as an asset on the statement and when the
relationship from the beginning gave a clear picture to the lender that
the tenant Debtor was in financial trouble from day one, delinquent on
his rent, and could never satisfy any series of promissory notes or even
pay interest on the notes, clearly these signs were red flags which
should have increased the level of duty to inquire and investigate.7 2
Similarly, in In re Harloff the court held that a creditor's reliance on a
lease guarantor's representations was not reasonable when the lessor
had credit reports from Dun & Bradstreet for the lessee and from TRW
for the guarantor (the principal of the lessee) showing tax liens against
the lessee and showing a poor payment history by the guarantor; these
"red flags" should have prompted the lessor to conduct more investigation which may have revealed that the debtor's representations to the
lessor as to the lessee's net value and the guarantor's annual income
were "baseless and false."473
3. Alimony and Support-§ 523(a)(5). In Cummings v.Cummings
(In re Cummings),474 the Eleventh Circuit vacated and remanded a
bankruptcy court's judgment that a state court equitable distribution of
$6.3 million in three equal installments from husband to wife was a
property settlement, not in the nature of support, and (after balancing
the benefits of discharging it or not) therefore dischargeable. The
Eleventh Circuit determined the bankruptcy court improperly "failed to
take into account the intent of the divorce court as reflected in the
Divorce Judgment."
The bankruptcy court based its determination that the obligation was
a property settlement on the facts that it was not subject to death or
remarriage, was payable in installments, was nonmodifiable, was not
enforceable through contempt proceedings, was an equal division of

471. The court was on much firmer ground in holding the debt nondischargeable as a
willful and malicious injury. The fraud was an intentional tort. Howard intended the loss
and his behavior was "wrongful and without just cause." Injury resulted, although it is not
apparent what damages flowed proximately from the fraud.
472. In re Baratta, 272 B.R. 501, 506 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
473. In re Harloff, 272 B.R. 496, 499 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
474. 244 F.3d 1263 (11th Cir. 2001).
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marital property, was separate from child support, and was separate
from rehabilitative alimony.4 75 In what can only be described as a non
sequitur, however, the Eleventh Circuit stated the "touchstone for
dischargeability" is the intent of the parties, and the bankruptcy court
therefore erred in not ascertaining the intent of the divorce court.
The appellate court observed that the divorce court indicated several
times that the wife would be able to support herself on the equitable
distribution and therefore would need no permanent alimony. Similarly,
the divorce court expressed the opinion that rehabilitative alimony
would be necessary only until she received and invested the equitable
distribution funds. Finally, the state court awarded her attorney fees in
order not to deplete the equitable distribution award she would need to
support herself.4 76 The bankruptcy court erred, therefore, in determining that none of the equitable distribution award was in the nature of
support.
The court's holding put the bankruptcy court in something of a
dilemma, however. The Eleventh Circuit took issue with the bankruptcy
court's determination that the award was not enforceable by contempt
proceedings; indeed, the appellate court pointed out that a Florida
appeals court released the husband from jail, after the divorce court had
incarcerated him for missing the first installment payment, because the
record was not clear as to the purge amount, that is, the amount of the
If according to the
equitable distribution necessary for support.4 '
state appeals court the judgment was not clear as to the amount
necessary for support, it would have been somewhat difficult (and
arguably inappropriate) for the bankruptcy court merely to guess.
The Eleventh Circuit acknowledged the reality that state courts do not
"rigidly distinguish" between support payments and property settlements
and that they frequently adjust one based on the amount of the
It also acknowledged that the state appellate court had
other.47

475. Id. at 1266.
476. Id.
477. Id. at 1265 n.1 (citing Cummings v. Cummings, 685 So. 2d 101 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App.
1997)).
478. Id. at 1266 (citing In re Gianakas, 917 F.2d 759 (3d Cir. 1990)). See generally
Jana B. Singer, Divorce Obligations and Bankruptcy Discharge: Rethinking the Support/PropertyDistinction, 30 HARV. J. ON LEGIS. 43, 45 (1993). Indeed, the distinction
between income and property in this context makes little economic sense. Assume Ms.
Cummings had an anticipated life expectancy of twenty years. If Mr. Cummings had been
ordered to pay Ms. Cummings $1.4 million per year for the rest of her life, she would likely
receive the equivalent of an annuity at eight percent purchased with an original
investment of $6.3 million. See, e.g., In re Brackett, 259 B.R. 768, 775 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.
2001) (characterizing payments for the remainder of the former wife's life as a "more
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remanded for a determination of the amount of the equitable distribution
necessary for support. So the court did the sensible thing and relieved
the bankruptcy court of the obligation to determine what amount was "in
the nature of support." It suggested that the wife "may seek relief from
the automatic stay"479 to allow the issue of dischargeability to be
decided by the state court, which has "concurrent jurisdiction with the
bankruptcy courts to determine whether an obligation is in the nature
of support for purposes of [§] 523(a)(5)."4 8 And it suggested parenthet-

convenient" "installment payment" on a lump sum settlement).
479. 244 F.3d at 1267. There is no suggestion in the Eleventh Circuit's opinion that
the wife sought stay relief before the dischargeability trial.
480. Id. The court did not specify what, if anything, the state court could do regarding
any obligation determined to be a property settlement, the dischargeability of which would
be governed by § 523(a)(15) and (c). Many courts hold that bankruptcy courts have
exclusive jurisdiction over the dischargeability matters enumerated in § 523(c). Judge
Paskay ruled recently that the bankruptcy court must determine the intent of the parties
even when a state court makes a determination on the respective amounts of alimony, child
support, and equitable distribution on the assumption of full payment of each and does so
in a valid finaljudgment that incorporates an agreement providing that the payor husband
will not attempt to discharge any of his obligations to his wife in bankruptcy. Baron v.
Baron (In re Baron), 2002 WL 180366 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. Jan. 4, 2002). This holding raises
two issues. First, if the state court purported to determine the debt to be nondischargeable, most bankruptcy courts, including the court in Baron, hold that the bankruptcy court
is still obligated to determine the intent of the parties or the court. Baron at *5-6. Accord,
e.g., In re Smith, 263 B.R. 910, 918-19 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001) (stating the duty of the
bankruptcy court is to determine the intent of the parties not based on "one party's post
hoc explanation as to his or her state of mind"); In re Lanting, 198 B.R. 817, 822 (Bankr.
N.D. Ala. 1996). However, the only realistic basis for not giving the state court judgment
preclusive effect would be a collateral attack on its subject matter jurisdiction; bankruptcy
judges generally frown on such collateral attacks. E.g., In re Optical Techs., 261 B.R. 781
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001). See also In re Jenkins, 258 B.R. 251, 262, 262 n.8 (Bankr. N.D.
Ala. 2001) (holding in dicta that relitigation of dischargeability after state court
determination would be barred by the Rooker-Feldman doctine). In re Lepar, 2001 WL
1755364 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001). And if a state court rules first on the preclusive effect
of a state court dischargeability judgment, the state court's determination of preclusion is
entitled to full faith and credit under 28 U.S.C. § 1738. Parsons Steel, Inc. v. First Ala.
Bank, 474 U.S. 518, 523-24 (1986); N. Ala. Anesthesiology Group, P.C. v. Zickler (In re N.
Ala. Anesthesiology Group, P.C.), 154 B.R. 752 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1993). See also Spires
v. Gregg (In re Gregg), 268 B.R. 295, 299 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 2001) (holding bankruptcy court
must give preclusive effect to Florida judgments that Florida courts would give). Second,
given the Eleventh Circuit's recognition in Cummings that state courts do not always
sharply distinguish between alimony and property settlements and, indeed, increase one
depending on the amount of the other, bankruptcy discharges are highly disruptive of state
courts' equitable distributions of property. When a spouse represents to a state court that
he will not seek to discharge a debt in bankruptcy and the state court relies on that
position in assessing the adequacy of the spouses' financial settlement, the same spouse's
taking an inconsistent position in another court could be expected to be met with a ruling
judicially estopping him from "'making a mockery of the courts with [these] inconsistent
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ically that "'relief should be liberally granted in situations involving
the
alimony, maintenance, or support in order to avoid entangling
48 1
federal court in family law matters best left to state court.'
4. Willful and Malicious Injury-§ 523(a)(6). Consistent with the
limitation on imputing intent announced in Villa, most courts refuse, for
dischargeability purposes under § 523(a)(2), to impute fraud on behalf
of one spouse to the other spouse unless there is evidence of an agency
relationship between them; the marital relationship alone is not
enough.8 2 Further, most courts refuse to impute the mental state
required for an exception to discharge under § 523(a)(6)-malice and
4 3
intent to cause injury-between spouses under any circumstances.
The bankruptcy court in Synod of South Atlantic PresbyterianChurch
v. Magpusao (In re Magpusao),4' however, held a portion of a debt
arising from a debtor-wife's embezzlement was nondischargeable as to
her debtor-husband based on his putative knowledge and acceptance of
the benefits of the filthy lucre. The creditor, a church for which the
debtor-wife had been a bookkeeper, filed a dischargeability action
against the debtors seeking to have the debt of over one-half million

pleadings,'"In re Stewart, 247 B.R. 515 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000) (quoting In re Norris, 228
B.R. 27, 33 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1998)) (alteration in original), or "who attempt to manipulate
the Court system through the calculated assertion of divergent, sworn positions in judicial
proceedings." In re Lee, 247 B.R. 311, 314 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000) (citing Chrysler Credit
Corp. v. Rebhan, 842 F.2d 1257 (11th Cir. 1988)). See also PatriotCinemas, Inc., 834 F.2d
at 214.
481. 244 F.3d at 1267 (quoting Carver v. Carver (In re Carver), 954 F.2d 1573, 1579
(11th Cir. 1992)).
482. Tsurukawa v. Nikon Precision, Inc. (In re Tsurukawa), 258 B.R. 192, 198 (B.A.P.
9th Cir. 2001); Am. Charter Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Harris (In re Harris), 107 B.R. 210,
215 (Bankr. D. Neb. 1989). See Allison v. Roberts (In re Allison), 960 F.2d 481, 485 (5th
Cir. 1992); Savage v. First USA, Inc. (In re Savage), 176 B.R. 614, 616 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.
1994); Leone v. Shane (In re Shane), 80 B.R. 240, 243 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1987). But cf In
re Atkins, 134 B.R. 936,939-40 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1992) (affirming bankruptcy court's refusal
to lift wage deduction order against debtor-former-husband's wages based on nondischargeable embezzlement debt owed by debtor-former-wife on the grounds that their divorce was
a sham).
483. Estate of Hamilton v. Nolan (In re Nolan), 220 B.R. 727, 731-32 (Bankr. D.D.C.
1998); Columbia Farms Distribution, Inc. v. Maltais (In re Maltais), 202 B.R. 807, 811
(Bankr. D. Mass. 1996); Deroche v. Miller (In re Miller), 196 B.R. 334, 336 (Bankr. E.D. La.
1996); Bairstow v. Sullivan (In re Sullivan), 198 B.R. 417, 423-24 (Bankr. D. Mass. 1996);
Johnson v. Horne (In re Horne), 46 B.R. 814, 815 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1985); Bowse v. Cornell
(In re Cornell), 42 B.R. 860, 862 (Bankr. E.D. Wash. 1984). Cf. O'Brien v. Sintobin (In re
Sintobin), 253 B.R. 826, 831 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 2000) (finding debtors' liability for
children's acts of vandalism was nondischargeable because debtors' omissions showed
malice and intent).
484. 265 B.R. 492 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
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dollars declared nondischargeable as having been incurred through
fiduciary fraud, larceny, or embezzlement,48 5 or through a willful and
malicious injury.48 6 The debtor-wife, who was imprisoned for the
embezzlement, failed to answer or appear; the debtor-husband, however,
denied any knowledge of his wife's wrongdoing and argued that neither
§ 523(a)(4) nor § 523(a)(6) applied to him. 487
The court accepted the debtor-husband's argument that he was not a
fiduciary because no express or technical trust existed.48 8 It also
accepted his arguments that he had neither embezzled, because he had
been entrusted with nothing, nor committed larceny. 4 9 Despite the
debtor-husband's protestations that he was entirely ignorant of the
family's financial affairs (having relinquished control over the finances
according to Filipino tradition),490 the court found that he "was aware
that his wife was receiving money from an unexplained source, even
though he did not actively solicit her ill-gotten gains. Instead, he
accepted only those benefits that she herself conferred upon him."49 '
It held, therefore, that the debt was nondischargeable as to him for
"items that he knew were acquired illegally and which he nevertheless
accepted."492
The court recited the elements necessary to establish nondischargeability under § 523(a)(6): "(1) an intentional action by the defendant; (2)
done with an intent to harm; (3) which causes damage (economic or
physical) to the plaintiff; and (4) the injury is the approximate result of
It is unclear from the opinion
the action by the defendant."493
whether, based on that knowledge and acceptance, the court imputed the
debtor-wife's intent to the debtor-husband or inferred his own intent. In
one paragraph the court summarized the rules that fraudulent intent
may not be imputed based on the marital relationship, that mere
knowledge "is insufficient to confer liability," and that "knowledge must
be concurrent with participation in the use or enjoyment of the stolen

485. 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(4) (providing for nondischargeability of debts for fraud while
acting in a fiduciary capacity, embezzlement, or larceny).
486. Id. § 523(a)(6) (providing for nondischargeability of debts incurred "for willful and
malicious injury by the debtor to another entity or to the property of another entity").
487. 265 B.R. at 495-96.
488. Id. at 497.
489. Id.
490. Id. at 500.
491. Id.
492. Id. at 501.
493. Id. at 498 (citing Citizens First Nat'l Bank v. Hunter (In re Hunter), 229 B.R. 851
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1999)).
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property in order for liability to attach."494 This structure suggests the
court employed knowledge and acceptance to impute to the debtorhusband the elements required for nondischargeability. On the other
hand, the court also noted that "[a]lthough the Code does not permit
attribution of intent from one spouse to another, fraudulent intent may
be inferred from the totality of the circumstances and the conduct of the
person accused[,]" 495 suggesting it was finding the debtor-husband
independently met the elements of § 523(a)(6).
Judge Proctor's opinion does not cite authority for the proposition that
knowledge plus use equals liability, nor does it neatly separate the basis
for the debtor-husband's liability from the nondischargeability of that
liability.49 However, the structure and reasoning of the decision in
Magpusao is identical to that of Haemonetics Corp. v. Dupre (In re
Dupre),497 which the court cited in passing. In Dupre the court relied

on the definition of a civil conspiracy in the Restatement (Second) of

494. Id.
495. Id.
496. An astute reader may also note that the court interchanges, on the one hand,
imputation of intent for establishing nondischargeability and, on the other, substantive
liability. Id. Liability, however, is not the same as the bad conduct that renders a liability
nondischargeable. Grogan v. Garner, 498 U.S. 279, 290 (1991); Lawrence Ponoroff,
Vicarious Thrills: The Case forApplication ofAgency Rules in Bankruptcy Dischargeability
Litigation, 70 TUL. L. REV. 2515, 2526-27 (1996); Joann Henderson, For Better or For
Worse: Liability of Community Property After Bankruptcy, 29 IDAHO L. REV. 893, 908
(1992). See also Hoffend v. Villa (In re Villa), 261 F.3d 1148, 1151 n.4 (11th Cir. 2001).
It is not clear from the opinion what the basis was for the debtor-husband's liability for the
debtor-wife's embezzlement. Without liability on the debt, however, there would have been
no dispute as to whether it was dischargeable or not. Haemonetics Corp. v. Dupre, 238
B.R. 224, 227, 227 n.6 (Bankr. D. Mass. 1999). The matter was doubtlessly decided,
therefore, at some stage under state law because there is no general federal common law,
even in bankruptcy, of interspousal liability for torts of the other. See, e.g., Raleigh v. Ill.
Dep't of Revenue, 530 U.S. 15, 20 (2000) (holding debtor's liability for debt is governed by
the law under which liability arises); Vanston Bondholders Protective Comm. v. Green, 329
U.S. 156, 161 (1946) (holding substantive liability for debt is a matter of state law); Dupre,
238 B.R. at 228-29 (applying state law to determine spousal liability for embezzlement);
Hegg v. United States (In re Hegg), 239 B.R. 833, 836 (Bankr. D. Idaho 1999) (applying
state law to determine spousal liability for tort); Howell v. Bank of Newnan (In re Summit
Fin. Servs., Inc.), 240 B.R. 105, 112 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1999); Johnson v. Keene (In re
Keene), 135 B.R. 162,- 165 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1991). It is possible that the church filed a
proof of claim against the debtor-husband's estate, which was either not objected to or, if
objected to, was allowed against his estate under applicable Florida law. See 11 U.S.C.
§§ 501, 502; Ehlenbeck v. Patton (In re Patton), 58 B.R. 149, 150 (W.D.N.C. 1986); In re
Valk, 28 F. Cas. 873 (S.D.N.Y. 1869). See also Ohio v. Kovacs, 469 U.S. 274, 279 n.5
(1985). It is also possible the two estates were consolidated. See, e.g., Reider v. Reider (In
re Reider), 31 F.3d 1102 (11th Cir. 1994).
497. 238 B.R. 224 (Bankr. D. Mass. 1999).
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Torts,49 which had been cited as authority by Massachusetts appellate
courts.49 9 The Massachusetts federal court, therefore, found both that
the debtor was liable for her husband's embezzlement and that her debt
was nondischargeable. °° To establish liability the court reasoned that,
under the Restatement, liability for another's tort can arise when one
knows that the other is committing a tort and substantially participates
or assists in the tort.50 ' The evidence showed that the debtor knew
her husband was depositing large amounts of money from his employers.50 2 It also showed that, although she may not have assisted her
husband in the actual embezzlement, she did assist in a second
conversion, namely, "the use of the money by the couple to support their
extravagant lifestyle."" 3 Because of her knowledge and participation;
to convert the money that
that is, because "she participated in a scheme
50 4
he had stolen," she was liable for the tort.
The Massachusetts district court then turned to whether her liability
was dischargeable. She intended to exercise control over the creditors'
property when she wrote checks from a bank account she knew to
contain stolen funds; therefore, "[hier intent was to convert the
embezzled money to her own (and [her husband's]) use, thereby
permanently depriving the true owners ... of their money."0 5 Her
conduct, therefore, satisfied the test of Kawaauhau v. Geiger, 0 6 that
intended the injury and not merely the act that caused the
the debtor
7
50

injury.

The reasoning in In re Magpusao followed the same syllogism for both
liability and dischargeability. Although, therefore, it may be debatable
whether § 523(a)(6) permits the inference of intent in the manner
suggested, Magpusao appears not to extend the imputation of nondischargeable conduct beyond its permissible boundaries.

498. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 876 (1977).
499. 238 B.R. at 228, 228 n.9.
500. Id. at 230.
501. Id. at 228.
502. Id. at 229.
503. Id.
504. Id. at 229, 229 n.17.
505. Id. at 230. An interesting wrinkle may arise in the two-conversion theory out of
the Supreme Court's holding, in another bankruptcy context, that a depositor has no
property interest in money it deposits in a bank account; rather the depositor's only
property interest is in the bank's promise to pay. Citizens Bank of Md. v. Strumpf, 516
U.S. 16, 21 (1995). Or this may merely indicate how malleable the word "property" is.
506. 523 U.S. 57 (1998).
507. Id. at 61-62.
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Another case which appears to push § 523(a)(6) nondischargeability
toward its limits is In re Auffant,"' a case of a small fraud gone
horribly wrong. The debtor purchased a computer for $2,699.99 and a
camera for $299.99; her receipt, however, indicated that she purchased
only one item for $2,999.99. Capitalizing on the vendor's error, she
returned to the store with a competitor's coupon indicating the same
computer on sale for $2,699.99, and the store manager gave her a $300
credit for the difference between what the receipt showed she paid and
what she actually paid for the computer. Unfortunately for the debtor,
her computer was stolen from her car the very same day."°9
Because her insurance policy from USAA Casualty Insurance Co.
("USAA") covered theft, she made a claim for the stolen computer;
extremely unfortunately for her, she claimed a loss in the amount of
$2,999.99, supported by a sworn written statement of her loss in that
amount, rather than the lower price she had actually paid for the
computer.510 "She also provided documents ... that either fabricated
or presented in a materially misleading manner. USAA denied the claim
for failure to provide documentation."'
The debtor then commenced a state court action against USAA for its
denial of the claim.51 2 At the conclusion of the trial, the jury returned
a verdict for USAA and made a specific finding that, in filing her claim
with USAA, she had "intentionally misrepresented material facts or
circumstances relating to the claim for insurance proceeds or made false
statements or engaged in fraudulent conduct relating to the claim for
insurance proceeds." 3
The state court entered judgment of no
liability for USAA. However, because USAA had served an offer of
judgment which the debtor had rejected, USAA became entitled to its
attorney fees and costs; USAA filed an affidavit in state court showing
fees of $52,801.00 and costs of $3,973.13. The day before the hearing
on
514
the award of those fees and costs, the debtor filed bankruptcy.
USAA commenced an adversary proceeding in the bankruptcy court,
asserting that because the debtor had intentionally submitted a
fraudulent claim, those fees and costs were nondischargeable debt
arising from a willful and malicious injury.1 5 Judge Williamson

508.
2001).
509.
510.
511.
512.
513.
514.
515.

USAA Cas. Ins. Co. v. Auffant (In re Auffant), 268 B.R. 689 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at
at
at
at

693.
691.
693.
691.

at 691-92.
at 691.
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analogized from the Supreme Court's recent holding in Cohen v. de la
Cruz5 16 that the debt to USAA arose by reason of her fraudulent claim
and was therefore excepted from discharge. 17 He also cited a number
of cases in which state court judgments entered against defendants
imposing liability for fraud and for the attorney fees in such actions were
entirely nondischargeable. 55 Similarly, he cited a number of cases in
which fraudulent insurance claims were denied and the insured brought
a meritless or frivolous action for payment; attorney fees awarded as a
result of these meritless actions were nondischargeable.51 s
Arguably, however, her debt to USAA did not arise from her fraudulent claim but from her failure to settle her state court action. USAA
did not assert that it was entitled attorney fees as a result of the fraud,
nor did USAA assert a state law claim for fraud against the debtor, nor
did USAA seek attorney fees for the debtor's pursuing a fraudulent
lawsuit. Instead, USAA sought attorney fees under the offer of
judgment rule, which would have entitled it to attorney fees regardless
of fraud. 2
Nonetheless, the bankruptcy court's holding that the
attorney fees were nondischargeable finds support in an identical case
it did cite. 1 In In re Orrick,522 an Oklahoma bankruptcy court held
that "prevailing party" attorney fees, awarded after an unsuccessful
action against an insurer in which the jury found the insured not
entitled to payment because he intentionally set fire to the insured
property, were nondischargeable as arising from a willful and malicious
injury. 23 Moreover, Auffant is consistent with de la Cruz in holding,
to paraphrase both the bankruptcy court and the Supreme Court, that
once it is established that' the debtor has committed a willful and
malicious injury, "any debt" arising therefrom is excepted from
discharge. 24

516. 523 U.S. 213 (1998) (holding that all damages, even treble damages and attorney
fees, arising from a debtor's fraud, are nondischargeable under § 523(a)(2)).
517. 268 B.R. at 695.
518. Id. at 695-96, 696 n.6 (collecting cases).
519. Id. at 696 (citing Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. (In re Lentine), 166 B.R. 476 (Bankr. S.D.
Fla. 1994)). See also Audio Visual Sys. v. Hopper (In re Hopper), 71 B.R. 67 (Bankr. D.R.I.
1987).
520. 268 B.R. at 695.
521. Id. at 696.
522. Safeco Ins. Co. v. Orrick (In re Orrick), 51 B.R. 92 (Bankr. N.D. Okla. 1985).
523. Id. at 96.
524. Cf 503 U.S. at 218 (stating "[o]nce it is established that specific money or property
has been obtained by fraud, however, 'any debt' arising therefrom is excepted from
discharge"); 268 B.R. at 695-96.
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Incidentally, in Auffant the court also held that the jury's verdict on
the issue of the debtor's fraud would preclude the parties from relitigating that issue, even though the bankruptcy court was required to make
an independent determination whether the facts found by the state court
warranted a judgment that the debt was nondischargeable 5" Another
judge in Florida's middle district also considered the relation between
issue preclusion and § 523(a)(6). In Doughty v. Hill (In re Hill),26
Judge Proctor held that the debtor was precluded from relitigating
whether compensatory damages awarded by a California court for
common-law -fraud arose from actual fraud as defined in § 523(a)(2)(A).527 Because the elements of each claim closely mirrored each other,
the state court's findings estopped the debtor from asserting the
damages were dischargeable, and the bankrutpcy court entered
summary judgment for the creditor with respect to those damages.528
On the other hand, damages awarded for intentional infliction of
emotional distress differed from the standard necessary to render the
debt nondischargeable under § 523(a)(6). California law allows for
damages from that tort when the defendant acts either intentionally or
recklessly.129 Because the jury may have awarded the damages based
on the debtor's recklessness, the debtor was free to relitigate whether he
had the requisite intent to render the damages nondischargeable.53 °
Finally, the court held that the debtor was not estopped from litigating
whether the punitive damages awarded by the state court were
dischargeable."' The punitive damages, Judge Proctor ruled, could
have been awarded as a result of either the fraud or intentional
infliction of emotional distress. 532 Moreover, punitive damages are
available in California when a defendant is "guilty of oppression, fraud,
or malice;" 33 although the elements for finding fraud closely mirror
the requirements of § 523(a)(6), the elements of oppression and malice
do not necessarily include intent.3 4 Consequently, the debtor was not
precluded from litigating the issue of whether the punitive damages
were dischargeable.535

525.
526.
527.
528.
529.
530.
531.
532.
533.
534.
535.

268 B.R. at 693-96.
265 B.R. 270 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
Id. at 275.
Id. at 275, 279.
Id. at 276.
Id.
Id. at 277.
Id.
Id. (quoting CAL. CIV. CODE § 3294 (West 1997)).
Id. at 277-78.
Id. at 279.
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Similarly, Judge Sledge in Alabama's northern district held in Fowler
v. Jenkins (In re Jenkins) 36 that the debtor was not precluded from
relitigating the issue of willfulness following a state court verdict that
the debtor was liable for an injury caused by his willful removal of a
safety guard on a meat saw.51 7

Under the applicable state law,53

willfulness does not require a showing of intent to injure,5 39 which is
required for § 523(a)(6) as interpreted by Kawaauhau v. Geiger.5"
Therefore, the state court judgment was preclusive as to the injury and
its cause but not as to the debtor's mental state.54 ' Turning to the
evidence, the court held that the debtor, a grocery store manager, may
have breached a duty to ensure a safe working environment and may
even have intended to disregard that duty; however, his failure to ensure
that a safety guard on a meat saw was properly repaired did not
demonstrate an intent to injure.542
5. Student Loans-§ 523(a)(8). The Eleventh Circuit addressed
student loan dischargeability in Burks v. Louisiana (In re Burks).54
The debtor financed his graduate school education through stipends he
was obligated to repay if he wilfully failed to teach for three years as an
"other-race faculty member" at a college or university in Louisiana.5"
The program was apparently designed to promote diversity in Louisiana
higher education and defined an "other-race faculty member" as a "white
faculty member at a predominantly black institution or a black faculty
member at a predominantly white institution."5 45 The debtor failed to
fulfill his teaching commitment and eventually filed a Chapter 13
petition. In the dischargeability action regarding the stipends, there was
no dispute that they were loans from a governmental unit which enabled
the debtor to attain his graduate degree. The debtor argued, however,
that because the loans had a dual purpose of both providing financial
assistance and of promoting diversity in Louisiana's universities, the
debt was not "for an educational benefit" as required by § 523(a)(8).5 4
The Eleventh Circuit observed that the loans were repayable "either

536.
537.
538.
539.
540.
541.
542.
543.
544.
545.
546.

258 B.R. 251 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2001).
Id. at 270.
See ALA. CODE § 25-5-11 (2000).
258 B.R. at 269, 269 n.12.
523 U.S. 57, 61-62.
258 B.R. at 265, 270.
Id. at 271.
244 F.3d 1245 (11th Cir. 2001).
Id. at 1245-46.
Id.
Id. at 1246.
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through serving as an instructor at an 'other-race' institution, or through
repayment of the loans plus interest."54 7 Following a number of courts
which have similarly held, the court ruled the dual purpose of the loans
made no difference as to whether they conferred an educational benefit,
and the debt was nondischargeable. 5"
The Chapter 13 debtor in Burks argued his loans were dischargeable
because they did not fall within the exception for student loans.549
When loans are, as in Burks, for an educational benefit, discharge is
available only through an adversary proceeding in which a debtor proves
that requiring payment of the undischarged debt will cause "undue hardThe bankruptcy court in Pair v. United States (In re
ship."5 °
Pair),55 ' held that an "undue hardship" action in a Chapter 13 case is
not ripe until at or near the completion of the debtor's plan payments."5 ' Although Rule 4007(b) states the debtor may bring such a
case "at any time,"55 the court followed Raisor v. Education Loan
Servicing Center, Inc. (In re Raisor),554 in holding that the so-called
Brunner555 test cannot be applied at the beginning of the case.556
Brunner requires consideration of the debtor's inability to maintain a
minimal standard of living, whether circumstances indicate a likelihood
of that inability's continuing, and whether the debtor has made a good
faith effort to repay the loans. 5 7 The court in Pair held that the
determination whether a debtor has made a good faith effort must

547. Id. at 1247.
548. Id. at 1246-47 (citing U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs. v. Smith, 807 F.2d 122
(8th Cir. 1986); Rural Ky. Med. Scholarship Fund v. Lipps (In re Lipps), 79 B.R. 67 (Bankr.
M.D. Fla. 1987); U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs. v. Brown (In re Brown), 59 B.R. 40
(Bankr. W.D. La. 1986); U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs. v. Vretis (In re Vretis), 56
B.R. 156 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1985); U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs. v. Avila (In re
Avila), 53 B.R. 933 (Bankr. W.D.N.Y. 1985)).
549. Id. at 1246.
550. Id.
551. 269 B.R. 719 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2001).
552. Id. at 721.
553.

FED. R. BANKR. P. 4007(b).

554. 180 B.R. 163 (Bankr. E.D. Tex. 1995).
555. Brunner v. N.Y. State Higher Edu. Servs., 831 F.2d 395 (2d Cir. 1987).
556. 269 B.R. at 721. See also Rubarts v. First Gibraltar Bank (In re Rubarts), 896

F.2d 107, 109 (5th Cir. 1990); Superior Court of Calif. v. Heincy (In re Heincy), 858 F.2d
548, 550 (9th Cir. 1988); United States v. Lee, 89 B.R. 250, 257 (N.D. Ga. 1987), affd sub
nom. United States v. Hochman (In re Hochman), 853 F.2d 1547 (11th Cir. 1988); Soler v.

U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs. (In re Soler), 250 B.R. 694, 696 (Bankr. D. Minn.
2000). But see United States Aid Funds, Inc. v. Taylor (In re Taylor), 223 B.R. 747, 750-51
(B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1998); Goranson v. Penn. Higher Educ. Assistance Agency (In re Goranson),
183 B.R. 52, 55-57 (Bankr. W.D.N.Y. 1995).
557. 269 B.R. at 720 (citing Brunner, 831 F.2d 395).
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include the debtor's efforts at repayment under the plan. 55 s Further,
the court observed, the debtor's circumstances may change over the
course of the plan period.5 59 Another court, applying the same reasoning and reaching the same conclusion, has held, therefore, that
determining the applicability of the Brunner factors to the debtor's
circumstances years in the future would be "speculating."56 °
Courts in the Eleventh Circuit decided a number of garden-variety
"undue hardship" issues in 2001, including the sufficiency of pleadings
to state a claim for nondischargeability, 6 ' the power of the court to
fashion relief other than declaring the debt dischargeable or nondischargeable,562 and simply whether the debtor had the ability to repay
student loans.5 " Two undue hardship cases took on constitutional
dimensions, however. The first denied a state's motion to dismiss a
dischargeability action because Congress has constitutionally waived
state sovereign immunity by enacting the Bankruptcy Code pursuant to
its powers to protect the privileges and immunities of national citizen-

558. Id. at 720-21.
559. Id. at 721.
560. In re Soler, 250 B.R. at 697. Of course, all Chapter 13 cases require bankruptcy
courts to peer into the future, if only to project a debtor's disposable income for three to five
years. See 11 U.S.C. §§ 1325(b), 1322(d). But bankruptcy courts reserve the right to
modify confirmed plans based on changed circumstances. E.g., In re Nott, 269 B.R. 250,
253-54 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000); In re Euler, 251 B.R. 740, 746 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000); In
re Meeks, 237 B.R. 856, 859 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1999); Collier v. Valley Fed. Sav. Bank (In
re Collier), 198 B.R. 816, 817 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1996); In re Duke, 153 B.R. 913, 918
(Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1993). The same power to modify a dischargeability judgment, however,
based on changed circumstances, is more limited. E.g., White v. United States Dep't of
Educ. (In re White), 243 B.R. 515, 516-17 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1999) (refusing to exercise
discretion to alter judgment when source of income imputed to debtor ended after March
trial but before dischargeability judgment was entered in September and debtor made
timely motion for a new trial under Rule 9023). But cf Ivory v. United States Dep't of
Educ. (In re Ivory), 269 B.R. 890, 897-98 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2001) (considering change in
financial circumstances that occurred in the three months between trial and entry of
judgment).
561. Barton v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. (In re Barton), 266 B.R. 922, 923 (Bankr. S.D.
Ga. 2001) (holding that alleged facts that debtor was unable to complete his courses
because schools either closed or were unaccredited and requesting that they be discharged
because of hardship was sufficient to state claim).
562. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. v. Carter, 202 WL 1128451 (M.D. Ga. May 16, 2002)
(holding that court lacks authority to grant partial discharge); Mallinckrodt v. Chem. Bank
(In re Mallinckrodt), 260 B.R. 892, 905 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001) (the court's § 105 powers
do not extend to judicial deferral or repayment plans), rev'd 2002 WL348183 (S.D. Fla. Feb.
28, 2002).
563. Wynn v. Mo. Coordinating Bd. of Educ. (In re Wynn), 270 B.R. 799, 803 (Bankr.
S.D. Ga. 2001); In re Ivory, 269 B.R. at 898-909; In re Mallinckrodt, 260 B.R. at 900.
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ship.5" The second, In re Ivory,565 addressed the relationship between the statutory right to discharge student loans for undue hardship
with the "fundamental" right to procreate. 6 Ms. Ivory might be a
candidate for the most sympathetic "undue hardship" plaintiff,56 7 but
against this plaintiff the government argued she had not made a good
faith effort to pay and therefore did not satisfy the Brunner test. A
debtor's undue hardship cannot be of the debtor's own making; because
this debtor had chosen "to have three children even though she had no
husband and her health was allegedly so poor as to render it difficult to
support herself," she had failed to minimize her expenses and had not
made a good faith effort to repay the debt.5 6' The court rejected this
argument as inconsistent with Supreme Court precedent on sexual and
procreational autonomy.
Notwithstanding the court's invocation of the language of fundamental
rights within the zone of domestic privacy, there are undoubtedly effects
of bankruptcy which limit the exercise of personal autonomy, even in
highly cherished activities. The obligations on which the bankruptcy
discharge is conditioned have trumped freedom to make family decisions
in other cases. At least one court has denied a motion to modify a
confirmed Chapter 13 plan when the debtor's new husband was disabled
and reduced her disposable income because she "voluntarily" chose to

564. Wilson v. S.C. State Educ. Assistance Auth. (In re Wilson), 258 B.R. 303, 310
(Bankr. S.D. Ga. 2001). Compare Stanley v. Student Loan Svcs., Inc. (In re Stanley), 2002
WL 334854 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. Feb. 13,2002) (holding that withdrawal of proof of claim does
not restore waived sovereign immunity).
565. 269 B.R. 890.
566. Id. at 911.
567. She received her student loan from a school that lost its accreditation and closed
before she could finish her course of study. She was a single mother supporting a fifteenyear-old and eight-year-old twins on $8.50 per hour, and her income was supplemented
only by social security benefits attributable to her twins' asthma, intestinal reflux, and
heart problems. She had her own medical problems, asthma and lupus. Her eldest son
had behavioral difficulties stemming from domestic violence directed at him and at the
debtor. Id. at 894-95. She received no child support from the children's respective fathers,
one of whom was in prison (due to the domestic violence) and the other whom "[sihe
th[ought]" lived in California. Id. at 894. Post-trial, she submitted an affidavit describing
further medical problems and eviction. Her expenses were low, except for private school
tuition, which Judge Cohen ruled was necessary for the twins to receive their daily
medication without the debtor's having to leave work and administer it herself. Id. at 89597.
568. Id. at 910. The other was that because she never contacted the Department of
Education about a compromise or payment schedule, she had not made a bona fide effort
to pay her student loan; Judge Cohen dismissed this argument by concluding that she
never attempted to pay because she never had the means with which to pay. Id. at 912-13.
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marry.569 Another court recently denied a Chapter 13 "hardship"
discharge to debtors whose inability to complete their plan arose in part
from the debtor-wife's decision to stay at home to care for two children
born after the petition.5 7 ° Courts routinely supervise parents' abilities
to fund their constitutionally protected choices about the proper
education and upbringing of their children." 1 Further, the conditions
on a bankruptcy discharge-for student loans572 or otherwise 5 73-have been held to limit one's ability to exercise one's religious

569. In re Nelson, 189 B.R. 748, 751-52 (Bankr. D. Minn. 1995). But see In re Walker,
114 B.R. 847, 850 (Bankr. N.D.N.Y. 1990).
570. In re Cummins, 266 B.R. 852, 857 (Bankr. N.D. Iowa 2001). Another case that
indirectly addresses procreation-and recreation-is Wessels v. Educational Credit
Management Corp., 271 B.R. 313 (W.D. Wis. 2002), in which the debtor, who worked parttime, was denied an undue hardship discharge because she failed to prove that she was
unable to find full-time employment. Id. at 315-16. The court held that it was her burden
to prove she could not work full-time rather than the creditor's burden to prove that she
could. Id. at 315. The court also stated that it was understandable "that she [had] resisted
applying for full-time jobs so that she [had] the leisure to be with her children, to help out
in the school her son [attended] and to do her own errands." Id. Some would resist the
label "leisure" to describe a mother's time with her children. E.g., Joan Williams, From
Difference to Dominance to Domesticity: Care as Work, Gender as Tradition, 76 CHI.-KENT
L. REV. 1441, 1461-62, 1467 (2001) (arguing for seeing "care" as including components of
"work" and vice versa); Katharine Silbaugh, Commodification and Women's Household
Labor, 9 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 81, 83-85 (1997) (arguing against seeing household labor
in emotional or sentimental terms but rather in economic terms).
571. Univest-Coppell Village, Ltd. v. Nelson, 204 B.R. 497,500 (E.D. Tex. 1996) (tuition
was unreasonable); In re Webb, 262 B.R. 685, 691 (Bankr. E.D. Tex. 2001) (deciding private
school tuition was reasonable); In re Burgos, 248 B.R. 446, 450 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2000)
(tuition was reasonable because based on religious belief); In re Nicola, 244 B.R. 795, 79899 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2000) (reasonable); In re MacDonald, 222 B.R. 69, 76-77 (Bankr. E.D.
Pa. 1998) (holding debtor's decision to send child to parochial school out of state was more
like sending child to a private boarding school and therefore unreasonable); Lebovits v.
Chase Manhattan Bank (In re Lebovits), 223 B.R. 265, 272 (Bankr. E.D.N.Y. 1998) (tuition
reasonable); In re Jones, 55 B.R. 462, 467 (Bankr. D. Minn. 1985) (tuition unreasonable).
572. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. v. McLeroy (In re McLeroy), 250 B.R. 872, 880-81 (N.D.
Tex. 2000) (tithing not a reasonable expense in determining "undue hardship" discharge
of student loans); Ritchie v. N.W. Educ. Loan Ass'n (In re Ritchie), 254 B.R. 913, 921
(Bankr. D. Idaho 2000) (religious tithing excluded from expenses in undue hardship
analysis). Cf Meling v. U.S. Dep't of Educ. (In re Meling), 263 B.R. 275, 279 (Bankr. N.D.
Iowa 2001) (tithing may be consistent with an "undue hardship" discharge provided the
court is satisfied that the amounts are reasonable).
573. Waguespack v. Rodriguez, 220 B.R. 31, 34 (W.D. La. 1998) (affirming denial of
confirmation and holding that although "tithing may be reasonably necessary for
maintenance of the debtor's spiritual welfare, it is arguably neither indispensable to or
necessary for the maintenance of his or her physical well-being"); In re Davis, 272 B.R. 5,
7-8 (Bankr. D. Wyo. 2001) (holding court must consider the reasonableness of the amount
of religious giving in plan confirmation); In re Saunders, 215 B.R. 800, 806 (Bankr. D.
Mass. 1997) (holding tithing not a reasonable expense under disposable income test); In re
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choice to tithe. As bankruptcy law and policy increasingly focus on
debtors' income, bankruptcy courts will increasingly be asked to approve
or disapprove expenditures for activities that may seem (or even be)
"fundamental" to debtors but may be of much less importance to
creditors who may have their own fundamental uses for the same money.
I.

Exemptions

In Sawczak v.Goldenberg (In re Goldenberg),"4 the court applied a
new rule exempting single premium unmatured annuity contracts under
Florida law. The debtor was a physician who did not carry malpractice
insurance; the creditor was a patient who sued and received a $4 million
The debtor filed bankruptcy,
verdict for the debtor's negligence.
scheduling assets with an aggregate value of about $3.8 million and
claiming exemptions in all but about $40,000. At issue in the Goldenberg appeal was the annuity contracts, which had a claimed value of
After rulings by the bankruptcy and
approximately $350,000." 5
district courts, the Eleventh Circuit certified a question to the Florida
Supreme Court, asking whether the unmatured contracts were "proceeds
of annuity contracts" within the relevant Florida statute." 6 The state
court responded with an affirmative answer, holding that the term
"proceeds" includes the cash surrender value of the annuity conThe Florida Supreme Court, observing that state's long
tracts. 7
tradition of construing exemptions liberally and analogizing to its
exemption of the cash surrender value of life insurance policies, held the
The Eleventh Circuit, therefore,
cash surrender values exempt."'
reversed the579district court's decision that the cash surrender value was
not exempt.
The Eleventh Circuit addressed another Florida exemption in Weed U.
Washington (In re Washington),"' in which it remanded the case to
determine if an attorney's lien was a charging lien (and therefore not a
judicial lien) that could not be avoided as impairing Florida's homestead
exemption."' Prior to filing bankruptcy, the debtor retained Weed's
services in divorce proceedings. The retainer agreement provided Weed

Lee, 162 B.R. 31, 43 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1993) (same).
574. 253 F.3d 1271 (11th Cir. 2001).
575. Id. at 1273-74.
576. Id. at 1273; 218 F.3d 1264, 1266 (11th Cir. 2000).
577. Goldenberg v. Sawczak, 791 So. 2d 1078, 1079 (Fla. 2001).
578. Id. at 1081-83.
579. 253 F.3d at 1273-74.
580. 242 F.3d 1320 (11th Cir. 2001).
581. Id. at 1325.
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would have a lien on all of the debtor's property, regardless of whether
it was homestead property. The debtor obtained the family home in the
divorce proceedings, against which Weed ultimately sought and received
from the divorce court a "charging lien" for approximately $5000 of
unpaid legal fees. A few months later, the debtor filed bankruptcy and
sought to avoid the lien under § 522(f)(1) because it impaired her
homestead exemption. The bankruptcy court held that the lien was a
judicial lien that could be avoided." 2
Weed appealed to the district court, which reversed, holding an
attorney's charging lien is not a judicial lien; the debtor appealed to the
Eleventh Circuit, arguing Weed's lien was not a valid attorney's charging
lien and that it required judicial action to be enforceable and was
therefore a judicial lien.5"3 Addressing the second contention first, the
court held that, under Florida law, because the only requirements for an
attorney's charging lien were contractual provisions and proper notice,
a valid attorney's charging lien arises by operation of law in advance of
judicial proceedings and is not a judicial lien.584 However, the district
court did not address whether Weed's lien was a valid attorney's
charging lien because it addressed neither the debtor's argument that
the lien met the state law requirements nor the debtor's argument that
because she was married when she signed the retainer agreement she
could not grant an interest in property she acquired only later through
the divorce judgment.585 The court remanded the case to the district
court.5 6 Florida attorneys, particularly divorce attorneys, should
watch for a subsequently reported decision.
J.

Claims

In Welzel v. Advocate Realty Investments, LLC (In re Welzel), 8 7 the
court held that an oversecured creditor's claim for unreasonable attorney
fees under a contract providing for a secured claim would be allowed but
bifurcated from a secured claim and treated as an unsecured claim. 588
Darby Bank and Trust Co. loaned over $1 million to the debtor, Daniel
Welzel, who executed several promissory notes secured by mortgag-

582.
583.
584.
P.A. v.
585.
586.

Id. at 1322.
Id. at 1322-23.
Id. at 1323, 1325 (citing Sinclair, Louis, Siegel, Heath, Nussbaum & Zavertnik,
Baucom, 428 So. 2d 1383 (Fla. 1983)).
Id. at 1324-25. See Farrey v. Sanderfoot, 500 U.S. 291, 296 (1991).
242 F.3d at 1325.

587. 275 F.3d 1308 (11th Cir. 2001) (en banc).
588. Id. at 1311.
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es.5 9 The notes provided that in the event of default and "'subject to
any limits under applicable law,' the lender would be entitled to its 'costs
of collection, including ... fifteen percent ... of the principal plus
accrued interest as attorneys' fees.'" 59 °
Such an arrangement is
enforceable under Georgia law.59' Welzel defaulted on the notes.
When Welzel filed for bankruptcy, the Advocate, the assignee of the
notes, submitted a secured claim that included $146,799.71 in contractually set attorney fees, which represented an amount equal to fifteen
percent of principal plus accrued interest, as stipulated in the notes.
However, the secured creditor actually incurred only about $40,000 of
these fees. The bankruptcy court allowed the claim in the entire amount
but bifurcated it into an allowed secured claim, in the amount of the
principal, interest, and reasonable attorney fees, and an allowed
unsecured claim, in the amount of the unreasonable attorney fees. Both
the debtor and secured creditor appealed, one asserting the unreasonable
fees should be disallowed and the other that they should be allowed as
a secured claim. The district court reversed, holding all fees are subject
to the requirement that they be reasonable but that the claim could not
be bifurcated. 9 2 An Eleventh Circuit panel affirmed593 but the court
sitting en banc vacated the panel's opinion5 94 and ultimately disagreed
with the district court.59 5 Advocate argued that its pre-petition
attorney fees merged into its secured claim and were allowable without
regard to the reasonableness requirement for fees and costs imposed by
§ 506(b), which Advocate argued applies only to post-petition fees.
Advocate also argued in the alternative that the reasonableness
requirement of § 506(b) addresses only whether a claim is secured and
not whether it is allowed. Therefore, Advocate asserted that even if
§ 506(b) applies to pre-petition fees and costs, it does not require they be
disallowed but merely unsecured. The debtor, on the other hand, argued
that § 506(b) applies to both pre- and post-petition attorney fees and
that unreasonable fees must be disallowed.596

589.

Id.

590. Id.
591. O.C.G.A. § 13-1-11 (1982).
592. 275 F.3d at 1311-12.
593. Welzel v. Advocate Realty Invs., LLC (In re Welzel), 255 F.3d 1266 (11th Cir.
2001). This opinion was "withdrawn from the bound volume because rehearing en banc
was granted and opinion vacated." Id. at 1267.
594. Welzel v. Advocate Realty Invs., LLC (In re Welzel), 260 F.3d 1284 (11th Cir.
2001).
595. Id. at 1320.
596. Id. at 1312-13.
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The court began its analysis with the mantra, perhaps even more
common than the recitation that bankruptcy courts are courts of
equity,5 97 that it must give effect to the plain meaning of code lanSection
guage unless doing so would produce an absurd result.5 9
506(b), it observed, does not distinguish between pre- and post-petition
fees and the court found no reason to deviate from a "plain language"
reading of the provision covering both.5 99 The amount of attorney fees
that were unreasonable, therefore, could not be considered a secured
claim.6 ° °
The court disagreed with the district court and the panel, however, as
to whether unreasonable fees must be disallowed. 60 ' The court read
§ 506(b) as being "completely silent with regard to the allowance/disallowance issue" and reasoned that it was not meant to displace
the general operation of § 502.602 The court also reasoned that because
§ 506 applies only to allowed claims, reasonable attorney fees must be
incorporated into the portion determined to be secured under § 506(b).6" 3 Because § 506(b) has no effect on allowability, the entire fee
must be allowed under § 502(a) unless one of the exceptions of § 502(b)
applies. 0 4
The court buttressed its reading of the statute with policy arguments
for its holding. First, if § 506(b) resulted in disallowance, solvent
debtors (such as Welzel) would reap a windfall at the expense of
unsecured creditors. 0 5 Second, debtors would be encouraged to avoid
contractual obligations by filing bankruptcy 0 6 And third, undersecured and unsecured creditors, whose claims for attorney fees are never
considered under § 506, would receive preference above oversecured
creditors.60 7 An oversecured creditor's claim for contractual attorney
fees, therefore, is to be allowed whether the fees are reasonable0 8or not,
but the unreasonable portion is treated as an unsecured claim.1

597. See Hon. Marcia S. Krieger, "The Bankruptcy Court Is a Court of Equity": What
Does That Mean?, 50 S.C. L. REV. 275, 275 n.1 (1999) (stating "[iln the author's experience,
the frequency of reference to the bankruptcy court as a court of equity is second only to
introductions, 'May it please the Court' or 'Good morning (afternoon), Your Honor'").
598. 275 F.3d at 1314.
599. Id.
600. Id. at 1318.
601. Id.
602. Id. at 1317.
603. Id.
604. Id. See 11 U.S.C. § 502 (2000).
605. 275 F.3d at 1318.
606. Id. at 1319.
607. Id.
608. Id. at 1320.
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In In re CHS Electronics, Inc.,609 the bankruptcy court held that a
lessor of nonresidential real property need not prove use and benefit to
the estate to be entitled to an administrative expense priority for postpetition rent.61 ° CHS Electronics defaulted on its lease of a commercial warehouse, and its lessor took possession of the property but did not
terminate the lease. The lessor re-let some but not all of the surrendered premises. After the lessor initiated a state court damages action
for breach of the lease, CHS filed a Chapter 11 petition. During the
sixty-day period for assumption or rejection of a nonresidential lease,
CHS took no steps either to assume or reject or to extend the time for
doing so. After the lease was deemed rejected, the lessor filed a request
for payment of an administrative expense for the sixty days' rent due
under the lease.6 1
Judge Mark acknowledged the general rule that administrative
claimants must ordinarily prove that the expense "provided an actual
benefit to the estate." 61 2

However, he further acknowledged that

courts have divided as to whether commercial landlords must prove an
actual use of property by the debtor and benefit to the estate in order for
post-petition rent to be entitled to administrative priority."3 Judge
Mark opted for the "plain meaning" interpretation of § 365(d)(4), which
requires the trustee to perform all of obligations under an unexpired
lease of nonresidential real property "'until such lease is assumed or

609. 265 B.R. 339 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001).
610. Id. at 341.
611. Id. at 340-41.
612. Id. at 341 (citing Broad. Corp. of Ga. v. Broadfoot (In re Subscription Television
of Greater Atlanta), 789 F.2d 1530 (11th Cir. 1986)). Compare Bonapfel v. Nalley Motor
Trucks (In re Carpet Center Leasing Co.), 991 F.2d 682 (11th Cir. 1993) (holding that
debtor's attempt to retain collateral was predicated on expectation of benefit and
suggesting that use of property to attempt to gain benefit is itself a benefit), with Ford
Motor Credit Co. v. Dobbins, 35 F.3d 860, 869 (4th Cir. 1994) (holding that debtor's
opportunity to use collateral for benefit is not an actual benefit to the estate and that
creditor who opposed such use is not entitled to full payment).
613. 265 B.R. at 341. Compare, e.g., In re Bedroom of Cent. Fla., Inc., 150 B.R. 982,
984 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1993) (holding commercial lessor must prove actual use and benefit);
In re Tammey Jewels, Inc., 116 B.R. 292, 294 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1990), with In re Kirsch,
242 B.R. 77, 79-80 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1999) (acknowledging unfairness but holding plain
language of § 365(d)(3) exempts post-petition rent of nonresidential property from
requirements of § 503(b)(1)); In re Fla. Lifestyle Apparel, Inc., 221 B.R. 897, 899-900
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1997) (holding the requirements of § 503(b)(1) inapplicable to whether
post-petition rent of nonresidential property is entitled to administrative expense); In re
Potomac Sys. Eng'g, Inc., 208 B.R. 561, 563 n.4 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1997) (same); WB, Ltd.
v. Tobago Bay Trading Co. (In re Tobago Bay Trading Co.), 142 B.R. 528, 533 (Bankr. N.D.
Ga. 1991) (same). See generally In re Mr. Gatti's, Inc., 164 B.R. 929, 937-42 (Bankr. W.D.
Tex. 1994) (collecting cases).
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rejected, notwithstanding [§] 503(b)(1). ' 614
The court concluded,
therefore, that Congress clearly and specifically dictated that nonresidential lessors need to prove no actual use or benefit to receive an
administrative priority for post-petition rent. 15
K

Professionalsand ProfessionalFees

In addition to the cases discussed elsewhere in this Article,616 there
were a few more decisions in the Eleventh Circuit of potential interest
to and that may have an effect on lawyers and other professionals.
In In re Davis,617 the court held that a Chapter 13 debtor's counsel
may not withdraw merely because the plan has been confirmed.61
The court considered whether the counsel had established any cause
affecting the relationship between attorney and client that would justify
withdrawal and whether the withdrawal would have a materially
adverse effect on the debtors.619 First, the court held that counsel
failed to establish any cause affecting the relationship between attorney
and client that would justify withdrawal.62
Counsel may charge a
reasonable fee for any services provided to debtors after confirmation.6 2' The court held, "When the attorney seeks to withdraw merely
for reasons of his economy and his convenience,. . . the court is required
to deny the attorney's motion to withdraw." 22 Second, the court held
withdrawal could likely have a materially adverse effect on the
debtors.623 A bankruptcy case is a series of discrete contested matters
and adversary proceedings, each of which can affect the substantive
relief afforded to the debtor. The court reasoned, "If counsel is permitted
to withdraw after confirmation merely because that is his routine and
practice, his clients ... would be abandon[ed] . .. in the middle of the
representation." The court required
substitute counsel as a condition of
624
granting permission to withdraw.

614. 265 B.R. at 341 (quoting 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(3)) (emphasis added).
615. Id. at 341-42.
616. E.g., Welzel, 275 F.3d 1308 (11th Cir. 2001); In re Washington, 242 F.3d 1320(11th
Cir. 2001).
617. 258 B.R. 510 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
618. Id. at 513-14.
619. Id.
620. Id. at 513.
621. Id. at 514-15.
622. Id. at 514.
623. Id. at 513.
624. Id. at 514. See generally Thomas W. Waldrep, Jr., Selected Ethical Issues in
Bankruptcy: Employment of Special Counsel, Representation of Multiple Creditors, and
Withdrawalfrom Representationof IndividualDebtors, 10 J. BANKR. L. & PRAC. 343 (2001).
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A case with an even unhappier ending for the lawyer is In re
Smith,625 in which the names have been changed to protect the not-soinnocent. 26 SunTrust Bank filed a complaint against the debtor in an
Alabama state court. The bank moved for summary judgment; twentythree hours before the summary judgment hearing, the debtor filed a
Chapter 13 petition. Four days later, the debtor filed a "Notice of
Dismissal" of the Chapter 13 case. The bankruptcy court issued a "show
cause" order and held a hearing to determine why it should not impose
sanctions on the debtor's counsel for allegedly filing a bankruptcy
petition solely as a litigation tactic to prevent the state court from
entering judgment in favor of the bank on the complaint to which the
debtor admitted he had no viable defenses, while debtor effectuated
transfer of his only assets.6 27
The court concluded that such a judgment would be proper and in the
opinion addressed whether it could use its authority under Bankruptcy
Rule 9011628 and 11 U.S.C. § 105(a) 629 to require the debtor's attorney to disgorge his fees and pay a $10,000 fine.6 30 The court held that
by signing the petition, schedule and statements, and presenting the
entire bankruptcy package to the court, counsel subjected himself to the
"'limits, scope, and bounds of Rule 9011. ' ',631 Because the petition was
interposed for an improper purpose, the court held the attorney's conduct
was sanctionable.632 Further, both Rule 9011 and § 105(a) provide a
court with the power to protect the integrity of the bankruptcy system
and to impose appropriate remedies for failure to make a reasonable
inquiry under the appropriate circumstances. The court ordered the
attorney to disgorge his fees and pay a fine of $10,000.633
Finally, a Florida bankruptcy court in In re Moon 634 addressed the
duties and compensation of trustees and held that a trustee's failure to
maximize the prudent return on estate assets and failure to pay the

625. 257 B.R. 344 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2001).
626. Id. at 344 n.1.
627. Id. at 346-50.
628. FED. R. BANKR. P. 9011.
629. 11 U.S.C. § 105(a) (2000).
630. 257 B.R. at 350-53.
631. Id. at 351 (quoting In re Kelley, 255 B.R. 783, 786 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 2000)) Cf.
In re Singer Furniture Acquisition Corp., 265 B.R. 458, 460 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001)
(holding when debtor's president relied on advice of counsel in signing petition, presented
no false information to counsel, and lacked malice or ill will, only counsel may be
sanctioned for interposing petition for improper purpose).
632. 257 B.R. at 353.
633. Id.
634. 258 B.R. 828 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 2001).
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estate's tax liability justifies a reduction in the trustee's compensation
equal to the opportunity cost and the tax penalties and interest on the
unpaid tax liability.1 5 The debtor filed a Chapter 7 petition in 1997.
Finding no assets for distribution, the trustee gave notice of no
distribution, and the court closed the case. A few months later, the
debtor filed a motion to re-open the case to permit the trustee to
administer a pre-petition sex discrimination action which ultimately
resulted in a settlement of $245,000.636
The trustee deposited the proceeds into her trustee's money market
account, where it stayed for 590 days before distribution to creditors
began. Having received a sizable and taxable settlement, the trustee
retained an accountant to prepare the estate's tax returns; "inexplicably," however, the trustee failed to pay the taxes with the return, which
ultimately resulted in interest and penalties in the amount of $3,113.40.
Because of the delay in distributing money to creditors, $12,299.64
accrued in interest on the unsecured claims, which were originally
allowed in the aggregate amount of $60,259.81.637 The explanation for
the trustee's manner of administration may have related to the trustee's
being diagnosed during the case with cancer to which she succumbed
and the fact, therefore, that "[flor the majority of the time that she was
administering [the estate], she was also fighting a losing battle against
[a] terminal illness."63 The successor trustee requested compensation
on her behalf in the amount of $14,907.02. The debtor, who would have
received a surplus distribution of only $18,778.37, argued that each of
these circumstances represented a breach of the trustee's fiduciary duty
and warranted reduction of the trustee's compensation.63 9
Following Columbia Gas,6 40 the court agreed and held that trustees
have a mandatory duty under § 345 to hold estate funds in an investment that will yield the maximum reasonable net return consistent with
the safety of the investment. 641 Because the trustee's money market
account yielded a rate of between 1.9 and 2.3 percent, and thirty-day
certificates of deposit ranged from 3.5 to 5.05 percent during the same
period, the court held the trustee was responsible for $5,491.80, the
"differential between what was earned and what reasonably should have

635.
636.
637.
638.
639.
640.
33 F.3d
641.

Id. at 837-38.
Id. at 830.
Id. at 830-31.
Id. at 831.
Id. at 830-31.
United States Trustee v. Columbia Gas Sys., Inc. (In re Columbia Gas Sys., Inc.),
294 (3d Cir. 1994).
258 B.R. at 838.
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been earned by the estate" during the trustee's administration of the
estate. 2 Similarly, the court held the trustee responsible for the
interest and penalties on the unpaid tax liability.643 The court held,
however, that the trustee did not breach a duty in delaying distribution
to creditors because the delay was justifiable in light of numerous
objections to claims, questions as to the tax liability of the discrimination
settlement, and the trustee's medical condition before her death.6"
The court held that compensation of the trustee, while capped by
§ 326,645 is also controlled by § 330,646 Rule 2016,647 and the socalled Johnson factors,6" just as is attorney compensation. 649 Because the "trustee did not meet all of the duties owed the estate in a
timely or efficient matter [sic: manner]" and because "the estate has
suffered substantial detriment," the court held a fee reduction was
appropriate.65 ° Consequently, the court reduced the compensation by
$8,605.20.651
L.

Procedure

1.
Summary Judgment. In Gray v. Manklow (In re Optical
Technologies, Inc.),652 the Eleventh Circuit clarified the proper standard of review for appeal of a bankruptcy court's entry of summary judgment.653 Because there is no factual finding in summary judgment,
there is nothing to which the clearly erroneous standard could apply.6"4
Therefore, every aspect of the granting of summary judgment is to be
reviewed de novo by both the district court and court of appeals.655

642.
643.
644.
645.
646.

Id.
Id.
Id. at 838-39.
11 U.S.C. § 326 (2000).
Id. § 330.

647.

FED. R. BANKR. P. 2016.

648. Johnson v. Ga. Highway Express, Inc., 488 F.2d 714, 717-19 (5th Cir. 1974).
649. 258 B.R. at 836.
650. Id.
651. Id. at 839.
652. 246 F.3d 1332 (11th Cir. 2001).
653. Id. at 1335.
654. Id. (citing Rosen v. Benzer, 996 F.2d 1527 (3d Cir. 1993)). Accord Wooden v. Bd.
of Regents of the Univ. Sys. of Ga., 247 F.3d 1262, 1271, 1271 n.9 (11th Cir. 2001). See
also Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. v. Pearson, 2002 WL 77069, at *2 (M.D. Ga. Jan. 18, 2002)
(holding appeal of bankruptcy court's decision whether to grant relief under Rule 60(b)(4)
involves no findings of fact and is reviewed de novo).
655. The Eleventh Circuit did not address the nature of or degree of deference due
inferences made by the trial court. Generally, however, whether a trial court's inferences
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The Eleventh Circuit has, however, indicated in earlier cases,
including Club Associates v. ConsolidatedCapitalRealty Investors (In re
Club Associates),6 56 that a trier of fact does make factual findings in
granting summary judgment. 65 7 The court in Optical Technologies
simply denied that In re Club Associates could be read consistently with
Eleventh Circuit precedent to apply a clearly erroneous standard to
summary judgment, "which by definition involves no findings of
fact.""' The court, therefore, followed other circuits which have held
that every aspect 659of the granting or denial of summary judgment is
reviewed de novo.

2. Subpoenas. A Georgia bankruptcy judge ruled that a subpoena
for a Rule 200460 examination that was to take place in California
was properly issued from the Georgia, rather than the California,
bankruptcy court.661' The decision in In re FredAyers Co. disagreed with
In
custom,6 6 2 case law,"63 and a leading bankruptcy treatise. 66 4

are or are not "factual," they are not entitled to any deferential standard of review. E.g.,
GFL Advantage Fund, Ltd. v. Colkitt, 272 F.3d 189, 198-99 (3d Cir. 2001).
656. 951 F.2d 1223 (11th Cir. 1992).
657. Id. at 1229. Contra Arrington v. Cobb County, 139 F.3d 865, 871, 871 n.l (11th
Cir. 1998).

658. 246 F.3d at 1335.
659. Id. (collecting cases). The court made no mention of a line of cases in the First
Circuit creating a limited exception for cross motions for summary judgment; these cases
hold when both parties simultaneously move for summary judgment and neither seeks to
introduce additional evidence or present additional witnesses, the trial court may engage
in limited fact-finding, consisting of drawing inferences, and such findings of fact are
reviewed on a clearly erroneous standard. Reich v. John Alden Life Ins. Co., 126 F.3d 1,
6 (1st Cir. 1997); United Paperworkers Int'l Union, Local 14, AFL-CIO-CLC v. Int'l Paper
Co., 64 F.3d 28, 31-32 (1st Cir. 1995); Equal Employment Opportunity Comm'n v.
Steamship Clerks Union, Local 1066, 48 F.3d 594, 602-03 (1st Cir. 1995). Optical
Technologies, however, involved a motion for summary judgment from only one party; the
trustee-appellant appealed that summary judgment was inappropriate because there was
a genuine dispute of material fact. 246 F.3d at 1334. Nonetheless, Club Associates did
involve cross motions for summary judgment. 951 F.2d at 1227. The court's repudiation
of Club Associates may suggest an unwillingness to follow the First Circuit; on the other
hand, the court in Optical Technologies may simply not have considered the issue because
it did not arise in the case.
660. FED. R. BANKR. P. 2004.
661. In re Fred Ayers Co., 266 B.R. 557, 563-64 (Bankr. M.D. Ga. 2001).
662. Cf Trans World Airlines, Inc. v. Charters Int'l Co. (In re Charters Int'l Co.), 1990
WL 81764 (D. Kan. 1990) (deciding appeal of bankruptcy court's ruling on motion to quash
subpoena issued by bankruptcy court in Kansas for case pending in Missouri); RIMSAT,
Ltd. v. Hillard (In re RIMSAT, Ltd.), 207 B.R. 964 (D.D.C. 1997) (deciding appeal of
bankruptcy court's ruling on motion to quash subpoena issued by bankruptcy court in
District of Columbia for case pending in Indiana); In re DG Acquisition Corp., 208 B.R. 323
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Fred Ayers Co., the debtor sought to examine a party, GATX Capital
Corp., at its offices in San Franscisco. The debtor obtained from the
Bankruptcy Court in the Middle District of Georgia an order directing
the examination; the debtor's attorney then issued a subpoena on behalf
of that court and had the subpoena served by the San Francisco sheriff's
department. GATX sought to quash the subpoena as having been issued
by the wrong court, arguing that a subpoena for a Rule 2004 examination in San Francisco could not be issued by a court outside Califor-

nia.665
The bankruptcy court disagreed and held it was the appropriate court
to issue the subpoena. 6 6 The court observed that Rule 2004(c) states
that attendance at a Rule 2004 examination "may be compelled in the
manner provided in Rule 9016 for the attendance of witnesses at a
hearing or trial."6 7 Rule 90166 s incorporates Rule 45,69 which
provides that "[a] subpoena commanding attendance at a trial or hearing
shall issue from the court for the district in which the hearing or trial
is to be held." 7 ° Because trials and hearings are held in the court for
the district in which the case is pending, the court reasoned, the
subpoena for the Rule 2004 examination should also issue from the

(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1997) (quashing subpoenas for Rule 2004 examination for bankruptcy
case pending in Delaware). But cf.European-American Bank & Trust Co. v. GATX Aircraft
Corp. (In re Hawley Coal Mining Corp.), 47 B.R. 392 (D. W. Va. 1984)'(hearing appeal of
West Virginia bankruptcy court's order of Rule 2004 examination and subpoenas
compelling attendance at examination in New York).
663. In re Symington, 209 B.R. 678, 688-90 (Bankr. D. Md. 1997); In re Tex. Int'l Co.,
97 B.R. 582, 584-87 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1989); In re Mantolesky, 14 B.R. 973, 979 (Bankr.
D. Mass. 1981).
664. WILLIAM L. NORTON, JR., NORTON BANKRUPTcY LAW AND PRACTICE 2d § 141:34
(2001).
665. 266 B.R. at 558-59. At the initial hearing, "[bloth parties announced to the court
that they could find no authorities addressing the issuance of subpoenas under Rule 2004
directly on point." Supplemental Brief of GATX Corporation in Support of its Motion to
Quash Rule 2004 Subpoena. GATX subsequently located authorities and filed a supplemental brief. In the interest of full disclosure, the Author is obliged to state that a student
at Mercer University School of Law who was employed by GATX's counsel inquired of the
Author whether the Author was aware of any such authority. The Author and the student
discussed the matter, and the author directed the student to the authorities subsequently
cited by GATX.
666. 266 B.R. at 563-64.
667. Id. at 561 (quoting FED. R. BANKR. P. 2004(c)) (emphasis omitted).
668. FED. R. BANKR. P. 9016.
669. FED. R. CIv. P. 45.
670. Id. R. 45(a)(2).
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"home court."67 ' That is, the court interpreted the phrase "in which"
to mean not "where" but rather "under whose aegis."
The court rejected the leading case on the issue, In re Texas International Co.6 2 for rejecting the "plain language" of Rule 45.673 The
court in Texas Internationalheld that because the phrase "hearing and
trial" was used in both Rule 2004(c) and in the rule formerly governing
issuance of subpoenas, 4 it was required to read Rule 45 by substituting "2004 examination" for "hearing and trial" and as requiring the
subpoena issue from the court in which the Rule 2004 examination was
to be held.675 The Georgia court held it was not authorized to rewrite
676
the rule in that manner.
Although the court's interpretation may have merit from a policy point
of view, investing the "home court" with centralized authority over the
case, its holding is inconsistent with Rule 45. First, if the subpoena was
properly issued by the Middle District of Georgia because that was the
district "in which" the examination was to take place, the subpoena
would also have had to be served within that district or within one
hundred miles of the place where the "trial" was to take place.677 San
Francisco is neither.678 Only by treating the Rule 2004 examination
as a "trial" (as required by Rule 9016)679 for purposes of Rule 45(a)(2),
but as a deposition for purposes of Rule 45(b)(2) (ignoring the mandate
of Rule 9016), could the subpoena be issued by the court in Georgia but
served in California. As the bankruptcy court observed, however, it is
not authorized to rewrite the rules."'
The second reason the court misread Rule 45 is that subpoenas, the
issuing of which is governed by the same rules whether directed to
parties or nonparties, restricts the obligation of a nonparty to attend a
trial on the other side of the country.6 ' A nonparty from San Francisco could not be compelled to attend a trial or a Rule 2004 examination

671. 266 B.R. at 561.
672. 97 B.R. 582 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1989).
673. 266 B.R. at 561-62.
674. See FED. R. Civ. P. 45(d), (e) (amended 1991).
675. 97 B.R. at 584-87.
676. 266 B.R. at 562.
677. Cf. In re Arkin-Medo, Inc., 44 B.R. 138, 139 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1984) (observing that
service in Boston of subpoena for Rule 2004 examination issued by court in New York was
error but was cured by serving again within the Southern District of New York).
678. Cf 28 U.S.C. § 84(a), 90(b). San Francisco is approximately 2200 miles from
Albany, Georgia, "as the crow flies." See Sprow v. Hartford Ins. Co., 594 F.2d 412, 417-18
(5th Cir. 1979) (adopting straight-line method for calculating distance).
679.

FED. R. BANKR. P. 9016.

680.
681.

FED. R. CIV. P. 45(c)(3)(A)(ii).
266 B.R. at 562.
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in Georgia. Rule 45(c)(3)(A)(ii) requires a subpoena be quashed if it
requires a nonparty to travel out of state and more than one hundred
miles from "where that person resides, is employed or regularly
transacts business in person." Had GATX been a nonparty,1 2 a
subpoena requiring it to attend a Rule 2004 examination in Georgia
could simply not have been enforced. To be enforceable, the examination
would have had to take place in the Northern District of California,
which would have made that court the appropriate one to issue the
subpoena." 3
The result in Fred Ayers is rejected in the most recent proposed
amendment to the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure." 4 These
amendments were submitted to the Supreme Court in November 2001
and, pending approval, are scheduled to become effective on December
1, 2002. The amendment to Rule 2004(c) provides that Rule 9016 shall
apply to compel attendance "whether the examination is to be conducted
within or without the district in which the case is pending,"6 5 rejecting FredAyers's construction that the Rule 2004 examination constructively occurs in the "home court" district. It further provides that "an
attorney may issue and sign a subpoena on behalf of the court for the
district is [sic: in] which the examination is to be held if the attorney is
admitted to practice in that court or in the court in which the case is
The committee note states that the amendment is
pending." 86
intended to "clarify that an examination ordered under Rule 2004(a) may
be held outside the district in which the case is pending if the subpoena
is issued by the court for the district in which the examination is to be
held and is served in the manner provided in Rule 45."8.
3. Deadlines and Extensions of Time. In In re IntelligentMedical
Imaging, Inc.,55 the court held a creditor seeking to avoid time bar on
its claim bears the burden of proving excusable neglect and failed to do
so.6" 9 The debtor filed a Chapter 11 petition and scheduled the Palm
Beach County tax collector as holding a priority unsecured claim in the

682. The opinion does not specify whether GATX was a party or nonparty, although it
does discuss Rule 45(c)(3) without specifying that the provisions designed to protect
nonparty witnesses would have been inapplicable. Id. at 563.
683. Or in whatever portion of the Eastern District of California is within one hundred
miles of GATX's place of business.
684. FED. R. BANKR. P. 2004(c) (proposed).
685. Id.
686. Id.
687. FED. R. BANK. P. 2004(c) (proposed) (Committee Note).
688. 262 B.R. 142 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001).
689. Id. at 147.
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amount of $35,558.17 for "intangible taxes;" the debtor scheduled this
debt as being not disputed, contingent, or unliquidated. In addition to
the intangibles tax, however, the Palm Beach tax records showed the
debtor owing up to $127,010.94 for tangible personal property taxes that
69 °
were not scheduled but which were secured by statutory liens.
Counsel for Palm Beach inadvertently calendered the claims bar date on
the date of the deadline for objections to the debtor's disclosure
statement and did not file a timely proof of claim. The debtor's plan
provided for full payment of allowed secured claims of taxing authorities,
and the intangibles tax liability was included within this class.
Although Palm Beach initially objected to confirmation, it withdrew its
objection in the belief that its entire claim, both for intangibles tax and
for tangible personal property tax, would be paid in full. Two months
after confirmation, Palm Beach filed a motion for allowance of a latefiled claim based on excusable neglect, arguing the delay was due to
attorney mistake, and allowance would not cause any prejudice to the
debtor.691 The court denied the motion.692
693 the court first found that
Applying the factors required by Pioneer,
there was a likelihood of prejudice to other creditors who may have voted
against the plan had they known their recoveries would be reduced by
the amount necessary to pay Palm Beach's claim. 94 Second, the court
found that, even viewing the objection to confirmation as an informal
proof of claim, the period of delay was sixty-four days, during which the
other impaired creditors voted on the plan. 95 Third, the court found
that, although the delay was caused by attorney error, Palm Beach
received adequate notice, and the delay was within Palm Beach's
reasonable control. 96 Finally, the court found that Palm Beach acted
in good faith.697 This factor, however, was insufficient to "outweigh the
administration
prejudice to other parties and the adverse impact on" the
8
of the case in allowing the untimely proof of claim. 69

690. Id. at 145, 145 n.2. The court notes that Palm Beach never clarified the precise
amount, which varied in amount in different motions between $88,991.72 and $127,010.94.
Id. at 145 n.2.
691. Id. at 144-45.
692. Id. at 147.
693. Pioneer Invs. Servs. Co. v. Brunswick Assocs. Ltd. P'ship, 507 U.S. 380, 395
(1993).
694. 262 B.R. at 146.
695. Id.
696. Id.
697. Id.
698. Id.
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In In re Fish,s99 the court held that the time for objecting to exemptions in a case converted from Chapter 13 to Chapter 7 begins to run
again after the § 341700 meeting held in the Chapter 7 case.79 1 The
debtors "filed a joint voluntary Petition under Chapter 13 of the Code on
March 27, 2000.7o2 The § 341(a) meeting of creditors occurred on May
4, 2000. 7 03 The court noted other significant events:

The Chapter 13 Trustee timely filed an Objection to Debtors' Claim of
Exemptions on May 31, 2000....

On October 12, 2000, the Debtors

filed their Motion to Convert to a Chapter 7 liquidation case ....On
November 21, 2000, a § 341 meeting was held in the converted case,
and on November 29, 2000, the Chapter 7 Trustee [and a judgment
creditor] filed an Objection to Debtors' Claim of Exemptions. 0 4
The debtor asserted the objections were untimely because they were
made more than thirty days after the first § 341 meeting.7 °5 Rule
4003(b) provides that the trustee or any creditor "may file objection[s] to
the list of property claimed as exempt only within thirty days after [the
conclusion of] the meeting of creditors."7"' The court reasoned that
although Rule 1019707 concerns the time frame for post-conversion
challenges to exemptions, the only sensible construction of § 348... and
Rule 1019 requires a new objection period after conversion because "the
Chapter 7 Trustee was in no position to challenge the claim of exemption
during the pendency of the Chapter 13 case simply because he was not
appointed until the case was converted."0 9 The court held, therefore,
that "a new [thirty]-day period was triggered by the [post-conversion]
meeting
of creditors ...; therefore, both Objections were timely
7 10
filed.

The court in Fish followed what is probably the prevailing rule within
the Eleventh Circuit. 71
Recognizing contrary authority and the

699.
700.
701.
702.
703.
704.
705.
706.
707.
708.

261 B.R. 754 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
11 U.S.C. § 341(a) (2000).
261 B.R. at 756.
Id. at 755.
Id.
Id.
Id.
FED. R. BANKR.P. 4003(b).
Id. R. 1019.
11 U.S.C. § 348 (2000).

709. 261 B.R. at 756.
710.

Id. at 757.

711. Weissman v. Carr (In re Weissman), 173 B.R. 235, 237 (M.D. Fla. 1994); In re
Lang, 276 B.R. 716, 722 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2002); In re Bergen, 163 B.R. 377, 380 (Bankr.
M.D. Fla. 1994); In re Lyle, 166 B.R. 972, 974 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1994); In re Jenkins, 162
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absence of a binding ruling by the court of appeals, Judge Williamson's
practical solution, articulated by In re Booth,712 is the sua sponte entry
in Chapter 13 cases of a pre-confirmation order specifically extending
the time for a trustee or any creditor to file objections to the list of
property claimed as exempt [until] ... [thirty] days after (a) the

conclusion of the meeting of creditors to be held pursuant to F.R.B.P.
1019 and 2003(a) after any conversion of this case to a case under
Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 or (b) the filing of any amendment to the list
or supplemental schedules, whichever is later, unless, within such
period, further time is granted by the court.713
In Booth the court found authority in § 105(a), which specifies that the
court may take any action sua sponte which it can take at the request
of a party... and in Rule 4003(b), which permits the court to extend
the time "for cause."" 5 Although the court may sua sponte find "cause"
to enter an order," 6 it may be open to question whether a standard
order entered in every case might not blur the distinction between
judicial discretion to except a case from a given rule and judicial rulemaking. If the view is correct that a new thirty-day period is triggered
on conversion, the Booth order is, as the court observes, largely unnecessary.71 7 But it certainly does no harm and may do positive good by

minimizing inefficiency and uncertainty. On the other hand, if
conversion does not trigger a new deadline for objections to exemptions,7 18 the Booth order may raise concerns. It is doubtful that a
boilerplate order is sufficient to constitute a finding of cause in all the

B.R. 579, 580 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1993). Contra DiBraccio v. Ferretti (In re Ferretti), 230
B.R. 883, 884 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1999), affd without written opinion 268 F.3d 1065 (11th
Cir. 2001).
712. 259 B.R. 413 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
713. Id. at 414.
714. Id. at 416. See, e.g., In re Henderson, 197 B.R. 147, 151-52 (Bankr. N.D. Ala.
1996).
715. As to the appropriate precedential effect that should be accorded an opinion
supporting a sua sponte decision that has likely not been briefed, see Adam A. Milani &
Michael R. Smith, Playing God: A Critical Look at Sua Sponte Decisions by Appellate
Courts, 68 TENN. L. REV. (forthcoming 2002).
716. E.g., Chinichian v. Campolongo (In re Chinichian), 784 F.2d 1440, 1446 (9th Cir.
1986) (affirming sua sponte revocation of order confirming Chapter 13 plan); In re A-1
Specialty Gasolines, Inc., 238 B.R. 876, 878-79 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1999) (sua sponte
converting case); In re McDaniels, 213 B.R. 197, 201 (Bankr. M.D. Ga. 1997) (sua sponte
lifting stay relief to all of debtor's creditors); In re Henderson, 197 B.R. at 157 (Bankr. N.D.
Ala. 1996) (sua sponte tranferring case filed in improper venue).
717. 259 B.R. 413, 414 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
718. See Smith v. Kennedy (In re Smith), 235 F.3d 472,477 (9th Cir. 2000); Bell v. Bell
(In re Bell), 225 F.3d 203, 215-18 (2d Cir. 2000).
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cases in which it is entered.7 1 9 Further, the entry of such an order
may merely establish a new default rule with a different burden of
proving why, in any given case, the court should deviate from it. It may,
therefore, shift the burden from the objecting party's being required to
establish "cause" to the debtor's being required to establish some reason
why the court should reconsider its order. Given, however, that there is
general absence of any reason why anyone would request an extension
of time in which to object to exemptions in a Chapter 13 case, 20
Booth's allocation of the burden suggests why the holding in Fish is
probably a sound one.
In In re Leonard, 21 the court held an unexplained six-month delay
in amending a complaint does not constitute excusable neglect.722 On
March 13, 2000, the plaintiff brought suit seeking to deny the debtor's
discharge. On March 29, 2000, the debtor moved to dismiss on the
ground that the plaintiff's allegations were too vague. On May 16, 2000,
the court granted the plaintiff fourteen days to file an amended
complaint, which the plaintiff filed on June 1, 2000.723 The court
2
ruled, on July 21, 2000, the amended complaint was not timely filed.1 1
moved for an extension
Finally, on January 16, 2001, plaintiff properly
725
but provided no explanation for the delay.

The court wrote that under Rule 9006(b)(1), a party's neglect may be
excused depending on "'all relevant circumstances surrounding the
party's omission.' 726 Applying the so-called Pioneer factors,727 the

719. E.g., Dinova v. Harris (In re Dinova), 212 B.R. 437, 442 (Bankr. 2d Cir. 1997)
(requiring "case-by-case analysis in order to determine what constitutes 'cause' sufficient
to warrant dismissal"); In re Bilzerian, 258 B.R. 850, 856 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001) (holding
dismissal "for cause" requires examination of "all of the facts and circumstances" of the
case), affd 2002 WL 517784 (M.D. Fla. April 2, 2002); In re Paxson Elec. Co., 242 B.R. 67,
70 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1999) (holding "cause" requirement for stay relief requires "case by
case analysis"); Walton v. Smith (In re Smith), 229 B.R. 895, 897 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 1997)
(holding for-cause dismissal requires case-by-case analysis); Turner v. U.S. (In re Turner),
195 B.R. 476, 494 (Bankr. N.D. Ala. 1996) (holding dismissal for "cause" requires analysis
of each case's facts); United Cos. Lending Corp. v. Witt (In re Witt), 199 B.R. 890, 891
(W.D. Va. 1996) (holding "cause" to extend Chapter 13 repayment period beyond three
years requires case-by-case analysis). See also Parklane Hosiery Co. v. Parklane/Atlanta
Venture (Inre Parklane/Atlanta Joint Venture), 927 F.2d 532, 536 (11th Cir. 1991) (stating
"for cause" standard for withdrawal of reference is "not an empty requirement").
720. See, e.g., Weissman, 173 B.R. at 236.
721. 2001 WL 1018235 (Bankr. M.D. Ga. Aug. 17, 2001).
722. Id. at *4.
723. Id. at *1.
724. Id.
725. Id. at *2.
726. Id. (quoting Pioneer Inv. Servs. Co. v. Brunswick Assocs. Ltd. P'ship, 507 U.S. 380,
395 (1993)).
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court determined that the debtor would suffer prejudice if the claims
were reinstated because the debtor had proceeded on the assumption
that the adversary proceeding was dismissed.728 Second, the court
noted the delay lasted for six months.7 2 9 Third, the plaintiff offered no
explanation for the delay, which rendered the fourth factor, the party's
good faith, irrelevant.73 ° The court therefore denied the motion for
extension of time.73 '
The court in In re Woods 732 held that an extension of time in which
to file a dischargeability complaint is not warranted when the creditor
delays assigning the case to counsel and when counsel delays in
requesting information with which to evaluate the case, fails to attend
the § 341 meeting, and files a motion to extend on the day of the
deadline.3 3 The debtor filed a Chapter 7 petition on September 15,
2000; notice of case commencement and a § 341 meeting was served on
the creditor on September 20, 2000. The creditor did not attend the
§ 341 meeting, which was held on November 7, 2000. The bar date to
file a dischargeability complaint was January 8, 2001, and on that date,
the creditor 4filed a motion for extension of time to file a dischargeability
complaint.1
The court denied the request, holding the creditor had not shown
sufficient diligence in its cause to warrant granting the motion to extend
the filing deadline. 735 Rule 4007(c)73 6 specifically controls the time
for filing a complaint under § 523(c) in a Chapter 7 case. The rule limits
the time for filing a dischargeability complaint under § 523(c) to no later
than sixty days after the first date set for the meeting of the creditors
under § 341. Prior to that deadline, and while the creditor was
experiencing delay in retrieving its own records, the creditor sought no
The court followed the
discovery whatsoever from the debtor. 737
majority view that there can be no cause justifying an extension of time
when the party seeking the extension fails to diligently pursue discovery
prior to expiration of the deadline.73 8

727.
728.
729.
730.
731.
732.
733.
734.
735.

507 U.S. at 395.
2001 WL 1018235, at *4.
Id.
Id. at *5.
Id.
260 B.R. 41 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 2001).
Id. at 45.
Id. at 42-43.
Id. at 45.

736.

FED. R. BANKR. P. 4007.

737. 260 B.R. at 42-43.
738. Id. at 44-45.
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In In re Tucker,739 the court held it may not grant extension of time
for a § 523(c) complaint after the expiration of the deadline imposed by
Rule 4007(c). 740 The rule provides that the deadline may only be
extended if a request for extension is made before the time for filing the
dischargeability complaint expires. 4 ' The court also stated that the
42
deadline imposed by Rule 40Q7(c) is jurisdictional, although in light
of the plain language of the rule, it may not have been necessary to rule
on the question.
4. Relation Back of Amendments. In Dollarv. Community Bank
(In re Dollar),4 the court denied the plaintiff a right to amend its
denial of discharge complaint to include a demand for exception to
44
discharge after the filing deadline for the latter claim had expired.
The debtor and creditor presented the matter in the context of a request
74
claim on
to approve a compromise of the creditor's § 727(a)(2)
excepting
claim
condition that it could amend its complaint to assert a
746
The court
the debtor's debt as one for willful and malicious injury.
4007a
post-Rule
distinguished another case it decided in 1996 allowing
the
when
deadline amendment to include a claim under § 523(a)(15)
747
In the previous
creditor had asserted a claim under § 523(a)(5).
case, both claims arose under § 523, but in the instant case, "[pilaintiff
74
[sought] to assert a completely different cause of action." ' The court
held that the deadline for filing an action for exception to discharge is
jurisdictional, and the court did not, therefore, have subject matter
jurisdiction to entertain the claim.7 49 Further, the court found that the
creditors. 750
compromise and amendment would cause harm to other
The court was concerned that the creditor was using the denial of
discharge as leverage to obtain a favorable position vis-a-vis other

739. 263 B.R. 632 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
740. Id. at 636.
741. Id. See In re Yohler, 127 B.R. 492 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1991) (cannot extend unless
motion filed before expiration).
742. 263 B.R. at 636. ContraEuropean-Am. Bank v. Benedict (In re Benedict), 90 F.3d
50, 53-54 (2d Cir. 1996); Am. Express Centurion Bank Optima Account v. Burcham (In re
Burcham), 176 B.R. 268, 270 (Bankr. M.D. Fla 1994); Union Trust Co. v. Welsh (In re

Welsh), 138 B.R. 630, 631 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1992).
743. 257 B.R. 364 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 2001).
744. Id. at 364-65.
745. 11 U.S.C. § 727(a)(2) (2000).
746. 257 B.R. at 365.
747. Farmer v. Osburn (In re Osburn), 203 B.R. 811 (Bankr. S.D. Ga. 1996).
748. 257 B.R. at 365.
749. Id. at 367.
750. Id. at 366.
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creditors whose claims would be discharged."' The parties were,
therefore, "attempting to circumvent the right of other creditors, the
underlying Chapter 7 case trustee or the [United States] Trustee to
intervene and prosecute the timely filed objection to discharge."7 52 The
court refused, therefore, to
approve the compromise and ordered the trial
75 3
go forward as scheduled.

That focus on the plaintiff's cause of action is precisely why the court's
analysis is wrong.5 Rule 4007 does impose a deadline on the filing
of certain dischargeability complaints. The deadline cannot be extended
unless the party seeking the extension files a request before the period
expires. 755 However, Rule 4007 also specifically states, however, that
a "proceeding commenced by a complaint filed under this rule is
governed by part seven of The Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure."756 Three of those are Rules 7008, 7015 and 7054, which incorporate Rules 8, 15, and 54, respectively, of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. Rule 8 expresses the Civil Rules' adoption of "notice
pleading," as the Supreme Court has recently reaffirmed.757 A plaintiff
need only plead facts to put the defendant on "fair notice of what the
plaintiff's claim is and the grounds upon which it rests;"5 5 she need
not plead elements of a cause of action. 59 If the plaintiff's claim
survives a challenge to legal sufficiency, she earns the right to produce
evidence to prove her claim. Consistent with the "notice pleading"
principle are two corollaries found in Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
15 and 54. The first is that a demand for relief is in no way controlling

751. Id. at 366-67 (citing Hsu v. Ginn (In re Ginn), 179 B.R. 349 (Bankr. S.D. Ga.
1995)).
752. Id. at 367.
753. Id.
754. Many bankruptcy courts follow the same "cause of action" approach. E.g., Magno
v. Rigsby (In re Magno), 216 B.R. 34, 42 (Bankr. 9th Cir. 1997) (reversing bankruptcy
court's granting of amendment because the two claims form two distinct causes of action
that require proof of different facts when § 727(a)(4) false oath complaint was based on
omissions from schedules and § 523 action was based on 1991 wrongful death verdict); Me.
Bonding & Cas. Co. v. Grant (In re Grant), 45 B.R. 262, 264 (Bankr. D. Me. 1984)
(disallowing relation-back because permitting amendment would have imposed a "form of
slow torture" on the debtor and run counter to the "fresh start" policy). But see, e.g.,
Biederman v. Oury DeClemente & Mizdol (In re Biederman), 165 B.R. 783, 792-93 (Bankr.
D.N.J. 1994) (permitting relation-back of § 523(a)(4) claim that arose out of same
transaction or occurrence as facts alleged in timely § 727 claim).
755.

FED. R. BANKR. P. 4007(c).

756. Id. R. 4007(e).
757. Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N. A., 122 S.Ct. 992 (2002).
758. Id. at 995 (quoting Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 47 (1957)).
759. E.g., Roe v. Aware Woman Ctr. for Choice, Inc., 253 F.3d 678,683 (11th Cir. 2001)
(citing St. Joseph's Hosp., Inc. v. Hosp. Corp. of Am., 795 F.2d 948 (11th Cir. 1986)).
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as to the relief available to a plaintiff who proves her case.76 ° The
Eleventh Circuit takes the position that there is "'no question that it is
the court's duty to grant whatever relief is appropriate in the case on the
basis of the facts proved."' 7 6' The causes of action pleaded are simply
not relevant. The court in Dollar simply did not say whether the
creditor sought to amend to allege additional facts arising from the same
transaction or occurrence, in which case Rule 15 would apply, or merely
to amend its demand for relief, in which case it would not.762
Rule 15 contains the second corollary: If the party offers evidence
addressing issues outside the scope of the complaint and the trial
proceeds with express or tacit consent of the other party, those matters
"shall be treated as if they had been raised in the pleadings."763 This
rule is consistent both with the pleader's right to amend at any time
with the "written consent of the adverse party" and with the pleader's
right to whatever relief to which her evidence shows her entitlement.7" If the debtor were amenable, therefore, the creditor would
have a right to put on evidence at the trial showing an entitlement to an
exception to discharge; the court would be required to treat the
complaint as amended to include those matters, and the court would be
obligated to provide the appropriate relief.
Because the plaintiff obtained the defendant's written consent, the
plaintiff clearly had a right to amend its complaint (or would have had
if the consent had been unconditional). Further, the plaintiff argued
that because the two claims arose from the same transaction or

760. Scutieri v. Paige, 808 F.2d 785, 791 (11th Cir. 1987) (holding demand for relief
does not limit available relief, and if evidence shows entitlement to a form of relief, the
trial judge errs in not submitting the matter to the jury) (citing Guillen v. Kuykendall, 470
F.2d 745 (5th Cir. 1972); FED. R. CIV. P. 54(c)).
761. Dunkin' Donuts of Am., Inc. v. Minerva, Inc., 956 F.2d 1566, 1575, 1575 n.7 (11th
Cir. 1992) (quoting Robinson v. Lorillard Corp., 444 F.2d 791,803 (4th Cir. 1971)). See also
Mutual Assurance, Inc. v. United States, 56 F.3d 1353, 1356-57 (11th Cir. 1995); E. Air
Lines, Inc. v. Mobil Oil Corp., 677 F.2d 879, 881 (Temp. Emer. Ct. App. 1982).
762. The opinion characterizes the complaint as alleging the debtor "within one year
of the date of filing the petition sold a GMC pickup truck to ,an unknown person with
intent to hinder, delay and defraud Plaintiff." 257 B.R. at 365. It does not specify whether
the bank alleged a security interest in the truck, which might render the sale an injury to
the bank's property. If the bank did hold a security interest in the truck, the bank could
allege facts legally sufficient to support both claims thus: "Debtor sold the truck, in which
Plaintiff holds a property interest, with no justification and with intent to injure Plaintiff's
property interest." Some creditors are able to prove that facts arising from the same set
of transactions and occurrences support both §§ 523(a)(6) and 727(a)(2), although each
claim may or may not involve different facts. See, e.g., Mabank Bank v. Grisham (In re
Grisham), 245 B.R. 65, 71 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. 2000).
763. FED. R. Civ. P. 15(b).
764. Id. R. 15(a).
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occurrence, its amendment should relate back to the filing of the § 727
complaint. 765 The court denied the motion to approve settlement,
however, because it was conditioned on allowing the amendment and the
66
new cause of action was time-barred by a jurisdictional deadline.
The deadline imposed by Rule 4007 is quite irrelevant to the entire
matter because, whether or not the amended claim was a separate cause
of action, the mere amendment of a legal theory predicated on facts from
the same transaction and occurrence relates back to before the deadline7 7 even if the deadline is jurisdictional.768
Eleventh Circuit
precedent supports the proposition that federal courts have jurisdiction
over new claims stated in a plaintiff's amended complaint filed after a
jurisdictional bar date but which arise out of the same transaction or
occurrence as the claims in the original timely filed complaint. 69
The court's analysis, therefore, was inconsistent with the rules
incorporated by Rule 4007. The result, however, is entirely understandable, given the court's concern about the parties manipulating the
system. It was not necessary, however, for the court even to enter the
discussion of amendment or jurisdiction because it has wide latitude to
approve or disapprove compromises, 770 reviewable on an abuse-ofdiscretion standard, 7 with strong authority against approving

765. Id.
766. 257 B.R. at 365.
767. See United States v. Johnson, 288 F.2d 40, 42 (5th Cir. 1961); Brandt v. Gerardo
(In re Gerardo Leasing, Inc.), 173 B.R. 379, 388-89 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1994). See also Wendy
v. McLean Trucking Co., 279 F.2d 958, 958-59 (2d Cir. 1960) (holding amendment of ad
damnum clause is unnecessary); WRIGHT & MILLER: FEDERAL PRAC. & PROC. § 1497 (2d
ed. 1990) (same).
768. See Constr. Equip. Lease Co. v. United States, 17 Cl. Ct. 628, 629-30 (1989)
(holding amendment curing defect related back although outside jurisdictional deadline for
bringing action under waiver of sovereign immunity). See also Carney v. Resolution Trust
Corp., 19 F.3d 950, 954 (5th Cir. 1994).
769. Motorcity of Jacksonville, Ltd. v. Southeast Bank, N.A., 39 F.3d 292, 296-97 (11th
Cir. 1994).
770. See, e.g., In re Kay, 223 B.R. 816, 819 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1998).
771. E.g., Myers v. Martin (In re Martin), 91 F.3d 389, 393 (3d Cir. 1996); Publicker
Indus., Inc. v. United States (In re Cuyahoga Equip. Corp.), 980 F.2d 110, 118 (2d Cir.
1992); Golfland Entm't Ctrs., Inc. v. BCD Corp. (In re BCD Corp.), 221 B.R. 534 (Bankr.
D. Utah 1998); Holywell Corp. v. Bank of N.Y. (In re Holywell Corp.), 177 B.R. 991, 1000
(Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1995); Trovato v. Chicago-Midwest Credit Mgmt. Ass'n (In re Trovato),
131 B.R. 650, 653-54 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1991). But cf. Williams v. Citifinancial Mortgage Co.
(In re Williams), 256 B.R. 885, 891 (B.A.P. 8th Cir. 2001) (holding judgment informed by
errors of law is reviewed on de novo standard) (citing Cooter & Gell v. Hartmarx Corp., 496
U.S. 384 (1990)).
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Moreover, it found that the compro-

mise would be harmful to other creditors,773 which is a matter of
In short, the
paramount importance in considering compromises.7
court should have declined to accept the amendment because it was part
of an unacceptable settlement, rather than decline to approve the
settlement because it contained a prohibited amendment.
M.

Appeals

In Slobodinsky v. Salkin (In re Saber),775 the court addressed the
issue of what constitutes a final and reviewable order in the context of
a procedurally unusual situation. 776 The Chapter 7 trustee instituted
an adversary proceeding against the debtor's mother seeking to avoid a
transfer of a real property. The Chapter 7 trustee alleged that the
debtor had placed an office building in a Florida land trust.77 7 Some
time later, in 1990 and 1991, the debtor received assignments of all of
the legal, equitable, and beneficial interests in the trust, effecting a
merger and termination of the trust. Notwithstanding the allegation of
a trust termination, the Chapter 7 trustee further alleged that in 1993
the debtor transferred the beneficial interest in the trust to his mother
and in 1998 transferred by quitclaim deed the legal title to the property
as a successor trustee. Because the quitclaim transfer occurred while
the debtor was insolvent and within one year preceding bankruptcy, the
Chapter 7 trustee sought to avoid the transfer as fraudulent.7 78

772. E.g., Moister v. Vickers (In re Vickers), 176 B.R. 287 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1994)
(characterizing disapproved § 727 settlement as "sale of discharges"). See also Tindall v.
Mavrode (In re Mavrode), 205 B.R. 716, 719-21 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1997) (collecting cases). But
cf.SouthTrust Bank, N.A. v. Parcus (In re Parcus), 269 B.R. 457, 457-58 (Bankr. N.D. Ala.
2001) (approving compromise of § 727 action but stating that discharge actions should not
be used as a litigation tactic). See generally Terrence L. Michael & Michael R. Pacewicz,
Settling Objections to Discharge in Bankruptcy Cases: An Unsettling Look at Very
Unsettled Law, 37 TULSA L. REV. 637, 644-46 (2002).
773. 257 B.R. at 367. It is difficult to see precisely how other creditors would
necessarily be harmed, however, when the plaintiffs action would not affect the
distribution from the estate but would merely improve its own post-bankruptcy position.
774. E.g., Wallis v. Justice Oaks II, Ltd. (In re Justice Oaks II, Ltd.), 898 F.2d 1544,
1549 (11th Cir. 1990); In re Degenaars, 261 B.R. 316, 319 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
775. 264 F.3d 1317 (11th Cir. 2001).
776. Id. at 1322.
777. Florida land trusts differ somewhat from ordinary trusts in their form and
terminology. The trustee holds both legal and equitable title to the property and the
beneficiaries hold beneficial interests in the trust. FL. STAT. § 689.07(1) (2000); Kirkland
v. Miller, 702 So. 2d 620, 620 (Fla. 4th Dist. Ct. App. 1997); Datwani v. Netsch, 562 So. 2d
721, 723 (Fla. 3rd Dist. Ct. App. 1990).
778. 264 F.3d at 1318-19.
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The debtor's mother responded with several affirmative defenses,
including that there had been no merger of title in the debtor, that she
had held a beneficial interest in the property since 1993, and that she
paid consideration for the property. Both the Chapter 7 trustee and the
mother moved for summary judgment. The bankruptcy court denied
both motions.779 Ordinarily, the basis for denying cross-motions for
summary judgment is that there is a genuine issue of material fact to be
decided. 80 In this instance, the court denied both motions because
neither was entitled to judgment as a matter of law. The bankruptcy
court denied the Chapter 7 trustee's motion for summary judgment on
the ground that there had been no transfer for the trustee to avoid; the
court did not specifically rule on the mother's motion, but the court and
parties subsequently acted as if it had been denied, presumably on the
basis that, with no interest in the property, the mother was
not entitled
71
to any judgment that would indicate she had an interest.
As a matter of law, the bankruptcy court held that when the debtor
acquired the legal and equitable title to the property as trustee and all
beneficial interests in the trust, a merger terminated the trust. The
subsequent transfers, both of the debtor's beneficial interest and later 78of2
the legal and equitable title under the land trust, were nullities.
There was, therefore, no transfer to avoid. The district court affirmed
the decision rejecting both parties' theories that a transfer of some
interest in the property had occurred.8 ' While the appeal was pending in the district court, "the bankruptcy court 'closed' the adversary
proceeding."784 It also approved a sale of the property by the Chapter
7 trustee.785
The mother appealed to the Eleventh Circuit. On appeal, both the
mother and the Chapter 7 trustee asserted that the court had jurisdiction to hear the appeal.7 86 The Eleventh Circuit disagreed. It reiterated that "[i]n bankruptcy proceedings, '[t]his court lacks jurisdiction over
a district court's disposition of an appeal from a nonfinal bankruptcy

779. Id. at 1319-21.
780. See United States v. Stafford, 727 F.2d 1043, 1047-48 (11th Cir. 1984); Envtl.
Defense Fund v. Marsh, 651 F.2d 983, 990-91 (5th Cir. 1981); Vetter v. Frosch, 599 F.2d
630, 632 (5th Cir. 1979). See also Heublein, Inc. v. United States, 996 F.2d 1455, 1461 (2d
Cir. 1993).
781. 264 F.3d at 1320-21.
782. Id. at 1320. For a substantive discussion of this issue, see Grant v. Wells (In re
Wells), 259 B.R. 776, 779-80 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
783. 24 F.3d at 1320-21.
784. Id. at 1321.
785. Id.
786. Id.
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order."'78 7 It reiterated the definition of a final order as "'one that
ends the litigation on the merits and leaves nothing' for the court to do
but execute its judgment."'7 8
In this case, because neither side
obtained what it wanted, the litigation was not at an end. According to
the court of appeals, the bankruptcy court should have entered a
judgment quieting title in the Chapter 7 trustee. 789 Because it failed
to do so, there was something for the court to do besides execute on its
judgment, and the judgment was not final or appealable. 790
The
Eleventh Circuit, therefore, dismissed the appeal. 9
Although the Eleventh Circuit did not refer specifically to Rule 54(c),
it appears to have attributed error to the bankruptcy judge for essentially failing to, as Rule 54(c) states, "grant the relief to which the party in
whose favor it is rendered is entitled, even if the party has not demanded such relief in the party's pleadings."792 The bankruptcy court
concluded as a matter of law that the Chapter 7 trustee was not entitled
to transfer avoidance because there was no transfer from the debtor to
avoid, and she therefore already held title to the property. The proper
relief for the bankruptcy court to have afforded was to quiet title to the
property against the quitclaim deed from the debtor as trustee of the
land trust.793 Instead, however, because the Chapter 7 trustee had not
sought such declaratory relief, the bankruptcy court merely denied
summary judgment and, in the Eleventh Circuit's words, "did nothing
more than place the parties back where it found them."794
The Eleventh Circuit pointed out that when and if the purchaser of
the property seeks to sell it, the new purchaser will probably want good
title.795 At that point, the quiet title action will have to be litigated 79or6
someone will have to purchase a quitclaim deed from the mother.
Saber's instructive value is perhaps not so much in its clarification of

787. Id. at 1324 (quoting In re Boca Arena, Inc., 184 F.3d 1285, 1286 (11th Cir. 1999)).
788. Id. (quoting Clay County Bank v. Culton (In re Culton), 111 F.3d 92, 93 (11th Cir.
1997)).

789. Id.
790.

Id.

791. Id.
792. Id. (citing FED. R. CIV. P. 54(c)).
793. 264 F.3d at 1323-24.
794. Id. at 1324.
795. Id.
796. Id. Unfortunately from the mother's point of view, that litigation may be
relatively brief. Because the purchaser stands in the trustee's shoes and could not join the
previous litigation, and because the mother had a fair and full opportunity to litigate the
issue of whether she held an interest in the property, it is likely the purchaser could
employ offensive nonmutual issue preclusion against the mother. See Parklane Hosiery
Co. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322, 332-33 (1979).
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what constitutes a final order but as a negative lesson in parties'
pursuing inherently inconsistent legal theories and not ensuring that the
appropriate orders are entered.797
N.

Miscellaneous

1. "Ipso Facto" Clauses. In Yates Development, Inc. v. Old Kings
Interchange, Inc. (In re Yates Development, Inc.),79 the Eleventh
Circuit held that a provision in an option contract that the exercise price
would increase beyond a specified date was not invalid as an ipso facto
clause.799 Old Kings Interchange, Inc. ("Old Kings") granted the debtor
two exclusive options to buy two separate parcels of land. The debtor
assumed the contracts post-petition. Paragraph twelve of the option
agreement stated that the purchase price would be increased if the
agreement was extended beyond a specified date and the debtor was
entitled to exercise the option beyond the date. The debtor commenced
an adversary proceeding against Old Kings seeking a declaration that
it was not required to pay a $5000-per-day increase in the purchase
price of the subject property, as set forth in the option agreement, for
having exercised the option beyond the specified date. The bankruptcy
court held a hearing and granted summary judgment in favor of Old
Kings, and the district court affirmed the bankruptcy court's decision. 00
The Eleventh Circuit considered the issue whether paragraph twelve
was effective against the debtor or was prohibited as an ipso facto
clause."0 ' Section 365(e)(1) provides that any right or obligation under
a contract may not be terminated or modified solely because a provision
in such a contract is conditioned on the financial condition of the debtor
before the closing of the case, the commencement of a bankruptcy case,
or the pre-petition appointment of a trustee." 2 The court reasoned
that the literal language of the condition in paragraph twelve was not
one of the conditions expressly proscribed by § 365(e)(1). 80 3 Rather
than being contingent on appellant's bankruptcy, paragraph twelve was
contingent on the passage of time. And because paragraph twelve was
unambiguous, the agreement's integration clause, indicating the parties'

797.
798.
799.
800.
801.
802.
803.

See BANKR. S.D. FLA. R. 5005-1(G).
256 F.3d 1285 (11th Cir. 2001).
Id. at 1288-89.
Id. at 1286-88.
Id. at 1288-89.
11 U.S.C. § 365(e)(1) (2000).
256 F.3d at 1289.
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intent that the written agreement be the entire agreement, barred the
use of extrinsic evidence to prove the parties' intent. °4
2. Ancillary Cases. Two reported decisions from Florida demonstrate widely different views of the scope of relief available under
§ 304..5 and the subject matter jurisdiction of United States bankruptcy courts in ancillary cases.
In Wachsmuth v. Cohen,08 Judge Paskay dismissed an action by a
foreign representative of an estate in a German insolvency proceeding.8 °7 Her complaint sought recovery against a number of attorneys,
law firms, companies, and individuals, alleging that the German debtor
made fraudulent transfers of $203,813.56 and unauthorized post-petition
transfers of $927,953.31 to one law firm and fraudulent transfers in
excess of $85,000 to another and that the attorneys transferred some
part of those funds to third parties.0 8 She sought to avoid the transfers under Florida's and Germany's respective fraudulent transfer
statutes.0 9 She sought an accounting of the disposition of those funds,
and a turnover of any funds remaining in the lawyers' hands and the
hands of their alleged transferees. Finally, she sought recovery for fraud
and conversion. 1 0 The plaintiff asserted, under the federal common
law of choice of law,"l ' that Florida law was applicable and she could

804. Id. at 1289-90.
805. 11 U.S.C. § 304 (2000).
806. 272 B.R. 766 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
807.

Id. at 771.

808. Id. at 767-68.
809. FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 726.105 (2000); "The [creditor's claim was] based on §§ [30],
31 and 37 of Konkurs and Vergleichsrecht (KO) and under the Anfechtungsgesetz (the
Creditor's Avoidance of Transfers Act) for fraudulent transfers under German law." 272
B.R. at 767.
810. 272 B.R. at 767.
811. There is a division on whether bankruptcy courts should apply state or federal
choice of law rules. Compare, e.g., Bianco v. Erkins (In re Gaston & Snow), 243 F.3d 599,
601-02 (2d Cir. 2001) (holding "bankruptcy courts confronting state law claims that do not
implicate federal policy concerns should apply the choice of law rules of the forum state");
Compliance Marine, Inc. v. Campbell (In re Merritt Dredging Co.), 839 F.2d 203, 205-06
(4th Cir. 1988) (utilizing choice of law rules of forum state), with Lindsay v. Beneficial
Reinsurance Co. (In re Lindsay), 59 F.3d 942, 948 (9th Cir. 1995) (utilizing federal choice
of law rules), and Limor v. Weinstein & Sutton (In re SMEC Inc.), 160 B.R. 86, 89-91 (M.D.
Tenn. 1993) (same). See generallyIn re Olsen Indus., Inc., 2000 WL 376398, at *11-12 (D.
Del. 2000) (collecting cases); In re Southwest Equip. Rental, Inc., 1992 WL 684872, *9 n.48
(E.D. Tenn. 1992) (same). The Eleventh Circuit has not ruled specifically on choice of law
in bankruptcy cases but both the Supreme Court and the Fifth Circuit have. Vanston
Bondholders Protective Comm. v. Green, 329 U.S. 156, 161-63 (1946) (announcing federal
rule for bankruptcy courts to choose which state law governs the enforceability of
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assert the claims under Florida's fraudulent transfer act. The defendants argued the foreign representative had no standing to bring the
Florida fraudulent transfer claims, relying on Metzeler v. Bouchard
TransportationCo. (In re Metzeler),8 12 which holds a foreign representative's avoidance powers are limited to those provided by the law under
which she was appointed; they also asserted that the German fraudulent
transfer claims were barred by the statute of limitations.813
The court, however, brushed aside the defendants' reliance on
Metzeler, because that case, it erroneously observed, "involved an
attempt by a foreign representative to use the voiding powers of the
Bankruptcy Code under §§ 547 and 548 which is not involved at all in
this adversary proceeding." 14 The court, therefore, saw the issue as
"really not whether the plaintiff has standing" to assert her claims under
Florida law.8 15 Rather, the court concluded it lacked jurisdiction and
dismissed the entire adversary proceeding. 818 The court held that the
action was not one enumerated in § 304(b), which permits the court to
enjoin the commencement or continuation of a suit against property
involved in the foreign proceeding or against the debtor with respect to
such property, 17 order turnover of property of the foreign estate or
proceeds of such property,1 8 and to "order other appropriate re-

obligations is the "most significant contacts" rule and stating Erie does not apply in
bankruptcy proceedings); FDIC v. Lattimore Land Corp., 656 F.2d 139, 148 n.16 (5th Cir.
1981) (stating Klaxon does not apply in federal question cases); Crist v. Crist (In re Crist),
632 F.2d 1226, 1229 (5th Cir. 1980) (holding bankruptcy courts "are not bound by the
forum state's choice of law rules, but are free to apply the law considered relevant to the
pending controversy"). Nonetheless, bankruptcy courts within the Eleventh Circuit tend
to state they are obliged to follow Erie and Klaxon. E.g., In re Gillette, 248 B.R. 845, 849
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1999); In re Chalk Line Mfg., Inc., 1994 WL 394978, at *2 (Bankr. N.D.
Ala. 1994); Davis v. Barnett Bank, N.A. (In re Davis), 99 B.R. 95, 96-97 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.
1989); Cent. Trust Co. v. Shepard (In re Shepard), 29 B.R. 928, 931 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.
1983). But see ATG Aerospace, Inc. v. High-Line Aviation, Ltd. (In re High-Line Aviation,
Inc.), 149 B.R. 730, 733 n.2 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1992) (applying state choice of law rules
because they were most appropriate).
812. 78 B.R. 674 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1987).
813. Id. at 677.
814. 272 B.R. at 770. The foreign representative in Metzeler sought to use §§ 547, 548,
and 550 and the avoidance provisions of the old German Bankruptcy Act. For a description
of the new German avoidance law, see Alexander Trunk, Avoidance of TransactionsUnder
the New German Insolvency Code, 9 INT'L INSOLVENCY REV. 37 (2000); Klaus Kamlah, The
New German Insolvency Act: Insolvenzordnung, 70 AM. BANKR. L.J. 417, 433-34 (1996).
815. 272 B.R. at 770.
816. Id. at 771.
817. 11 U.S.C. § 304(b)(1)(A) (2000).
818. Id. § 304(b)(2).
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lief."19 Further, the court observed, a foreign representative is not
entitled to employ the trustee's avoiding powers conferred under 11
U.S.C. §§ 544(a) or (b).12' The foreign representative's action was "a
pure state law non-core proceeding which is not even related to a
pending case under 28 U.S.C. § 1334(b)." 21 The court held, therefore,
that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction over the action and did not
8 22
need to consider the application of the German statute of limitation.
The court's analysis is somewhat abbreviated. Walking through a
more extended analysis, however, suggests some difficult issues.
Although an ancillary petition does not create an estate, commence the
automatic stay, or invoke much of Chapters 3 and 5,823 a § 304 petition
nonetheless commences a case under title 11 over which the district
court has original and exclusive jurisdiction.124 Assuming this conclusion to be correct, the foreign representative's initiating a suit in which
she invoked federal law as the basis for her relief-seeking an injunction
under § 304(b)(1) or turnover under § 304(b)(2)-would create "arising
under" jurisdiction. The district court, and by reference the bankruptcy
court, would therefore have jurisdiction over the action.125 It would be
possible to extend the same logic to a demand for "other appropriate
relief" under § 304(b)(3). To the extent, however, that the court may
"mold appropriate relief in near blank check fashion," 26 a problem of

819. Id. § 304(b)(3).
820. 272 B.R. at 769-70.
821. Id. at 770.
822. Id. at 771. It is not entirely clear whether Judge Paskay declined to consider the
German statute of limitations because the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction (having
considered only subject matter jurisdiction with respect to the "pure state law claims") or
because the debtor essentially conceded that under applicable choice of law rules the
German fraudulent transfer statute did not apply.
823. See, e.g., Koreag, Controle et Revision S.A. v. Refeo F/X Assoc., Inc. (In re Koreag,
Controle et Revision S.A.), 961 F.2d 341, 348 (2d Cir. 1992); Goerg v. Parungao (In re
Goerg), 844 F.2d 1562, 1568 (11th Cir. 1988); JCPL Leasing Corp. v. Treco (Petition of
Treco), 227 B.R. 343, 348-49 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1998).
824. In re Blackwell, 270 B.R. 814, 824 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 2001). The fact that there
is no § 541 estate, for example, does not imply there is not a "case under title 11." Instead,
to the contrary, § 541 specifies that "[tihe commencement of a case under § 301, 302, or 303
of this title creates an estate." 11 U.S.C. § 541 (2000). If a petition under § 304 did not
commence a case, there would have been no need to enumerate the other three sections
because they would be the only sections under which a case could be commenced. Perhaps
more to the point, if a § 304 petition did not commence a case under title 11, there would
be no basis for jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334 (2000) for bankruptcy judges to
entertain such petitions at all. See, e.g., WILLIAM L. NORTON, JR., NORTON BANKRUPTCY
LAW AND PRACTICE 2d § 4:19 (1983 & Supp. 2002).
825. 28 U.S.C. § 1334.
826. In re Culmer, 25 B.R. 621, 624 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1982).
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jurisidictional limits arises. As Judge Clark pointed out, "Conceivably,
['other appropriate relief'] could spread the mantle of 'arising under'
subject matter jurisdiction to cover virtually any cause of action that a
court might decide to entertain." 2 '
Alternatively, the foreign representative's adversary proceeding might
be a case "arising in a case under title 11." A similar problem arises
under this argument. If "arising in" jurisdiction is limited to matters
that would have no existence outside bankruptcy, 2 ' it is difficult to fit
"other appropriate relief' consisting of foreign or state law claims, which
exist regardless of the § 304 case, into "arising in" jurisdiction. There is
an alternative view of "arising in" jurisdiction, however, which might
encompass § 304(b)(3) relief. At least one commentator has characterized "arising in" jurisdiction, which vests the bankruptcy court with
jurisdiction over all claims by or against the estate, as a version of
federal entity jurisdiction 29 as described by Justice Marshall in
Osborn v. Bank of the United States830 and by Justice Story in Ex parte
Christy.3 1 Such a view of "arising in" jurisdiction works very well
when federal law has created an estate; it does not seem to fit, however,
when the "estate" is created by and its representative is appointed under
foreign law, and the proceeding in the United States 83is2 merely in aid of
the foreign court in which the proceeding is pending.

827. 270 B.R. at 824. Consider whether § 304(b)(3) could "expand" the subject matter
jurisdiction of the bankruptcy courts in a manner similar to § 105 and whether it should
be analyzed in the same light. Judge Paskay, for example, is not entirely averse to using
§ 105 in a relatively expansive manner. E.g., In re Lykes Bros. S.S. Co., 191 B.R. 935
(Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1995) (using § 105 as the basis to enjoin foreign creditors from
transferring their claims to other foreign creditors not subject to personal jurisdiction in
the United States); Steven P. Nelson, D.C., P.A. v. Gen. Elec. Capital Corp. (In re Steven
P. Nelson, D.C., P.A.), 140 B.R. 814, 816-17 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1992) (using § 105 as the
basis to enjoin litigation between third parties). Section 105 is generally held not to
expand bankruptcy courts' subject matter jurisdiction, which is "limited to that which
congress specifically grants." Wasserman v. Immormino (In re Granger Garage, Inc.), 921
F.2d 74, 77 (6th Cir. 1990). Is § 304(b)(3) such a grant?
828. See generally NORTON, supra note 824, § 4:43; Susan Block-Lieb, The CaseAgainst
Supplemental Bankruptcy Jurisdiction:A Constitutional,Statutory, and Policy Analysis,
62 FORDHAM L. REV. 721, 733-35 (1994).
829. Brubaker, supra note 357, at 829, 829 n.325, 853.
830. 22 U.S. 738, 824 (1824).
831. 44 U.S. 292, 301 (1845).
832. "Thus, to the extent that the action preserves, protects or recovers property of the
foreign debtor, we have jurisdiction under § 304 to adjudicate it. By contrast, claims that
are unrelated to the preservation or recovery of property in aid of a foreign proceeding are
outside the ambit of our limited § 304 jurisdictional mandate." Petition of Treco, 227 B.R.
343, 349-50 (1998) (citing Dry Clime Lamp Corp. v. Edwards, 389 F.2d 590 (5th Cir. 1968)).
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Requests for relief under § 304(b)(3) fit awkwardly, if at all, into
"arising in"or "arising under" jurisdiction. Judge Paskay, however, held
that the claims did not even "relate to" a case under title 11.833 Under
the broad Pacors 14 definition of "related to,""' however, it is inconceivable that a successful action would not have an effect on the estate,83 s and Judge Paskay's conclusion is therefore somewhat curious.
The practical effect of Wachsmuth appears to be a sharp curtailment
of foreign representatives' avoidance powers inasmuch as the case
implies that any transfer to which United States law would apply cannot
be avoided in federal court. It is generally accepted that foreign
representatives do not have trustee avoidance powers.837 Consistent
with the rule that foreign representatives have only the avoidance
powers vested in them outside title 11, some courts acknowledge their
avoidance powers under the law of the appointing forum 83 8 and under
state law. 3 9 When American choice of law rules make the foreign
avoidance law inapplicable, however, the foreign representative must
rely on state law. The court in Wachsmuth took this option away,
effectively sending foreign representatives to state courts or federal
diversity courts when the foreign proceedings will be recognized or not,
depending on state law rather than federal law,8" and may undermine

833. 272 B.R. at 770-71.
834. Pacor, Inc. v. Higgins, 743 F.2d 984, 994 (3d Cir. 1984).
835. See, e.g., Trident Shipworks, Inc. v. Nichols (In re Trident Shipworks, Inc.), 262
B.R. 107, 110 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2001).
836. For purposes of § 304, the "estate" is the foreign estate. Koreag v. Refco F/X
Assocs., Inc. (In re Koreag Controle et Revision S.A.), 961 F.2d 341, 348-49 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 506 U.S. 865 (1992).
837. In re Axona Int'l Credit & Commerce, Ltd., 88 B.R. 597, 607-08 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.
1988); In re Metzeler, 78 B.R. at 677-78; Henry L. Goodman, Mark P. Friedman, & William
H. Schrag, Use of United States Bankruptcy Law in MultinationalInsolvencies: the Axona
Litigation-Issues,Tactics, and Implications for the Future, 9 BANKR. DEV. J. 19, 35-38
(1992) (expressing the prevailing view that the foreign representative must file an
involuntary proceeding to access trustee avoidance powers). But see In re Egeria Societa
Per Azioni di Navigazione, 26 B.R. 494, 498 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 1983); In re Comstat
Consulting Serv. Ltd., 10 B.R. 134, 135 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1981).
838. In re Metzeler, 78 B.R. at 677. See also In re A. Tarricone, Inc., 80 B.R. 21, 23-24
(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1987).
839. In re Kojima, 177 B.R. 696, 702, 702 n.32 (Bankr. D. Colo. 1995) (permitting
foreign representative of Japanese proceeding to employ Japanese and Colorado avoidance
law).
840. See, e.g., Clarkson Co., Ltd. v. Shaheen, 544 F.2d 624, 629 (2d Cir. 1976) (stating
"New York courts recognize the statutory title of an alien trustee in bankruptcy, as long
as the foreign court had jurisdiction over the bankrupt and the foreign proceeding has not
resulted in injustice to New York citizens, prejudice to creditors' New York statutory
remedies, or violation of the laws or public policy of the state"); Ransom v. A.B. Dick Co.,
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whatever uniformity would result from application of § 304 factors for
recognition of a foreign proceeding.
The decision in Aerovias de Mexico, S.A. de C. v. Feltman (In re
Empresa de TransportesAero de Peru, S.A.),41 illustrates a somewhat
different approach. The legal issue in this case was also subject matter
jurisdiction, and the district court held that when there is reason for a
bankruptcy court to believe a foreign representative has resigned or is
somehow displaced, it has a duty to inquire whether the court retains
subject matter jurisdiction over an ancillary proceeding. It remanded
the case to the bankruptcy court for an evidentiary hearing on the
matter. 42 Of perhaps more interest for purposes of contrast with
Wachsmuth, however, is the scope of the relief ordered by the bankruptcy court in the ancillary proceeding. Aero Peru filed a § 304 petition
through its chief executive officer and foreign representative, seeking
(and obtaining) a preliminary injunction of actions against it while it
reorganized in a Peruvian restructuring. After the prospects for
reorganization in Peru faded, one creditor, World Fuel, Inc., requested
the United States Bankruptcy Court appoint a trustee of the United
States "estate" of the debtor.14' Based on an agreement with the
foreign representative, the court entered an order appointing a trustee
with "the role, capacity, and duties as set forth in 11 U.S.C. §§ 323 and
1106, including investigating and pursuing claims or actions against
shareholders or third parties."' 44 The court indicated at the hearing
that the trustee was not a Chapter 11 trustee, but according to § 105,
the trustee would be appointed pursuant to the terms agreed upon. 45
In addition, the court ordered the trustee to "distribute Aero Peru's
'estate' in the United States and to send any excess funds to Aero Peru's
administrator in the Peruvian insolvency proceedings."146 The court
subsequently approved the trustee's requests to retain counsel and a
collection agent, sell property and settle claims, and set a bar date for
the filing of United States claims. Aero Mexico and White & Case, both
of whom had been subpoenaed by the trustee, filed a motion under Rule

App. Ct. 1997). See generally Charles D. Booth, Recognition
682 N.E.2d 314, 320-21 (Ill.
of Foreign Bankruptcies:An Analysis and Critiqueof the InconsistentApproaches of United
States Courts, 66 AM. BANKR. L.J. 135, 135-147 (1992); Stacy Allen Morales & Barbara Ann
Deutcsh, Bankruptcy Code Section 304 and U.S. Recognition of ForeignBankruptcies: The
Tyranny of Comity, 39 BUS. LAW. 1573, 1577-83 (1984).
841. 263 B.R. 367 (S.D. Fla. 2001).
842. Id. at 376-77.
843. Id. at 369-71.
844. Id. at 371.
845. Id.
846. Id.
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60(b) to set aside the order appointing the trustee. One of the grounds
was the uncertain status and role of the foreign representative, about
whom no one, not even the debtor's counsel, could provide specific
information. The bankruptcy court denied the motion.847 On interlocutory appeal, the district court held the bankruptcy court had a continuing duty to ensure it had subject matter jurisdiction and that its
jurisdiction depended on the continued standing of the foreign representative.8 4 It therefore remanded for findings of fact regarding whether
there were still any "foreign proceedings" and whether there was still a
which the bankruptcy court
"foreign representative," without both8 4of
9
would lack subject matter jurisdiction.
Because of the question over the bankruptcy court's subject matter
jurisdiction, the district court declined to rule on the substantive
question, which was whether the bankruptcy court had authority to
fashion the relief that it did.8 5 0 The bankruptcy court's order, however,
is remarkable in two respects. First, although ancillary cases do not
give rise to a full case and although foreign representatives do not have
the powers of trustees, the court appointed one with all of the powers of
a Chapter 11 trustee.8 5 ' Such a trustee would have the avoidance
powers specified in § 544; and such a trustee would have, under § 544(b),
the very powers to bring "pure state law claims" over which Judge
Paskay ruled in Wachsmuth the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction
to hear. 5 2 Second, the court created a United States estate which
would be distributed in the United States and only the excess of which
would be available to the proceeding in Peru. 53 The repayment of
claims in the United States raises the possibility of a "territorial" rather
than "universal" approach to transnational insolvencies and runs
somewhat counter to the purpose of ancillary cases, which is to aid the
foreign court's administration of worldwide assets and settlement of
worldwide claims.854

847. Id. at 371-73.
848. Id. at 377.
849. Id.
850. 263 B.R. at 369.
851. Id. at 371.
852. 272 B.R. at 771.
853. 263 B.R. at 371.
854. See generally,e.g., Hannah L. Buxbaum, Rethinking InternationalInsolvency: The
Neglected Role of Choice-of-Law Rules and Theory, 36 STAN. J. INT'L L. 23, 26-41 (2000)
(discussing universalism and territorialism in U.S. law); Lucian Arye Bebchuk & Andrew
T. Guzman, An Economic Analysis of TransnationalBankruptcies, 42 J.L. & ECON. 775,
787 (1999) (observing "the dominant approach to transnational bankruptcies remains
territorial" but arguing for efficiency of universalism); Lynn M. LoPucki, Cooperationin
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InternationalBankruptcy: A Post-universalistApproach, 84 CORNELL L. REV. 696, 702
(1999) (arguing for a form of cooperative territorialism); Lynn M. LoPucki, The Case for
Cooperative Territoriality in International Bankruptcy, 98 MICH. L. REV. 2216 (2000)
(same); Robert K. Rasmussen, A New Approach to TransnationalInsolvencies, 19 MICH. J.
INT'L L. 1, 19-26 (1997) (proposing form of universalism based on contractual choice of law
in corporation's charter); Jay L. Westbrook, The Lessons of Maxwell Communication, 64
FORDHAM L. REV. 2531, 2532-33 (1996) (discussing variations on universalism).

